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"CONSUMPTION . CURES" 

FOREWORD 
In few organic diseases ·does the mental element 

play so important a part as it does in consumption. 
How great the psychic factor is, was strikingly shown 
by the experiments of Albert Mathieu, the French 
physician. Mathieu led his tuberculosis patients to 
believe that a wonderful "serum" for the cure of tuoer
culosis had been discovered. To these patients he 
gave injections of what they supposed to be this 
"serum," but what actually was a small quantity of 
a solution of common salt, and carefully noted their 
condition. A remarkable change was seen ; the appe
tite improved, the temperature diminished, the cough, 
expectoration and night-sweats were mitigated and the 
patients began to gain in weight. With the discontinu
ance of the injections the old symptoms returned. 

Mathieu's experiment w:as merely a scientific proof 
of a fact known to every physician who has treated 
phthisical patients. Any change either in the treat
ment itself or in the individual giving the treatment 
is likely to result in a temporary improvement of the 
patient. It is this curious psychologic fact that makes 
the tuberculous patient a pitifully easy victim of those 
who advertise worthless or fraudulent "consump
tion cures." The speciously worded advertisement, 
the exagger.ated claims, the favorable testimonials -
all conspire to convince the consumptive that here at 
last is the long-hoped-for "cure." Hence the profit
ableness of this most despicable branch of quackery. 
In the following pages a few of the almost innumer
able "consumption cures" are described. 

While this pamphlet is of necessity wholly critical 
in its treatment, it should not be forgotten that much 
work of a constructive nature is•. being done. The 
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National Association for the Study and Prevention of 
Tuberculosis ranks easily first in wo'rk of this kind. 
This association willingly furnishes literature on the 
subject of tuberculosis and will give suggestions and 
advice regarding institutions and ways and- means of 
dealing with tuberculosis in the home. In addition to 
its pamphlets, the National Association for the Study 
and Prevention of Tuberculosis publishes a monthly 
magazine - Journal of the Outdoor Life - which is 
especially valuable to those who are interested in the 
treatment and prevention of tuberculosis. By address
ing Mr. Philip P. Jacobs, assistant secretary of the 
National Association for the Study and Prevention of 
Tuberculosis, 105 East 22d St., New York City, full 
particulars can be obtained regarding the material that 
the association has for distribution. Communications 
should be accompanied by a two cent stamp. 

The following publications, which are not technical 
in nature, may be recommended: 

"Tuberculosis : Its Cause, Prevention and Treatment." Edward 
R. Baldwin, M.D.; published by the American Medical 
Association. Price, 5 cents. 

"What You Should Know About Tuberculosis." Prepared by 
a Committee of tht National Association for the Study and 
Prevention of Tuberculosis; published by the American 
Medical Association. Price, 10 cents. 

"Tuberculosis as a Disease of the Masses and Its Prevention." 
(Prize essay-in many languages.) S. A. Knopf, 1901, 
New York. 25 cents. 

"Fresh Air and How to Use It." F. S. Carrington, 1912. 
$1.00. National Association for Study and Prevention of 
Tuberculosis. 

"Tuberculosis : Its Cause, Cure and Prevention." E. 0. Otis, 
1914. F. Y. Crowell & Co., New York. $1.QO. 

"Advice to Consumptives." N. D. Bardswell, 75 cents. The 
Macmillan Company, New York. 

"Consumptives and Civilization." J. B. Huber, 1906. J. B. 
Lippincott & Co., New York. $3.00. 

"Consumption, What It Is and What to Do About It." John B. 
Hawes, 2nd, M.D.; published by Sm'all, Maynard & Co., 
Boston. 

Journal of the Outdoor Life. The. Anti-Tuberculosis Maga
zine (monthly), 289, Fourth Ave., New York City. $1.00 
:1 year. 
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AICSOL (LLOYD) 
Of "consumption cures" there seems no end. Nostrum ex

ploiters of all grades, from the veriest street-corner faker to 
the soi disant dispenser of "ethical proprietaries,'' seem to find 
in "curing'' tuberculosis an illimitable field for their talents. 
The methods by which these fakes are worked up differ in no 
respect from that of many other similar means of depriving 
the public, simultaneously, of both health and money. The 

.. 
"Oilitf !."J/Alf /)/Jr/Jffil/JA t'UI /tlJI {IJJ!f#IIJJJ'ltl#-

i 

Photographic reproduction of part of the full-page "announcement" 
of Lloyd's "cure" that appeared in the St. Louis Star Nov. 7, 1908. 

so-called ethical preparations are "advertised solely to physi
cians"-that is, so long as medical men will aid and abet the 
manufacturers in marketing the preparations. By the time 
the medical profession has awakened to the fac;t that once 
more it has been humbugged, the exploiter has completed his 
plans to introduce his wonderful remedy ("Used by all the 
Leading Physicians!") direct to the public. 

• This, the first article on Lloyd's nostrum, was written in Novem• 
her, 1908. 
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The J. Q. Lloyd Chemical Company of St. Louis seems to be 
at present* in the transition stage. As an offspring of the 
fertile brain of one J. Q. Lloyd, who calls himself a chemist 
and bacteriologist, the nostrum was originally marketed as 
"Lloyd's Specific." It was introduced in a way that was as 
clever as it was unscrupulous. 

The National Fraternal Sanitarium at Fraternal 
N. M., an institution for the treatment of tuberculosis, 

J. Q. LloJd Cbo,aleal Co • 
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08 
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its existence largely to fraternal organizations of the United 
States. This sanitarum, which was largely in the hands of 
laymen, was used by the J. Q. Lloyd Chemical Compat,y as a 
means of exploiting its product. Letters written on the official 
stationery of the sanitarium and signed by its president-who 
was not a physician-were sent out, notifying the tuberculous 
public that the institution would not be open for the recep
tion of patients for some months, and suggesting that in the 
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meantime Lloyd's Specific should be used. Whether the presi
dent of the National Fraternal Sanitarium was guilty of any 
intent to deceive or was simply affiicted with a lack of worldly 
wisdom, it was not possible to determine. 

After the J. Q. Lloyd Chemical Company had utilized the 
National Fraternal Sanitarium to the limit, another tack was 
tried; that hoary and venerable standby of the nostrum dis
penser-testimonials. The name of the preparation was 
changed to Sol. Anti-Phthisis (Lloyd), and advertisements 
appeared in medical journals. Later Lloyd's Specific, alias 
Anti-Phthisis (Lloyd) again changed its name and became 
Aicsol (Lloyd). 

This was in November, 1907. The latest developments show 
that the nostrum has not yet completed its nomenclatorial 
evolution. As the following letter shows, it is to be sold 
"under another name" and "direct to consumptives" "on the 
mail-order plan" : 

Does the J. Q. Lloyd Chemical Company imagine it can 
persuade physicians to buy stock in a "Consumptives Cured 
by Mail" concern? It would seem so from the above letter, 
which is being sent to physicians throughout the country. 

THE "SPECIAL ARTICLE" DODGE 

The latest letter indic .. tes that the perennial crop of "suck
ers" is biting-provided, of course, that J. Q. Lloyd is to be 
believed. A letter dated November 13 is now being,circulated 
which states : 

". . . to date we have sold $40,000 worth of stock. . . . You 
will notice instead of one-half cash and one-half in thirty days, as the 
previous one read, we have changed this one to 10 per cent. cash and 
10 per cent. a month, as we have practically a sufficient amount to 
assure success. . . . Under separate cover we are sending you copy 
of one of our largest daily newspapers, The Star, containing a full 
page announcement of our discovery. This writeup is given us gratis." 

The newspaper referred to devoted a full page to the ex
ploitation of the 'J. Q. Lloyd "cure for consumption." The 
"article" purports to be the result of a reporter's visit to the 
Lloyd "laboratory,'' where the journalist learned many won
derful things. 

"The surprising statement was made by Lloyd that sunshine will 
not kill the germs of tuberculosis. He declares he has . . . actually 
burned the germs to a charred mass . . . and then could not kill 
the germs." 

How grateful, therefore, the hapless sufferer should •be that 
by means of Lloyd's Specific he may be cured without having 
to undergo the trying ordeal of cremation. But what is the 
formula? Unfortunately, the reporter is not permitted to tell. 
When he called Lloyd opened the door only part way. 

"An invitation to enter was given after the newspaperman had 
prom_ised not to ,,violate medical ethics by publishing the name of the 
solution. . • . 
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Still we are given an inkling of the fearful and wonderful 
composition of this potent remedy. 

"Some of the ingredients of the ereparation are 'ic' acids, one of 
which, except by Lloyd's method, is said to explode whenever an attempt 
is made to combine it with alcohol. This feat in medico-chemistry Lloyd 
claims to have accomplished, although it has taken years of study and 
experiment to arrive at the result." 

Had the reporter but known it, J. Q. Lloyd seems to have 
accomplished an even greater "medico-chemical" feat. For 
has he not discovered the philosopher's stone-whereby the 
baser metals of deception, quackery and humbug, are trans
muted into gold?-(Modified from The Journal A. M. A., 
Nov. 21, 1908.) 

Later Developments in the Exploitation of Aicsol (Lloyd) 
In THE JOURNAL, November 21, we described J. Q. Lloyd's 

"scheme to work the doctor" by means of his "consumption 
cure," Aicsol or Anti-Phthisis (Lloyd), or Lloyd's Specific, as 
it has been called. His latest scheme, it witl be remembered, 
was to put the "cure" on the market under still another name 
and sell it "direct to consumptives" "on the mail-order plan." 
We learn that its new "mail-order" direct-to-the-public name 
is Re-Stor-All-a cognomen which gives it one more claim to 
classify with "patent medicines" of the Pe-ru-na type and 
other hyphenated nostrums. 

The following letter from a St. Louis physician who paid a • 
visit to the "headquarters" of this concern is enlightening: 

ST. Louis, Nov. 21; 1908. 
To the Editor:-1 called this morning at the place of the Judd Q. 

Lloyd Chemical Co. at 548 DeBalivere Avenue. After telling Mr. Lloyd 
that I was interested in his medicine and that I had heard a great deal 
about it, he gave me a sample bottle of Aicsol. He told me that the 
"formula" was correct, and that each ingredient was in the proportions 
as stated on the bottle. He said that the secret. of the medicine was 
in the way of combining the different ingredients and as that was his 
discovery he would not disclose it. 

As he thought that I had some money, he then tried to sell me some 
stock and gave me an "inside" to his scheme. He said that the articles 
for incorporation were now at the state capital and t~t they were going 
to reorganize a new company and call it the Re-Stor-All Chemical Co., 
and that they were going to put up Re-Stor-All, which is to be sold to 
the laity. 

On questioning him, he said that it was the same thing as Aicsol, 
which was intended for physicians' use. He said that the way they 
were going to reach the public was through the daily press, and that 
they were going to advertise in the daily newspapers of all the large 
cities, a half-sheet every day, and the laity reading these will send 
for treatment. 

He said that they were going to charge $5.00 a month, payable in 
advance, and in passing he said our profit would be $4.50. I suggested 
that all the people that sent for medicine would not have consumption, 
and he replied that any persons that had had a brother or friend die 
of consumption, if they only had a pain in their stomachs, would think 
they, too, had consumption and would send for a bottle of his medicine. 

After the new company was in operation they intended, Mr. Lloyd 
said, to start a tent colony for tuberculosis a short distance from his 
so-called laboratory. In connection with this he said that a certain 
high federal officeholder of the city of St. Louis was interested in the 
company, and that he had some land that he wanted to sell the company. 

As a further inducement, he told me that if I took stock in the 
company he would give me a position in his office, as he needed a physi-
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cian in the office to an;wer letters from the people, to prescribe doses and 
the like, and also to visit his tent colony. He said that be was not 
registered in this state, and for that reason he needed a registered 
physician. He showed me a letter he got from a patient with five 
dollars enclosed for one month's treatment. 

On request, be showed me through his "laboratory," a room about 
thirty by forty feet, which was about one-fourth fiHed with copies of 
the St. Louis Star of Nov. 7. He showed me a brick affair about 
six by ten feet square which looked like an oven, and this be told me 
contained a copper retort in which he mixed bis medicine. There was 
a gas range in this room also, on which were two kettles. There were 
a couple of barrels which, be said, contained the finished article, and 
there were a good many packages put up. In the same room were 
twenty-four or twenty-five girls wrapping up this edition af the Star 
and sending out circulars to physicians about taking stock. 

In the yard was an old tent in which he said a consumptive lived, 
but who was shining shoes the day I· called. In a yard were eight 
rabbits and one guinea-pig. He said there were more of the pigs under 

or Consumptives. 

--~ -•:,•U•---c... 

;=.,:!-:::-' .. :.~ 
::\.":·11~·==;..~~ 
~ ........... ---~--.. -----"'·~-·--
----·-- Un,t,I ::::~=·~.;:::.~.:: _,,....., .. ,_. __ 
=t:,~ _:i;::.=:-::: .,..__ .............. .-. 
-hv ___ l>.elC...._ -"- ...... -, ........ .,.._,c~1.m~-"-•
.,..-.,o...~1o1M-• _rfal __ .._ .... , _ 
__ ,. IIL•.a.mnllllT, -·-

One of Lloyd's advertisements of his "cure" after it bad ceased to 
be a "proprietary" and bad become a "patent medicine." The original, 
of which this is a photographic reproduction, was four times this size. 

the ground. He showed me a dog, "Kate," which he said be had 
cured of consumption four times; there was also another dog there. In 
a small shed were three monkeys, one, which was a little thin, be said 

- had consumption. He also had a chicken coop with several chickens 
in it. He said that be mixed chicken's blood with tubercle bacilli and 
injected this to produce tuberculosis in the animals. In the yard were 
also six or eight barrels that appeared to be empty, and I think be said 
tar came in them. 

In bis office were twelve stenographers, all very busy writing letters 
of some kind. He said that be was sending out one hundred thousand 
marked copies of the St. Louis Star, and it looked fully that much. 
He also said that he was not doing any work with animals now, nor 
was he experimenting, as he had done all that, and now he was busy 
putting up the medicine. 

------, M.D. 
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PURCHASING THE PRESS 

In his letters to physicians, referring to the "article" which 
appeared in the St. Louis Star, Lloyd emphasizes the fact that 
"this write-up is given us gratis." Evidently this is the "free 
enlargement" scheme adapted to the exigencies of jour
nalism. Who has not been approached by the suave gentleman 
who offers to enlarge your photograph gratis-providing you 
are willing to pay a nominal sum to cover the cost of "our 
handsome gilt frame and the expense of packing''? What 
enterprising newspaper, unhampered by an inelastic journal
istic conscience, is there· but would be willing to furnish a 
write-up "gratis"-providing the beneficiary thereof was will
ing to contract for 100,000-copies of the issue which contained 
it? Such methods of subsidizing the press may seem more 
crude than those adopted by some other "patent medicine" 
exploiters, but possibly they are just as effective. 

In the earlier stages of his operations, Lloyd was sufficiently 
unsophisticated in the finesse of "patent"medicine" exploitation 
to publish the names and addresses of physicians who had 
written favorably concerning his preparation. A riper experi
ence in the nostrum business has taught him that such testi
monials prove to be boomerangs ; hence we now find all 
physicians' names excluded, because, as Lloyd. artlessly says, 
"medical ethics do not permit the use of physicians' names." 
We investigated some of those earlier cases in which it was 
possible to make inquiries and to get at the facts. In every 
instance, as might be expected, not only was the "cure" a 
failure, but the physicians who had made the first reports 
had lost their enthusiasm. 

WHAT IT ALL MEANS 

The pro111oters of such "cures" know full well how eagerly 
the hapless consumptive grasps at any therapeutic straw
useless or fraudulent; they also know that there is an inbred 
belief on the part of the laity that "medicine" w'll "cure" 
consumption; they know, too, that the panic fear of the con
sumptives' relatives will make them believe that every "pain 
in their stomach" is consumption, and that they, too, ·'will 
send for a ba.ttle." But knowing all this, such promoters are 
willing to make capital out of the fear, the ignorance and the 
pitiable conditions of those afflicted with tuberculosis, They 
are in the business, frankly and baldly, for the dollars and 
cents; but what shall be said of physicians who lend the 
weight of their names and the authority of their profession 
that they, too, may soil their hands with the tainted money 
of the nostrum-exploiter? 

And this is the disgraceful thing-for us-in this disrep 0 

utable business: that some physicians are partners in it. It 
seems hardly believable, but we have sufficient evidence to 
warrant the conclusion that at least some physicians have 
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been so misled as to invest in the stock of this concern. Have 
the glowing advertisements of certain proprietary houses 
which offer for sale ~heir "stocks" and "bonds"' to physicians 
so hypnotized the medical profession that some of its members 
are willing to become financially interested in the exploitation 
of that cruelest of fakes-a consumption cure ?-(M odijied 
from The Journal A. M. A., Dec. 5, 1908.) 

Lloyd Gets a "Diploma of Merit" 
On two occasions we have given space to a "consumption 

cure" fake known at various stages of its career as "Lloyd's 
Specific," "Sol. Anti-Phthisis (Lloyd)," "Aicsol,'' and finally 
"Re-Stor-All," the promoter being· one Judd Q. Lloyd of St. 

J:liploma of 11ttrit ~l!Jarbtb :Jubb a J.iopb by the London Society of Science, 
Letters and Art in recognition of his valuable services to mankind. 

o•-•l8S4ocl"'""" 
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llittnd illratudattnn from ~ llntbt: 

Photographic rCJ>roduction of what Lloyd calls hia "diploma of merit," 
issued by the "Society of Science, Letters and Art," of London, 
England, a serio-comic humbug that sells "diplomas" at $5 (1 guinea) 
apiece. 

Louis. Under the first three names it was advertised as an 
"ethical" remedy; the last name was given it when a com
pany was organized by its promoter to place it on the market 
as a "patent medicine." This, at least, was the avowed inten
tion. We find, however, in the daily papers that the nostrum 
i~ advertised not under its "patent medicine" name, "Re-Stor
All", but under its "ethn:al" name, "Aicsol.'' One advertise-
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ment, which starts out with what is alleged to be a testi
monial froll\ a physician, contains in addition the fnllow:ng 
statement: 

"On Dec. 15, 1908, the London Socie.ty of Science, Letters and Art, 
of London, England, which was established in 1881 for the purpose of 

• determining the highest scientific and literary achievements of each 
year, awarded a diploma of merit to Judd Q. Lloyd in recognition of 
his valuable services to mankind in discovering 'Aicsol,' the only 
successful treatment for consumption, and was elected an honorary 
member of that well-known society. Only one such diploma is issued 
each year in any country." 

·.ll'~IIM•O...,,t,-.-c.-. G•N-fMAM,j..,.Jn-~ 

THE INCORPORATED SOCIBTY tir 

Scirnu, Jt!trrs, anb trt, of Jonbon, 
·u•·• 

Formal r.ert1!cat1 ol I lludldl.11 !Gr Admlss!oa u Fell11. 

QulifwalU/# __ 

iw••iii.,1...,.u/6«-i-,• FELLOW OF TME INOORPOAATED SOCIETY 1 

OF BOIENOE, LETTER&. ANO ART, OF LONDON. LTO. W,, IM 
WmipM,po;o,. ■U ,-..-l lia ,u li~1'7lo I, 11 •11/wl ■JNl...,_ F1U-
IMn11/. • 

u .. _..,, c...i .. -. ,._., 1.,u....i ~--- ---•• ....... ,. s.-, 
Lo,...,.,.,., .-.. ,lod .... 111•• Mo11M l'\•A.tto..,. • ..,'liblo .. Fellow._ .-..... 5ohalpl-
tc-_,-c • Mai-), 0-Go,.,.., u,,, hbKri.,i., !'1 .. C•-. 

Mo=~==-I t'.:.,;~':.t.=• ~~-s:.~;::~t i-::~~•n ,t~lolo N 

Lo11, ~•• _, Yollo•oll•p 004 ,._ ..,llt.lp •• ,._.w ,oUt. J'ol- l,M N_Mr, 
c.n,.,_, .... ,_ .. lt' - M_bff .. ,p U9 p,-lod ,_ A•• ... h...,_. 

Photographic reproduction of the blank sent out by the "Society of 
Science, Letters and Art," which applicants for "membership" are 
supposed to fill out and send in with their $5. 

It seemed strange that a "well-known society" should award 
a "diploma of merit" to Judd Q. Lloyd for having "discov
ered" a fake consumption cure and especially that this 
'"society" should rank the "discovery" as the "highest scientifk 
and literary achievement" in the United States for that year. 
We tried to find out, therefore, something about the society, 
but were unable to get any trace of it in the various lists of 
scientific organizations in London. To obtain light on the 
subject, the editor of London Truth, who has shown up so 
many fake "societies," was written to. He replied as follows : 
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WHAT "F. S, SC. (LOND.)'" MEANS 

"The Society of Science, Letters and Art, of London, is 
a swindle to which af one time we devoted a great deal of 
attention, and it figured for a time in the Truth 'Caution
ary List,' but it has lapsed into obscurity in recent years, 
and we have not referred to it for some time. The concern 
was started by a man named Albert Sturman, who at one 
time kept a private school for boys in London and _also acted 
as an agent for the sale of various bogus degrees produced 
on your side of the Atlantic. He then started a degree fac
tory of his own under the above title. He took a house in 
Kensington and got together a seriocomic literary society, 
the members of which were entitled to attend conversaziones, 
concerts, etc., in his front parlor, and to dub themselves 
'F.S.Sc. (Lond.)' if they paid the fellows' subscription. He 
also sold them hoods and gowns, specially designed for the 
benefit· of church organists, and generally practiced all the 
tricks of the trade. He also did very good business by insti
tuting a system of examining small private schools in the 
provinces and giving the pupils certificates. As he styled his 
examinations the 'Kensington Locals'-which suggested that 
they were in some way connected with the Government 
Science and Art Department at South Kensington-country 
schoolmasters and schoolmistresses patronized these examina
tions extensively; and I need not tell you that Sturman 
gave them good value for their money by always passing 
a fair proportion of pupils. 

"In an evil •moment for himself, Sturman, who was a 
stupid and illiterate man, came here to see us, and we pub
lished the interview, which made_ very funny reading. After 
this the concern went down hill and Sturman himself died 
six or seven years ago. His wife, however, who was really 
the active partner in the business, carried it on afterward 
with some success, but, as I have said, it has dropped out 
of sight recently, though one occasionally comes across people 
who display the 'F.S.Sc. (Lond.).' "-(Modified from The 
Journal A. M. A., May 20, 1909.) 

THE BENSONIZER TREATMENT 
[The following from the Typographical Journal indicates an 

important and encouraging fact, namely, that the public is 
slowly but surely waking up to the wiles of the quack and the 
nostrum vender. The attitude of this publication on the 
subject of cure-alls demonstrates the change that public 
opinion has wtdergone 'in the past few years. The "cure" 
here spoken of-the Bensonizer Treatment-is but one of the 
many "consumption cure" schemes.] 
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proprietary" field. Presumably a mixture such as that rep
resented by the "formula" did not lend itself to administra
tion by mouth; there was nothing to do, therefore, but enlist 
the aid of "easy" physicians in furthering its sale. ,(From 
The Journal A. M.A., June 4, 1910.) 

THE DUK.ET "CONSUMPTION CURE" 
Three or four years ago· we began to receive inquiries con

cerning a "consumption cure" exploited by one Peter P. 
Duket, M.D., in and around Findlay and Toledo, Ohio. As 
in all such cases, the advertising matter, circular letters, etc., 
sent out by the promoter were collected with the intention of 
making a thorough investigation. It soon became evident, 
however, that the fake was a minor one and, that its perpe
trator was but a small fish in the ocean of quackery. There 
were so many other and more dangerous frauds to be shown 
up that the Findlay concern was not deemed worth space in 
THE JOURNAL. The data collected were filed with such occa
sional additional matter as came to THE JOURNAL office; 
otherwise the case was forgotten. Suddenly, however, the 
Duket "cure" has flared into prominence: two months ago the 
newspapers heralded a new "cure" for consumption emanating 
from Chicagq, professionally fathered by a medical college of 
that city and financially backed by a widely-known politician 
and banker. The conditions under which this unknown prod
uct is now being exploited are entirely different from those 
under which it was pushed in Findlay; its possibilities for 
harm have been enormously increased through its tacit recog
nition by presumably responsible persons. THE JouRNAL, 
therefore, makes no apology for taking up the subject. It 
believes that when its readers have gone over the articles that 
follow they will wonder what can have led the Bennett Medi
cal College to lend recognition to a humbug so palpable. Mr. 
Lorimer's connection with this latest medical fiasco may chari
tably be assumed to be an altruistic one. But why men of 
scientific training should allow themselves_ to be drawn into a 
thing of this sort is hard to understand.-(M odified from The 
Journal A. M.A., May 24, 1913.) I 

ARTICLE I 

About the time that Friedmann's press-agents were get
ting in their finest work, and when any news item-no matter 
how'bizarre-regarding a cqnsumption cure, made good news
paper "copy" the Chicago newspapers came out with sensa
tional articles regarding a locally exploited "cure" for the 
white plague. Dr. Peter P. Duket of Chicago had produced, 
we were told, a "serum" that would cure tuberculosis. It is 
probable that Chicago newspapers would not have "fallen for" 
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this canard, if it had not been given an artificial news value by 
the fact that the "cure" was financed by William Lorimer, who 
for a time occupied a seat in the United States senate. 

Newspaper notoriety seems to have been assiduously culti
vated, and the "Duket serum" has been given publicity at 
stated intervals from the time of the first sensational articles 
in the early part of March until the present. The latest devel
opments are that Mr. Lorimer has asked the governor of each 
state in the Union to send a representative to Chicago to 
watch the Duket "cure." Furthermore, he seems to have 
brought his influence to bear at Washington, for the papers 
state that an investigation of the Duket "cure" is to be under
taken by the United States Public Health Service. 

So many inquiries have been received by THE JOURNAL 
regarding the Duket "serum" that we feel there is an urgent 
need of giving physicians such facts as we have already at 
hand. We have postponed publishing 
such matter as we have in the hope that 
we could have completed our investiga
tions of this widely vaunted treatment. 
If conditions warrant it the result of 
these investigations will appear in due 
time. 

Peter P. Duket was graduated by Hah
nemann Medical College, Chicago, in 
1893. He was licensed to practice in Ohio 
in 1896 on the presentation of his diploma, 
examinations for licensure not being re
quired in that state until 1900. His name 
does not appear in the medical directories 
for the year 1896, but in 1900 he seems 
to have been at Bowling Green, Ohio. 
His name is again absent from the direc
tories for 1902, 1904 and 1906, but ap
pears in the issues of 1908, 1910 and 1912 
under the city of Toledo. In 1902 Duket 
presented his diploma and obtained a 
license to practice in the state of Michi
gan. In June, 1911, and again in Janu
ary, 1912, Duket made application for 
license to practice medicine in Colorado. 
It was refused. But he obtained a license 
to practice in New Mexico in January, 
1912, the license being granted on pre
sentation of diploma. While in New 
Mexico in 1912, Duket wrote to the Ohio 
State Board asking that board to endorse 
him to the Texas board. The Ohio board 
"inquired regarding his moral and pro
fessional standing," and as a result of 

A OODSEHD ' 
TO THE'SICI,{ I 

One of Duket's ad· 
vertisements in the 
Toledo papers. This 
was before he opened 
his "sanitarium" at 
Findlay, Ohio. 
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this inquiry the secretary of the Ohio board "was instructed 
to refuse the endorsement." In January, 1913, Duket was 
granted license to practice in Illinois. 

In connection with Duket's application to the Colorado 
State Board of Medical Examiner11 for licensure in that state, 
some interesting points were brought out. In the course of 
Duket's efforts to get a Colorado license, he appealed to a 
prominent Denver politician, who appeared before the board 
in Duket's behalf. During the course of the hearing, how
ever, the politician himself seems to have become skcptical 
of Duket's good faith. Duket is said to have claimed at 
that time that he was curing tuberculosis with a "lymph" 
obtained from goats. The politician-friend asked Duket where 

lUBERCULAR 
SANITARIUM 
COMPANY 

PETER P DUKET. M D 
IIWICA&.SUP"T . ., 

(l(WCaM.IIONC)UilA-~ 

FlNllUI Y. OHIO 

Title page of the booklet 
used by Duket in obtaining 
victims for his sanitarium 
at Findlay, Ohio. 

he kept his goats. Duket is said 
to have hesitated and finally an
swered that he had one goat that 
he kept at a certain address in 
Toledo, Ohio. The politician had 
the chief of police of Denver· wire 
the chief of police of. Toledo to 
locate the goat. The Toledo police 
chief both wired and wrote that 
investigation indicated that Duket 
had not at that time and never had 
had any goats quartered at the ad
dress given. 

DUKET'S FINDLAY SANATORIUM 

In 1910 and 1911 Duket was op
erating what he called the "Tuber
cular Sanitarium Company" at 
Findlay, Ohio. He was using this 
concern as headquarters for the 
exploitation of his so-called serum. 
Business apparently being slow, 
Duket seems to have gone about 

the country drumming up patients. He issued a somewhat 
elaborate booklet describing the sanatorium and giving some 
indefinite information regarding his medicament. When in 
a town he would send out this booklet to prospective victims 
with a rubber stamp imprint on its title-page giving the name 
of the hotel at which he was staying and the time that he 
could be seen. 

CLAIMS MADE FOR DUKET'S CURE 

From this booklet we take the following quotations: 
"The only treatment that is to be considered is an intravenous 

treatment with an antiseptic lymph." 
"This antiseptic lymph is non-toxic, non-irritant and subdues the 

inflammation of the lungs." 
"In our treatment we use an antiseptic lymph which is a recent 

discovery and has been used by ourselves exclusively." 
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"There is no other institution in the world that bas the same anti
septic lymph." 

"It is not made from any product from tubercle bacilli." 
"When given intravenously, the action of the germs ceases. The 

patients are restored rapidly to their normal weight enabling the 
system to assist the antiseptic in destroying the germs and curing the 
disease." 

With the usual assurance of exploiters of "consumption 
cures," Duket was not at all modest in the claims made for 
his "antiseptic lymph." Here is what he gave as the per
centage of "cures" made by his "treatment": 

Patients in the first stage, 90 per cent. of cures. 
Patients in the second stage, 75 per cent. of cures. 
Patients in the third stage, 50 per cent. of cures. 
To a layman who wrote to the Findlay institutioi1 Duket 

replied in part : 

"The length of time required to be at the s~nitarium or-to effect a 
cure is 10 weeks. In some cases, of cours.,_ it may be longer than 
that. • 

"We have made some very remarkable cures and hope that you will 
not delay in coming." 

As this letter was not answered, a few days later another 
communication came from Duket, four pages in length, urging 
the prospective patient to come to Findlay. "The treatment 
is safe, and none but good results follow,'' the recipient of 
the letter was told. This c!oes not seem invariably to have 
been the case. A tuberculous subject who had been to the 
Ohio State Sanatorium and returned greatly improved took 
Duket's treatment. Each injection was followed by a rise in 
tc-mperature and chi!I and in a few weeks all the good that 
had been accomplished at the state institution was undone. 
The poor fellow died and his brother writes that neither the 
deceased nor he noticed any improvement when his brother 
retun1ed from Duket's sanatorium. 

Here then is another alleged cure for tuberculosis being 
foisted on the public by a man who has no scientific standing 
and who has had little or no scientific training. Nor is this all. 
Duket has succeeded in enlisting the help of men whose 
motives we need not question and whose influence is immeas
urably greater than his own. Thus the potentialities for harm 
are enormously increased. At an early date we hope to be 
able to give our readers further details regarding the results 
of the "cure" itself. In the meantime, every physician will, 
in the interest of his tuberculous patients, do well to give 
them such facts as we have presented regarding this latest 
cure.-(From The Journal A . .M. A., May 10, 1913.) 

ARTICLE II 

Giving the Results of Some Investigations 
Two weeks ago we gave a brief outline of a so-called cure 

for consumption exploited by one Peter P. Dukct, M.D., and 
now being financed by ex-Senator Willial)l Lorimer. The 
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reply of Duket and his backers in the newspapers to the 
criticisms is that THE JOURNAL is making a personal "attack" 
and that no matter what Duket's personal shortcomings may 
be, the essential point is, does he produce "cures"? THE 
JOURNAL has made no "attack" on Duket personally; ip fact, 
every effort has been made to avoid personalities. 

To recapitulate briefly: In 1910 Duket was operating a 
"sanitarium" at Findlay, Ohio, where he exploited what he 

l~HIM[H l~ 
BAtKWAR~N 
P~lHISIS Hf R[ --,. 
&•Senator Foll!l(ls St. Rita's 

Laboratory for Tuberculosis al 
L_oyola University tDiest·Se-

f rum Dlscovereo DY or. Duke! 

WILL BE GIVER TO WORLD 

Institution Is Incorporated at 
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Is Vouched For by•Clergyman 
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The opening paragraph 
of a long article in a Chi
cago paper heralding the 
Duket "cure." 

termed an "antiseptic lymph" for 
the cure of tuberculosis. At that 
time he claimed to produce cures 
in 90 per cent. of all cases in the 
"first stage" of consumption, in 75 
per cent. of cases in the "second 
stage" and in SO per cent. of those 
in the "third stage." Before that 
time he was advertising in the 
Toledo newspapers his "combina
tion of vitalized and electrified air" 
as a "godsend to the sick"-"two 
trial treatments free." 

THE CURE ESPOUSED BY A MEDICAL 
COLLEGE 

The object of the present article 
is to show what Duket really ac
complished with his "cure" when 
in Findlay. Before taking this up 
in detail, _the following facts should 
be given to our readers: The only 
reason that Duket and his cure are 
now being given any serious con
sideration is that recently the Ben
nett Medical College of Chicago 
has assumed to act as hii profes
sional sponsor while ex-Senator 
Lorimer is backing him financially. 
Duket seems to have approached 
the medical college at the psycho
logic moment. It was at a time 
when the newspapers were full of 
the Friedman "cure" ; when de

scriptions of serums for tuberculosis· made splendid copy for 
newspaper "stories"; when the public imagination was fired 
with the therapeutic possibilities of secret- and there
fore awe-inspiring-remedies. Bennett Medical College, then 
-whether from altruistic or ulterior motives, we are not 
prepared to say-seems to have decided to father the Duket 
"lymph" or, as the newspapers have it, "serum"; but capital 
was necessary-and straightway forthcoming from Mr. Lor
imer. Whether ¥r. Lorimer's interest in the Duket "cure" 
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was prompted by a desire to get before the public in a more 
favorable light than that which he achieved 'in his political • 
ventures, or whether it was a sincere desire to give humanity 
the benefit of some of his abundant wealth, need not be 
discussed. Motives in such a case are unessential. The facts 
are: a man of little education, of no scientific standing and 
of quackish tendencies has been given a certain professional 
recognition by the sponsorship of a medical college, and a 
financial standing by the aid of ex-Senator Lorimer. 

WHAT HAS IT ACCOMPI.ISHED? 

Duket claims to ha~e "discovered" his "serum" or "lymph" 
nine years ago. What has..+te to show for it? So far as 
we have been able to discover, the main exhibit is a long 
list of death certificates. When conducting his "Tubercular 
Sanitarium' at Findlay, Ohio, Duket issued a prospectus 
containing a description of the "sanitarium" and a farrago 
oi pseudoscientific nonsen~e about the "cure." The booklet 
also gave what purported to be reports of cases of tuber
culosis in patients who were successfully treated by his 
"exclusive" method. Of the fifteen case-reports, in only three 
were a~tual names furnished. The remaining twelve were 
identified by initials and addresses. Of these twelve, four 
were Toledo patients, and it is manifestly impossible to obtain 
data regarding individuals who are known only by initials 
and who live, or did live, in a city of nearly 200,000 popu
lation. This left eight cases of patients, identifiable only by 
ir.itials, and living in small towns, whom Duket claimed to 
have cured with his "lymph." Inquiries were addressed to 
physicians in these towns asking for such information as they 
could give us regarding the cas~s. We have received replies 
from four of them. 

Here it should be said that the three cases described in 
Duket's booklet in which the full names and addresses were 
given are those of Henry Buske of Toledo, Herman Buske of 
Adrian, Mich., and Bessie Gartz of Toledo. The two Buskes 
are brothers and are both living; Miss Gartz, also, is living. 
These three seem to be Duket's forlorn hope in his present 
exploitation. Miss Gartz admits that she and the two Buskes 
were present at a consultation held in Adrian, Mich., a little 
while ago at which a representative of the Bennett Medical 
College was among those present. In the reports that fol
low, it should be noted that Henry Buske seems to have 
drummed up a good deal of "trade" for Duket at the time he 
was in Findlay. ~ 

PUBLISHED REPORTS-AND THE FACTS 

Now for the reports on those cases, that we have been 
able to trace, described in the Duket booklet published in 
March, 1911. 
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What Dulcet has to show for his "cure"I A list of death-certificates of some of the victims. Some of the certificatea here 
reproduced are of individuals that Duket claimed to have cured and whose cases he advertised to decoy other consumptives into 
taking his "antiseptic lymph." 
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What the booklet said: "Mrs. B. McC----, Circleville, Ohio. 

Admitted on Sept. 24, 1910. Weight 90 pounds. The disease bad 
reached the stage of suppuration, or third stage. Left on Dec. 3, 1910. 
Weight 97 pounds. Feeling good." 

What we found: Mrs. B. McC--, Circleville, Ohio, 
although reported to have left Duket's "sanitarium" in Decem
ber, 1910, "feeling good," went back there in March, 1911. 
Her daughter states that she "never was any better any time 
while under this treatment." She died July, 1911, of pul
monary tuberculosis. 

What the booklet said: "Mrs. F. McC,-.---, Upper Sandusky, 
Ohio. Admitted on Oct. 26, 1910. Weight 95½ pounds. Left on 
Jan. 14, 1911. Weight 105½ pounds. The disease bad reached the 
third stage and well advanced. The patient is now in good health." 

What we found: Mrs. F. McG-- went to a reputable 
physician in Upper Sandusky a few weeks after her return
"in good health"-from Duket's "sanitarium." The physician 
reports that he "found her in very advanced pulmonary tuber
culosis with some involvement of the digestive tract." This 
diagnosis was substantiated by a bacteriologic examination 
made at the Hygienic Laboratories of the Ohio State Board 
of ·Health. Mrs. McG-- then went to another physician, 
who advised an operation, to which she submitted. She died 
a few days after the operation. The physician who first 
examined her after her return from the Duket place says: 
"I am satisfied she would have died of tuberculosis in three 
months at most from the time I first saw her." 

What tlie booklet said: "Mrs. C. •-----, Arlington, Ohio, 
Admitted on Nov. 1, 1910. Weight 110 pounds. Left on Jan. 20, 
1911. Weight 120¾ pounds. The disease had reached the third stage. 
The patient is now feeling well." 

What we found: Mrs. C. L- was not benefited by the 
Duket treatment. Our informant writes: "The lady was up 
and able to do part of her wo'rk before treatment, which she 
was never able to thereafter." Mrs. L- died of tubercu
ksis in July, 1912. 

What the booklet said: "Mrs. C. F. K0 -----, McComb, Ohio. 
'Admitted on Nov. 12, 1910. Weight 94½ pounds. Left on Jan. 22, 
1911. Weight 108 pounds. The disease had reached the third sta1e. 
The patient is now feeling well." 

What we found: Mrs. C. F. K-died of pulmonary 
tuberculosis in April, 1911, three months after leaving the 
Duket place, "feeling well." 

SOME MORE "CURES" 

These are all the reports we have obtained up to date 
regarding the cases described in the Duket booklet. We have, 
however, been able to obtain reports of other cases of which 
Duket-with more shrewdness than frankness-makes no rec-
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ord in his booklet. We have signed statements for the matter 
we are about to give and also have certified copies of the 
death certificates of the individuals whose cases are described. 
To shield the relatives of the unfortunate victims from an 
unenviable publicity, we give merely the initials of the persons 
involved: 

Mr. S. C--. First taken sick in 1911. Went to Find
lay in the fall, where he took three treatments, staying about 
two months. Duket said to have promised to cure him in 
three treatments, but the patient returned unimproved. Died 
July, 1912. 

Mr. A. K---'s 11other states that her son first went to 
the Ohio state sanatorium for tuberculosis, where he remained 
under treatment until June, 1910. Came home much improved. 
Later he went to Duket's "sanitarium," where he received 
three injections. The "treatment" cost $210. Duket is quotec! 
to have said that three treatments would cure him. After 
giving the treatments Duket is said to have told the patient 
he was cured and could go home. He died January, 1913. 

Mr. F. J. K---'s mother states that her son first heard 
of Duket in January, 1911, from an acquaintance of Henry 
Buske. Duket and Buske called to see him and Duket is said 
to have promised a cure after three treatments. Treatments 
cost $195. Had the last treatment in March, 1911 ; died two 
weeks later. 

Mr. W. L---'s wife said that her husband heard of 
Duk et through a man who worked with Henry Buske. Went 
to Duket's "sanitarium" in June, 1910, and stayed six weeks. 
Received four or five injections. Returned home weaker than 
before going away. Died November, 1910. 

Mr. G. C. S---'s father stated that his son was per-. 
suaded to go to Findlay by the man who was financing Duket's 
"sanitarium." Was told that if he would take three injec
tions three weeks apart he would be able to return home 
cured. Was to pay $25 for each treatment and $15 a week 
for board. Went to the Duket "sanitarium" in July, 1910. 
Was given four injections. Death occurred in September, 
1910. Duket is said to have collected for the fourth treat~ 
ment after threatening suit. 

Miss W. W---, according to her mother, heard of the 
Duket treatment through a relative of Henry Buske. Buske 
sent Duket to call. Duket is said to have claimed he could 
cure Miss W--- in four treatments. She went to Findlay 
in January, 1911, and had three treatments, paid $25 for each 
treatment and $15 a week in advance for room. After six 
weeks Duket advised her to return home, which she did in 
March, 1911. Four weeks later she died. Her mother states 
that her daughter "had not coughed or raised sputum" until 
after beginning the Duket treatment. 
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Miss M. S. C--, who is still living, states that she heard 
of Duket through Henry Buske and that Duket promised the 
first treatment would relieve her cough and that ·two more 
treatments would make a definite cure. Duket wanted to 
give a fourth treatment, but she would not permit it. When 
giving the second treatment, Duket failed to locate a vein 
and had to make two incisions. Miss C--- has four large 
scars as a result of the "treatment." She states that she 
never had any hemorrhages, that the treatment did not modify 
the cough and that she lost weight while at the "sanitarium." 
She also states that Duket had only one nurse at any one 
time at the "sanitarium" and that this nurse also had to do 
the cooking. When Miss C--- refused the fourth treat
ment, Duket told her she would not live three months. This 
was three years ago. Miss C--- is still living. 

Such, then, are the records of some of the Duket cases of 
which we have learned. To give in brief the results of our 
investigations, the following list is printed. Unquestionably 
it could be greatly enlarged if a more extended search were 
made but, as it is, it should be sufficient to demonstrate the 
absolute worthlessness of the "cure" and the utter unreli
ability of the man exploiting it. These cases are not selected. 

PATlENT ADDRESS CONDITION 
1. Miss M. S. C ...... Toledo, Ohio ........... Alive 
2. Mr. S. C .......... Toledo, Ohio .......... . Dead 
3. Mr. A. K. ......... Toledo, Ohio .......... . Dead 
4. Mr. F. K. K ....... Toledo, Ohio .......... . Dead 
S. Mr. W. L ..... : ... Toledo, Ohio ........... Dead 
6. Mr. G. C. S ....... Toledo, Ohio .......... . Dead 
7. Miss W. W ........ Toledo, Ohio .......... . Dead 
8. Miss B. G ......... Toledo, Ohio ........... Alive 
9. Mrs. E. O'H ....... Findlay, Ohio .......... ,Dead 

10. Mrs. A. M. E ...... Lucas County, Ohio .... . Dead 
.11. Mrs. S. E. U ...... Toledo, Ohio ......... .. Dead 
12. Mr. O. B .......... Toledo, Ohio ........ ... Dead 
13. Mr. H. B .......... Toledo, Ohio ........... Alive 
14. Mr. H. B .......... Adrian, Mich ............ Alive 
JS. Mrs. B. McC ....... Circleville, Ohio ...... .. Dead 
16. -Mrs. F. McG ....... Upper Sandusky, Ohio . . Dead 
17. Mrs. C. L ......... Arlii;igton, Ohio ........ . Deacl 
18. Mrs. C. F. K. ..... McComb, Ohio ......... . Dead 

A SECRET "CURE" 

What is the Duket "cure"? We do not know. The medical 
profession does not know. Secrecy is quackery's handmaid. 
To the public there is something mysterious in a medical 
treatment put forward under exaggerated claims and whose 
composition no one but the exploiter knows. 

In investigating the Duket cure, THE JouRNAL's representa
tive was told that while operating the Findlay concern, Duket 
bought his drugs from Niles, Mich., and that it was thought 
that he was using a widely advertised "consumption cure" 
known as the Hyer-Baldwin preparation. While this product 
does not seem to have a fixed composition, it has been said 
to consist of: 

Guaiacol carbonate ........................ 12.5 per cent. 
Salicylic acid .............................. 37.5 per cent. 
Glycerin .................. : ............... SO per cent. 
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This mixture, according to its exploiters, is to be injected 
intravenously. Whether Duket's "cure" is the same as the 
Hyer-Bafdwin "cure" we <lo not know, but there is a strik
ing similarity in the claims made for, and the method of 
exploiting, the two preparations. 

THE ATTEMPT TO INVOKE GOVERNMENT AID 

One more point must be referred to before closing. As 
we said in the- previous article, the United States Public 
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Some newspaper notices of the Government's action when the attempt 
was made to dignify the Duket "cure" by setting into motion the 
machinery of the Public Health Service. 

H ea Ith Service has been called on to make an investi_gation 
of Duket's "cure." Through whose influence this was accom
plished we do not know, although the newspapers of the 
country ascribe it to Mr. Lorimer. It is an outrageous state 
of affairs when the machinery of a scientific department of 
the United States government can be set in motion for no 
other purpose than that of advertising a secret nostrum 
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exploited by a man of no_ scientific standing and of unsavory 
professional reputation. Duket's cure has no more claim to 
serious consideration on the part of the United States Public 
Health Service than has Yonkerman's Tuberculozyne, Hill'3 
Consumption Cure, Tuberclecide, Nature's Creation, Lung 
Germine, Oxidaze, Eckman's Alterative or any other of tl-ie 
scores c,f "consumption cures" with which the country is 
flooded. This much is certain : If the report of the Public 
Health Service is an unfavorable one, then it should not orily 
be given the utmost publicity but should be couched in such 
terms as to deal a smashing rebuke to those who have seen 
fit to utilize the government as an advertising asset. If this 
is done, consumption-cure fakers may, in the future, hesitate 
to follow Duket's course. 

In the meantime, Duket, by carefully selecting his cases 
so that the "treatment" is given ontr t_o those who in the 
ordinary course of events may be expecred to live for four or 
fi,ve years at the least, will have accomplished what he seeks. 
and the medical college which is standing sponsor for him 
will have obtained much free advertising. And the unhappy 
consumptive is all this time paying the bill in blasted hopes
a refinement of cruelty that is a disgrace to a civilized com
munity.-(From The Journal A. M. A., May 24, 1913.) 

ARTICLE Ill 

A Letter from Bennett Medical College and 
Comments Thereon 

To the Editor:-In an editorial in the May 24 issue of THE 
JouRNAL, page 1646, entitled "The Duket 'Consumption Cure,'" 
you ask the question : "What can have led the Bennett Med
ical College to lend recognition to a humbug so palpable?" 
I think this question should be answered,. and therefore I 
am sending this letter with the hope that you may see fit to 
publish it in THE JOURNAL so that others that read your article 
may have our answer. 

In the first place, the only scientific journal that has spoken 
of this remedy, the investigation of which is now being con
ducted by some of the members of our faculty, as a "cure" 
has been your organ. The evidence submitted to the faculty 
of our college by the Hon. William Lorimer was of such a 
nature as to lead us to assist him in organizing a scientific 
laboratory in charge of scientific men. Briefly it was this : 

Senator Lorimer stated that nineteen tuberculosis patients 
had been treated by this alleged remedy and that fourteen 
of them had been so benefited that they had been able to 
return to their usual occupations, one improved and four died. -
When these cases were investigated by us, we found that his 
statements were true, but, of course, did not know whether 
tuberculosis had been properly diagnosed in them or not. The 
object of this investigation is for the purpose of determining 
the merits or demerits of these claims, and not one of our 
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laboratory board has either announced nor as yet endorsed 
this alleged remedy as a "cure." One and all we have stated 
frankly that we are getting in a position of scientifically 
determining whether or not it has any merit. It is npt being 
"foisted as a cure." 

It, as far as the St. Rita's Laboratory is concerned, is a 
problem which we are still at work on. Every scientific 
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Greatly reduced reproduction of the first page of a "bulletin" being 
sent out by the Bennett Medical College. While it purports to describe 
the "Research Laboratory" it really amounts to an advertisement of 
the Duket "cure." This "bulletin" is apparently being sent to every 
physician in the United States and is another example of the "unsought 
publicity" for which the "laboratory board" is famous. 

man knows that the answer cannot be given until sufficient 
time has elapsed so that the patients that are treated may, by 
their condition, prove or disprove Dr. Duket's claims that he 
has a remedy which is valuable in the treatment of tuber
culosis. Your journal has devoted space to writing up the 
man. The St. Rita's Laboratory is devoting its energies in 
scientifically determining the merits of the ;ille~ed remed.y, 
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If THE JouRNAL of the American Medical Association desire~ 
to criticize our scientific methods in the conducting of this 
investigation, that will be your privile~e; but to raise the 
question, as you have, about our motives or judgment in 
trying to prove or disprove the merits of any remedy, no• 
difference by whom brought out, is absolutely unfair. The 
St. Rita's Laboratory Board is not investigating Dr. Duket. 
His remedy, however, is on trial. Its composition is no secret 
to us, and Dr. Duket has nothing to do with its preparation. 
It is prepared by the custodian of our board, and, if our 
investigation proves it is of any value, it will be given to 
the medical world. On the oth.er hand, if it is found to be 
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Some more "publicity" that we arc asked to believe was "not sought." 
The article is reproduced only in part. 

useless in the treatment of tuberculosis, that fact- will also 
be given to the profession. 

This laboratory board has not sought publicity, but on 
account of the ptominence of Mr. Lorimer some publicity 
has been unavoidable, but in every case no statement other 
than that written above has been given out by any one con
nected with us. The daily press has from time to time pub
li~hed excerpts from THE JouRNAL of the American Medical 
Association containing attacks on Dr. Duket. For this pub
licity we certainly cannot be held responsible. You may 
criticize us if you please for trying out a remedy. You may 
criticize Senator Lorimer •for spending a large amount of 
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money for this investigation, but I desire to assure you that 
we and he have no other object in this matter than to help 
find something of benefit for the tuberculous patient. Let me 
assure you that we are not "exploiting a cure." During the 
last ten weeks over one hundred patients have been treated 
with this remedy at the Grace Hospital, Chicago, and if you 
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Some newspaper interviews with Mr. Lorimer, Duket, et ~I. Also 

some posed pictures of Duket in the "laboratory." Unsought publicity, 
indeed! 

desire to gain first-hand knowledge, the door is open to you. 
Any investigation that will not stand scientific scrutiny from 
any scientific source is unworthy, and when several hundred 
tuberculous patients have been treated at Grace Hospital dur
ing next year and when a record of each one of these cases 
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has been written, and when the records have been given one 
by one to· the profession, then your opinion and my opinion 
as to the merits or demerits of this remedy will be unneces
sary, for the records of the cases will tell the story. 

As you well know, all medical progress has not been made 
by the well-known scientists, and "ages long have told and 
will yet tell the triumplis wrought unending by men and 
things once held as naught." THE JouRNAL should be helping 
either completely eliminate it or establish its efficacy. The 
waters should not be muddied by attacks while we are just 
beginning the investigation. The proof of the pudding is the 
eating thereof. Why not wait for the proof? 

Let there not be that "refinement of cruelty'' which says 
to the tuberculous patient: "There is no hope other than 
fresh air, fresh eggs and fresh milk for your malady," but let 
us add to these efficient agencies a strong hope that some day 
some one will find a remedy, and that the one way to prove 
the virtues of any remedy is to try and keep trying. Let 
us as medical men work out this great problem scientifically, 
carefully and conscientiously and do unto others as we would 
have others do unto us, and not condemn without investiga
tion any remedy, or unheard, any medical man. 

JoHN DILL ROBERTSON, President. 
P. S.: If you desire to publish this article in THE JOURNAL 

I respectfully request that the entire article be published, and 
if this cannot be done that no abstract of ,t be pubJished. 

J. D.R. 
[COMMENT: If this answer is the best that can be given to 

THE JouRNAL's question: "What can have led the Bennett 
- Medical College to lend recognition to a humbug so palpable 

as the Duket cure?" we believe most of THE JouRNAL's 
readers will agree that it is a lame one. Dr. Robertson says 
that Bennett M;edical College took up the "investigation" of 
Duket's preparation on Mr. Lorimer's assertion that nineteen 
patients with-alleged-tuberculosis had r~ceived the "treat
ment,'' that fourteen of these patients had been so benefited 
that they were able to return to work, that one had "improved" 
and that four had died. On Dr. Robertson's own admission, 
Bennett Medical College did not know whether or not any 
of these nineteen patients ever had tuberculosis. On such 
flimsy evidence-plus the persuasiveness of Mr. Lorimer'~ 
money-the college threw its influence be,hind this "cure" and 
gave it a standing it otherwise never could have had. Doubt
less this action has resulted in giving the college an amount 
of publicity that may or may not have been desired; we ven
ture to assert, however, that the advertising is not such as 
will enhance its standing in the scientific world. 

It took neither a long time nor any great expenditure of 
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energy for THE JouRNAL to find that first, Duket had no pro
fessional standing; second, he had little or no scientific train
ing; third, even those patients who had been heralded in the 
Duket booklet as "cured cases" were, in many instances, dead; 
fourth, a number of other patients, whose cases had not 
been advertised but who had been 'treated," also were dead. 
With an expenditure of a tithe of the money that Mr. Lor
imer must have spent, Bennett Medical College could have 
proved without the possibility of a doubt the absolute and 
unqualified worthlessness of the Dut<et remedy. If it had done 

The newspaper ite•~ here reproduced in part appeared in Chkago 
papers November 4, 1913. Notice the date! They tell their own 
story. 

this quietly, unostentatiously, with no publicity that would 
have awakened false hopes in the minds of thousands of 
unfortunate sufferers from tuberculosis, the college wou!cl 
have done a work, which, while lending itself less to adv:r
tising purposes, would have been of distinct service to 
humanity. 

The statement that THE JOURNAL "has devoted space to 
writing up the man," is false. The fact is that THE JOURNAL 
has carefully avoided any discussion of Duket as a man, 
although it has in its possession plenty of material on this 
subject. Whatever has been said ahout Duket has had refer-
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ence to his professional status, a point that is not only 
germane to the subject but indissolubly wrapped up in it. 

The assertion that the "laboratory board" has not "sought 
publicity" would be funny if the matter were not so serious. 
Newspapers have heralded this new "cure" and Chicago papers 
ir. particular have printed alleged interviews with Mr. Lor
imer, Dr. Duket, Father Green and others. Pictures of Duket 
himself, in various poses, both in and out of the laboratory, 
have also appeared in Chicago \>apers. Letters have been sent 
by Mr. Lorimer to the governors of states urging that repre
sentatives be sent to watch the "cure." In fact, the publicity, 
which we are told was "not sought,'' would have cost a 
king's ransom had it appeared as paid advertising matter. 

Dr. Robertson says that T~E JouRNAL should help Bennett 
Medical College "prove or disprove the value of this alleged 
.:ure.'' THE JOURNAL has done so. It has presented evidence 
that makes plain not only the worthlessness of the "alleged 
cure "but also its methods of exploitation-and the evidence 
is so overwhelming that no intelligent layman, much less a 
scientifically trained physician, could fail to accept it. 

There is no "refinement of cruelty" in telling the consump
tive that fresh air, good food and skilful care will cure him. 
But it is damnable cruelty to send broadcast over the country 
statements that will lead, and have led, hundreds, if not 
trousands, of these unfortunate sufferers to believe that a 
worthless remedy holds for them the hope of life. And when 
a supposedly reputable medical college aids and abets this 
cruel illusion, it is time that the medical profession protested, 
not for its own good name, but in the interest of a cruelly 
deluded public.-Eo.]-(Modified from The Journal A. M.A., 
July 5, 1913.) 

ARTICLE IV 

The Duket Cure "Blows Up" 

About a year ago, THE JOURNAL gave its readers the results• 
of an investigation of a widely heralded "cure" for consump
tion put out by one Peter P. Duket, M.D. THE JouRNAL 
showed, as will be remembered, that Duket was a man of no 
scientific standing and of unsavory professional reputation; it 
showed that in eighteen cases investigated, the past record of 
Duket's "cure" gave a mortality of about 80 per cent.; it 
showed that the publicity and the professional recognition 
then being given Duket's "cure" was utterly unwarranted. 

The only answer forthcoming to these criticisms was that 
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THE JouRNAL's articles were an "attack" on Duket personally. 
Meanwhile, Mr. Lorimer's money was being freely spent to 
give added publicity to this worthless "cure." A mailing-list 
was compiled-said to contain some 140,000 name-and bulle
tins were sent out at stated intervals advertising the "cure" 
far and wide. This went on for some months, and then a 
news item appeared in the Chicago papers announcing, unoffi
cially, that the "investigation" of the Duket cure had demon
strated its worthlessness. These items appeared Nov. 4, 1913. 
So far as THE JouRNAL has been able to learn, however, the 
140,000 persons who received. the bulletins advertising the 
"cure" have never been sent the final report, showing its 
worthlessness. 

After waiting some weeks, THE JouRNAL wrote asking when 
• the public would be notified of the results of the investiga

tion. No definite reply was given on thi., point, but some 
time later a copy of the "report" on the "cure" was received 
for publication. This "report" was returned with the sugges
tion that it be given to the country through the same avenues 
of publicity that had been used in cruelly raising the hopes 
of the consumptives. It was again asked whether the facts 
were going to be given the public. No reply was forthcoming. 

In view of this, it becomes the unpleasant duty of THE 
JouRNAL to give what publicity it can to the essential parts 
of the report by Duket's backers on the Duket "cure." The 
findings are really summed up in the following paragraph, 
taken from the report as submitted to THE JOURNAL The 
capitalization is ours: 

"It may at once be stated that the investigators and authors of this 
report have finally come to the conclusion that there are ABSOLUTELY 

0 NO MERITS IN THE DuxET TREATMENT of tuberculosis; that the method 
is VASTLY INFERIOR TO ANY OF THE APPROVED SYSTEMS of treating pul
monary tuberculosis; and that their observations would indicate that 
the DuKET TREATMENT MAY SOMETIMES LEAD TO ALBUMINUlllA." 

Summed up, then, every contention made by THE JouRNAL 
regarding the worthlessness of Duket's "cure" has been 
proved! At an expenditure of thousands of dollars a self
evident fact has been verified-a fact that THE JouRNAL gave 
to the medical profession and the public a year earlier I 

In discussing the possible composition of Duket's secret 
"cure," THE JOURNAL admitted its ignorance on this point, 
but stated that there was evidence which indicated that Duket 
was using a widely advertised consumption "cure" known as 
the Hyer-Baldwin preparation, consisting of carbonate of 
guaiacol, salicylic acid and glycerin. Here is what the report 
has to say regarding the composition of the nostrum: 

"The chemicals used in the so-called Duket cure ·for tuberculosis 
are carbonate of guaiaco/, salicylic acid, bicarbonate of soda, carbonate 
of potash and a small amount of nitric acid, all of which arc dissolved 
in g/ycerin. This solution is diluted with distilled water and some
times a trace of tincture of chlorid of iron is added." [Italics ours. 
-ED.) 
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What does it all mean? That a self-evident humbug has 
been seriously studied and gravely reported to be worthless; 
that, after exhaustive research costing thousands of dollars, 
scientific men solemnly affirm that the moon is not, and 
probably never was, made of green cheese ! 

But the expenditure of money and brains on a quest of this 
sort, while a woeful economic waste, could be overlooked if 
that were the only thing involved. In reality, this is the 
smallest part of it. The most expensive element in this 
widely advertised piece of miscalled research was paid for, 
not in money, but in the blasted hopes and shattered desires 
of a myriad of unhappy consumptives.-(Modified from The 
Journal A. M.A., April 25, 1914.) 

ARTICLE V 

The Duket Consumption Cure Is Offered Las Vegas 
• -and Declined 

Peter P. Duket is at it again: this time at Las Vegas, New 
Mexico. As our readers will remember, Duket first ,exploited 
his "cure" for tuberculosis in Findlay, Ohio. Failing there, 
he attempted to establish a similar business in Colorado, and 
doubtless would have done so had not the Board of Medical 
Examiners of that state protected its citizens against him. 
Then Duket came to Illinois, obtained a license and interested 
Bennett Medical College, and through it, William Lorimer, 
ex-Senator and ex-banker. 

THE JOURNAL investigated and exposed Duket's "cure" in 
the early months of 1913. After spending thousands of dol
lars· of Mr. Lorimer's money, Bennett Medical College 
admitted, months later, that scientific investigation of Duket's 
cure demonstrated its worthlessness. These findings appar
ently were never given the wide publicity that had been given 
the Duket cure itself. On April 25, 1914, THE JOURNAL gave 
its readers the findings of the Bennett Medical College investi
gators. 

The Las Vegas papers for Sept. 30, 1914, contained a news
item to the effect that an open meeting of the citizens was 
going to be held that evening to consider a proposition made 
by Dr. Peter P. Duket to the Board of Directors of the Com
mercial Club of Las Vegas. To quote: 

"According to the statement made by the doctor to the directors, 
he expects to erect a two•hundred•room sanitarium here in which he 
will treat _patients with a specific cure for tuberculosis which he has 
discovered." 

Duket was not at all modest in his requests on Las Vegas 
for, according to published reports, he suggested that he be 
given one of the most valuable pieces of real estate in the 
city and that the improvements on the lot be deeded to him 
with the land. 
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The special meeting called to consider the matter was held. 
Duket was present and gave the audience a glowing descrip
tion of the advantage to Las Vegas of having a sanatorium 
operated by-him for the purpose of giving his marvelous cure. 
After Duket had said his little piece one of the Las Vegas 
physicians asked to be heard. He' stated that he had lived 
in· Las Vegas all his life and appreciated the advantages of 
that city as a suitable place for the erection of a sanatorium 
and that he was more than willing to do all in his power to 
aid the founding of any worthy institution of this sort. He 
suggested, however, that a sanatorium was more than merely 
a well-equipped .building in a favorable climate. Its success 
and the good it might do the community must depend largely 
on the controlling spirit behind it. At this point, the doctor 
proceeded to read the record of Duket and his "cure" from 
the various issues of THE JOURNAL of the American Medical 
Association. After this, a layman told the meeting that he 
was one of Duket's alleged cures. He went on to say that the 
Duket treatment had done him no good and he told the 
audience of seven or eight patients whom he knew Duket had 
treated \vithout benefit, three of them in fact being dead. 
Following these verbal bomb-shells, the chairman did not even 
take the trouble to put a motion that had been made, and 
Dr. Duket and his "cure" were given no further consideration. 
The Las Vegas papers state that following his failure to sell 
Las Vegas a "gold brick," he left for Silver City, N. M., at 
which place "he wilt endeavor to interest the people in the 
sanatorium proposition." 

Duket is quoted as having said when he first reached the 
city: "The Las Vegas climate is ideal for the treatment of 
tuberculosis." It is; but the Las Vegas climate is evidently 
an unhealthy one for "consumption cure" fakers.-(M odified 
from the Journal A. M. A .. , Oct. 10, 1914.) 

ECKMAN'S ALTERA TIVE 
Elsewhere in this booklet a .consumption cure humbug, 

Tuberculozyne, is exposed. Eckman's Alterative resembles 
Tuberculozyne in three particulars: (1) it is sold as a "con
sumption cure"; (2) it is exploited by a horse doctor; (3) it 
will not cure consumption. It further resembles Tuber
culozyne in that it is advertised by the testimonial method, 
but then practically all "patent medicines" are sold in the 
same way. The product is sold by the Eckman Manufactur
ing Co., Philadelphia, and is said to be the "discovery" of 
T. T. Eckman, a veterinarian, who first tried it on cows and 
later experimented on a member of his own family. • 

Instead of being sold on the mail-order plan, as Tubercu
lozyne is, Eckman's Alterative is sold through the medium of 
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the druggists. It is heavily advertised in the daily press, the 
advertisements consisting, generally, of testimonials, to which 
are attached laudatory paragraphs about the preparation, with 
the names of the local druggists inserted. An extensive 
advertising campaign is being carried on and it is reported 
that the Eckman concern is going to spend $150,000 during 
1912 in advertisements. Here are some of the claims made 
for this nostrum: 

"The sanatorium treatment has only benefited temporarily, while 
Eckman's Alterative has cured." 

"A medicine made for the cure of tuberculosis. It has cured this 
disease again and again." 

"Cures have been effected . . . where no intelligent care was 
taken of the patient, where money was scarce; good food and good 
cooking unusual." 

"Consumptive patients need no longer dread either the fate that 
formerly overtook all sufferers from lung trouble, or costly and often 
terribly inconvenient journeys far from home to other climates or to 
some expensive sanatorium. Hundreds are now staying quietly at home 
curing themselves at no expense beyond the cost of a few bottles of 
medicine." 

These quotations are sufficient to show that the firm uses 
the methods classical to "patent-medicine" fakers: that of 
attempting to discredit the rational scientifi.: treatment oi 
disease and to substitute therefor a worse than worthless 
nostrum. 

Eckman's Alterative was analyzed in the laboratory of the 
American Medical Association and the chemists' report fol
lows: 

LABORATORY REPORT 

Eckman's Alterative comes in an 8-ounce bottle and is a 
dark brownish, turbid liquid with a strong odor of cloves. 
The label declares the presence of 14 per cent. of alcohol. 
Qualitative tests •demonstrated the presence of-alcohol, cal
cium, a chlorid, small amounts of vegetable extractive and 
trai:es of vegetable tissue. No other substance of a medicinal 
nature was detected. Quantitative examination gave the fol
lowing results : 

Total solids (residue at 100 C.), including 
3.93 gm. of calcium chlorid (CaCl2)........ 6.25 gm. 

Alcohol . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11.22 gm. 
Insoluble residue............................ 0.073 gm. 
Water and undetermined, to make ............ 100.00 c.c. 

This analysis agrees in general with that made by the New 
Hampshire authorities who reported the presence of 3.59 per 
cent. of calcium chlorid and small quantities of powdered 
cloves. 

Here then we have a mixture of alcohol, calcium chlorid 
and clo_ves, which every intelligent physician knows is per
frctly worthless for the cure of consumption, sold at an 
exorbitant price-$2 for eight ounces-under the claim that 
it will save the tuberculous. 
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As has been pointed out time and again, the inherent 
viciousness of "consumption cures" lies in the fact that they 
lead the sufferer to abandon or ignore those hygienic and 
dietetic measures which are his only hope. It is not easy, it 
is not always comfortable, it is frequently disagreeable to 
follow the treatment which experience has shown to give the 

A few advertisements of Eckman's Alterativc. 

only hope of success. It is much easier to continue living the 
life which, in so many cases, has been responsible for the 
consumptives' condition: merely taking at stated intervals a 
medicine which its manufacturers declare to be all that is 
necessary to bring about recovery. Hoping against hope 
that in the "consumption .cure" nostrum the secret has at 
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last been wrested from nature by which the White Plague 
may be vanquished, the ever-optimistic consumptive sacrifices 
money which should go into good food, sacrifices all too 
precious time and, finally, life itself, and the consumption 
cure faker waxes rich in the toll of blood exacted from his 
credulous victims.-(Modified from The Journal A. M. A., 
April 27, 1912.) 

Uaillg a Philadelphia Newspaper as an 
Advertising Asset 

Eckman's Alterative was exposed in THE JouRNAL, April 
27, 1912. At that time an analysis of the preparation made in 
the Association's laboratory: was published showing that it 
consisted, essentially, of alcohol, calcium chlorid and cloves. 
The Eckman concern is now running a series of advertise
ments, in. which the impression is given that the medical pro
fession, through THE JOURNAL and other medical publications. 
has endorsed Eckman's Alterative. The advertisements con
sist largely of quotations regarding the use of calcium (lime) 
in tuberculosis. By inference the reader is led to believe that 
wherever the use of calcium in the treatment 'Jf tuberculosis 
has been suggested by physicians, Eckman'!; :\Iterative ha, 
been endorsed. Nothing, of course, could be further from 
the truth. 

The advertising of Eckman's Alterative has undergone the 
same change that has taken place in most medical advertising 
during the past two or three years. The "lie direct" has given 
place to the "lie with circumstance"; the outspoken falsehood 
has given place to the indirect falsehood ; the definite state
ment that Eckman's Alterative will "cure consumption' has 
given place to inferential claims that mean the same thing; 
the word "consumption" has in many instances been elim
inated from the advertising "copy," but other words have 
been substituted, which to the sufferer from consumption, 
mean exactly the same. Actually, the advertisements today 
are more dangerous than they were when their very out
spoken falsity repelled a certain portion of the thinking public. 

The various articles from this and other medical journals 
which the Eckman concern quote inferentially as references 
in favor of their nostrum have in fact nothing whatever 
to do in the remotest way with Eckman's Alterative. That • 
calcium may have some value in the treatment of tuberculosis 
may be admitted. There are several drugs that may be 
given in selected cases of tuberculosis with some benefit, pro
vided always that they are prescribed in accordance with the 
r.eeds of the individual patient and provided further that· the 
patient is warned at the time that the drugs are merely an 
incident. And here lies one of the strongest objections to 
all drugs sold as cures for consumption. The real treatment 
of pulmonary tuberculosis consists in painstaking and con-
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scientious attention to the hygienic and dietetic rules laid 
down for the individual case. Every physician who has 
treated cases of consumption and every visiting nurse who 
comes in contact with such cases knows that the hardest 
task 1n the treatment of this disease is to make the patient 
realize that drugs hold out no hope for cure .but that reliance 
must be placed on other measures. 

Photographic reproduction (reduced) of some of the Eckman adver• 
tisements. Because the composition of the Eckman fraud has been 
exposed and the fact that it contains lime (calcium) is now a matter 
of public information the concern tries to capitalize this fact. The care
less reader of Eckman's advertisements might get the idea that The 
Journal of the American Medical Association has endorsed "Eckman's 
Alterative." As a matter of fact, it has condemned it as a cruel and 
wicked fraud. 

The average person believes, unfortunately, that any dis
ease can be cured by taking something out of a bottle-if 
only one knows just what to take. On this fallacy is built up 
the vast superstructure of fraud in the exploitation of con
sumption cures and cancer cures. It is not always pleasant 
or easy for the consumptive to so change his method of 
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living as to stand some chance of recovering. It is so easy, 
comparatively, to buy a bottle of medicine and take the stuff 
three or four times a day in the belief that it will cure the 
disease. Here lies the great danger in the use of every con
sumption cure, whether it is sold as a consumption cure or as 
a "remedy" for "serious lung trouble," to quote from one of 
the later advertisements put out by the Eckman concern. 

In addition to the advertisements appearing in newspapers, 
the Eckman Manufacturing Company publishes the full series 
of advertisements in booklet form and emphasizes that "these 
advertisements are appearing in the Philadelphia North 
American and other leading newspapers through the United 
States." The Philadelphia North Amcricaii is untrue to its 
high ideals when it accepts advertising contracts .from the 
Eckman consumption cure. 

Summed up, the case against Eckman's Alterative is this: 
1. It is sold as a cure for consumption; it will not cure 

consumption. 
2. It is sold under the claim that it contains no "narcotics 

or habit-forming drugs." Alcohol is both narcotic and habit
forming. 

3. Its purchase means the use of money that frequently 
can be ill afforded and which should go into wholesome food 
and rational treatment. 

4. Its use means that the consumptive is led to rely on a 
perfectly useless nostrum and to neglect the very things 
which offer him the only hope. 

5. To claim that, because lime is sometimes used in the 
treatment of tuberculosis, therefore a preparation containing 
lime is a cure for consumption, is as illogical as it is cruel.-:
(M odified from The Journal A. M.A., Nov. 7, 1914.) 

"The Lie with Circumstance" 

It is an axiom that false and misleading advertisements 
are the life-blood of the _"patent medicine" business. Before 
the public was as well informed on the "patent medicine" 
hoax as it now is, bald, blatant lies characterized nostrum 
advertising. As the public became more critical and as cer
tain legal restrictions, state and federal, began to be opera
tive, a change came over the "patent medicine" advertising 
"copy." The "lie direct" gave place to the "lie with circum
stance," and today we find in this class of advertising lying 
by inference developed to a fine art. "Eckman's Alterative" 
is one of the few "consumption cures" that are sold, not_ on 
the mail-order plan, but through drug-stores and, presumably, 
because certain druggists are sharing in the blood money 
wrung from consumptives, this wretched nostrum has had 
thrown over it a cloak of quasi-respectability. Our readers 
have been shown how, in advertising this preparation, the 
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exploiters have quoted from THE JouRNAL on the subject of 
the use of calcium in tuberculosis. The advertisements are 
so designed that the average lay reader is likely to get the 
impression that THE JouRNAL has endorsed "Eckman's Altera
tive." One of the latest advertisements put out by the con
cern is headed in large type, "Dr. Osler on Tuberculosis." 
This, too, will convey the idea that Osler may endorse the 
use of "Eckman's Alterative." How this style of advertising 
appeals to decent advertising men is pretty well expressed 
in a recent number of Printers' Ink, a journal devoted to the 
art of advertising. To quote in part: 

"'Dr. Osler on Tuberculosis,' is the headline of an advertisement 
that probably· does quote exactly what Dr. Osler had to say about on" 
phase of pulmonary disease. By careful wording, the inference is 
built up that the preparation advertised meets a condition named by 
the eminent physician in connection with the treatment of tuberculosis. 
Actually, the advertisement does not set up the claim that the patent 
remedy is a positive cure for tuberculosis, bur its indirect claims are 
probably more appealing to victims of the G1-c3t White Plague than a 
bold, direct claim would be. The continuance .:,f that kind of copy 
indicates that the ever-hopeful consumptives send on their dollars. 
. . . If there is anything more cruel and outrageous than consump• 
lion-cure advertising, the Schoolmaster has yet to bear of it. If the 
bald facts were not before us, it would be bard to believe that any 
publisher or advertising man would want to pay for his cigars or his 
golf privileges with dollars wrung from that source. How long, 0 Lord, 
how long?" 

The opinion here expressed we believe to be the attitude 
of the modern, conscientious advertiser. If it is, the outlook 
for the public is as bright as the prospect for the fraudulent 
"patent medicine" business is dark.-(Modified from ·The 
Journal A. M. A., Jan. 8, 1916.) 

Attempting to Cripple the Food and Drugs Act 
The federal Food and Drugs Act was passed in 1906. By 

one of its most important provisions a drug product may be 
declared misbranded, "the package or label of which shall bear 
any statement . . which shall be false or misleading 
in any particular." In due time, the interests affected attacked 
this portion of the law. A "cancer cure" quack who had been 
sued by the government contended that the law did not apply 
to claims for the curative effects of medicine but only to 
claims regarding composition and source of origin. The 

•0 quack argued, in other words, that when Congress said "false 
or misleading in any particular" it really meant "false or 
misleading in certain particulars." When the case reached 
the Supreme Court of the United States the quack's conten
tions were upheld-in a divided opinion. So badly crippled 
was the Food and Drugs Act by this decision of the Supreme 
Court that the President sent a message to Congress urging 
an amendment to the Jaw so that it might be restored to 
its previous efficiency. In this message the President said: 
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"I fear that if no remedial legislation he granted at thia session the 
good which has already been accomplished in regard to these nostrums 
will be undone, and the people of the country will be deprived of a 
powerful safeguard against dangerous fraud." 

As a result of this message the Sherley amendment was 
passed. This amendment declares that a drug shall be deemed 
misbranded : 

". . . if its package or label shall bear or contain any statement, 
design or device regarding the curative or therapeutic effect of such 
article, or any of the ingredients or substances therein, which is false 
and fraudulent." 

While the amendment did not give to the law the strength 
that might have been given, it gave the public some measure 
of protection against those who would swindle the sick. 
Naturally, the amendment was-and is-viewed with disfavor 
by the "patent medicine" fraternity, and it was bound to 
be only a matter of time before the exploiter of some fraud
ulent nostrum should attack the validity of the amendment. 
This has finally been done. As the original law was attacked 
by a "cancer cure" faker so the amendment is now being 
fought by a "consumption cure" promoter. 

"Eckman's Alterative," a "consumption cure," was "dis
covered" by a "horse doctor." It_ was examined in the 
Association's laboratory and a report published in THE JouR
N AL. This, in effect, declared the stuff to consist, essentially, 
of alcohol and calcium chlorid, flavored with cloves. Later 
the federal authorities made a seizure of this nostrum, declar
ing it misbranded because, among other things, it claimed to 
be a cure for consumption, "whereas in truth and in fact, 
said article of drugs would not cure tuberculosis or con
sumption." The company was found guilty and a decree of 
condemnation and forfeiture was entered. The concern 
thereupon carried up the matter on a writ of error and it 
is now before the Supreme Court of the United States. 

The Eckman concern raises a number of technical points 
in its attempt to justify the business in which it is engaged. 
These are described in a recent issue of the Oil,· Paint 
and Drug Reporter. One is said to be based on the fact 
that the claim made that Eckman's Alterative will "cure" 
consumption appeared, not on the label attached to the 
bottle, but on the circular around the bottle. It is con
tended that as the contents of this circular did not become 
known to the purchaser until the package had been purchased 
by him and had left the realm of interstate commerce and 
entered that of domestic commerce, Congress could have no 
control over the wording of the circular. By far the most 
important point raised, however, is that attacking the con
stitutionality of the ~herley amendment. In its writ of error 
the company is said to allege that the Pure Food Law is 
unconstitutional, "in that it undertak 0 • ~" r 0 ""'"t" ~tatements 
regarding the curative and therapt> • 
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which said statements -are mere opm1ons which cannot be 
regulated by an act of Congress." Contim:ing further in this 
strain, the Eckman Company is quoted- as saying: 

". . . we want to call in question the power of Congress to prevent 
a person from making statements or claims concerning the virtue of 
drugs, whether modest or extravagant, and we say tlmt an owner, when 
advertising his drugs, has a right to exploit them and advance opinions 
concerning the curative properties thereof, notwithstanding the fact 
that such opinions may be objected to by others, and that he may make 
claims as to the result which will follow the use of his drugs which ~o 
some may appear unreasonable, because, in doing so, he is only doing 
that which the law gives him the right to do." 

Moreover, this firm, engaged in selling an alleged cure for 
consumption is said to declare: 

". . . whether or not a person should be prosecuted for an offense 
or his property condemned, back of the prosecution or back of the 
condemnation, must be an offense or crime defined by law, not merely 
an offense that is to be determined by the state of public opinion or 
of scientific opinion. 0 

The company apparently ignores the fact that the law has 
already made lying on the label an offense and that such a 
law was passed because public o_pinion has been aroused to 
the way in which the "poisoners of the public health" have, 
in the past, plied their wretched trade. The argument that 
the curative properties of drugs are matters of opinion and, 
therefore, not subject to legislation was splendidly met by 
Justice Hughes of the United- States Supreme Court, one 
of the three members of the court who dissented from the 
opinion that made the Sherley amendment necessary. Said 
Justice Hughes: 

"Granting the wide domain of opinion and allowing the broaddt 
range to the conflict of medical views, there still remains a field in 
which statements as to curative properties are downright falsehoods 
and in no sense expressions of judgment." 

This opinion must surely be held by all right-thinking per
sons who have given the subject any consideration.-(M odi
fied from The Journal A. M.A. ,Nov. 20, 1915.) 

The Sherley Amendment Is Constitutional 
A few weeks ago THE JOURNAL described the attempt on 

the part of the exploiters of "Eckman's Alterative," to cripple 
the Food and Drugs Act by attacking the constitutionality 
of the Sherley Amendment. This amendment declares that 
a drug product shall be deemed misbranded if false and 
fraudulent tlierapeutic claims are- made for it. The Eckman 
concern, which was charged with making false and fraudulent 
curative claims, carried the matter up to the Supreme Court 
of the United States attacking the constitutionality of the 
Sherley Amendment. On Jan. 10, 1916, Justice Hughes 
delivered an opinion for the court, every member of the 
Supreme Couct havinir ~"(reed to it. "We find no ground," 

• ·-• as stating, "for saying that Con-
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gress may not condemn interstate transportation of swindling 
preparations accompanied by false and fraudulent statements, 
as well as lottery tickets." The decision is one that means· 
much to the health and safety of the public and will have the 
unqualified approval of all except the "patent medicine" 
fakers and their satellites.--(M odificd from The Journal 
A. M. A., Jan. 15, 1916.) 

J. LAWRENCE HILL, AM .. M.D. 
A few weeks ago we devoted some space to a "con

sumption cure," Lung Germine, hailing from Jackson, Mich. 
A similar concern in the same town is conducted by one 
J. Lawrence Hill, who sometimes writes after his name 
the letters "A.M., D.D., M.D." As in most mail-order medi
cal concerns, the "doctor" in whose name the concern is oper-

• ated is really a very unimportant part of the company. "J. 
Lawrence Hill, A.M., M.D.,'' is the corporate narr.e of the 
company that has recently been re-incorporated with an 
authorized capital of $5,000, the stock being held in $10 shares. 
There are apparently three stockholders: ( 1) F. L. Childs, 
Cleveland, Ohio; (2) F. C. Badgley, Jackson, Mi :h., and (3) 
J. Lawrence Hill, A.M., D.D., M,D. Of the 500 shares repre
senting the entire stock, Hill is said to hold but SO and the 
balance of 450 is said to be divided equally between Childs 
and Badgley. Evidently Childs and Badgley furnish the 
money, while Hill furnishes the "degrees"-and incidentally 
keeps the business from being technically illegal. 

A COMMUNlTY OF INTEREST 

\Vhen the company was first incorporated, in 1906, there 
were two other stockholders in addition to Badgley and Childs, 
viz., R. A. Oliver and H. H. Mallory. Whether the members 
of this quartet have any qualifications for "curing" consump
tion, may be decided by the reader, from the following infor
mation: 

Childs, F. L.: Vice president of the Hill Consumption 
cure concern; is said to have been on the road previously 
for the Upjohn Company; to be at present sales-agent 
for a Cleveland iron company and to be proprietor of a 
mail-order "constipation cure"-"Pomola"-in Kalamazoo, 
Mich. 

Badgley, F. C.: Secretary and treasurer of the Hill 
consumption cure concern; is said to be: a member of the 
law firm of Badgley & Badgley, Jackson, Mich.; presi
dent of the concern operating the ":Magic Foot Draft" 
fake (also of Jackson) and president of a "pile cure" 
mail-order company, the "Dr. Van Vleck Company" (also 
of Jackson). • 
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Oliver, R. A.: Ex-secretary and treasurer of the Hill 
consumption cure concern ; is said to own one-fourth 
interest in the "Magic Foot Draft" concern, his name 
appearing in the advertising done by the British branch 
of that concern. Incidentally, we understand that the 
London branches of the Van Vleck pile cure and the 
Magic Foot Draft concerns occupy the same offices. 

Mallory, H. H.: Ex-vice president of the Hill concern; 
advertising agent; is said to be vice president of the 
"Magic Foot Draft" company, also vice president of the 
Van Vleck pile cure concern. 

A study of the foregoing will help make clear a fact that 
has been previously referred to in these columns, viz., that 
Jackson, Mich., for a city of its size, is particularly well 
represented in the line of medical fakes, doing, not merely a 
national, but an international business. It shows, too, the 
community of ·interest between the various mail-order medical 
concerns in Jackson. 

HILL'S METHOUS 

The methods l,y which J. Lawrence Hill, A.M., D.D., M.D., 
conducts the business which bears his name differ in no essen
tial respect from those pursued by others who conduct mail
order "consumption cures." First, of course, there are the 
advertisements which appear in such periodicals and news
papers as are not above sharing the blood-money of the con
sumption-cure ghouls-a type of journalism, we are glad to 
say, that is yearly becoming scarcer. Second, is the series of 
follow-up letters, so prepared as to simulate personal com
munications, but which are really printed, even to the signa
ture of the "physician" in charge. The only part of each 
letter of this series which has any remotely personal element 
in it is the name and address of the victim to whom it is 
addressed, these being "filled in" by means of a typewriter 
in the same style of type and color of ink as that used in 
printing the letters. Third, is the bait of a "trial-treatment," 
of which more later. Fourth, the inevitable testimonials-the 
si11c qua 11011 of the quack. 

THE TRIAL l'ACKAt;1-: 

In his advertisements, Dr. Hill says· he "cures consump
tion" and will send a trial package to all who will send 
20 cents "to help pay for packing," etc. Those who answer 

, his advertisement are sent a four-page circular letter, the 
first of his follow-up letters, designated, for the convenience 
of Hilrs mailing force, "E l," together with the "trial pack
age." The package consists of a collapsible tube and three 
small cardboard boxes, all contained in a larger cardboard 
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box. The three small boxes are labeled, respectively: "Glob
ules,'' "Systemic Wafers" and "Laxative Tablets," while the 
tube is labeled "Plasma." Cur-
sory examination shows : 

Plasma: A white ointment 
smelling strongly of winter
green. The consumptive is 
directed to "rub in the upper 
part of chest and between 
shoulders." He is told that 
"the ingredients of plasma are 
quickly absorbed by the blood, 
thus the plasma helps to de
stroy the bacilli or germs in 
the blood ... " 

Globules: Nine flexible cap
sules each containing an oily 
liquid, having the odor of 
guaiacol. Floating in the liquid 
is a small pill. One globule 
to be taken three times a day. 
They are claimed to "help sup
ply the blood with what it 
needs to make strong fighting 
cospuscles . . ." 

Systemic Wafers: Small 
pinkish-white tablet triturates, 
having a sweet taste. To be 
taken at 10 a. m., 3 p. m. and 
7 p. m., and are said to "act 
specifically on the 
lungs, imparting strength to 
them . . ." 

Laxative Tablets: Small 
chocolate-coated • tablets. Says 
Hill: "They are wonderfully 
[sic) bowel regulators, act 
nicely on the liver and are a 
triumph in the art of chemis
try, being prepared by one of 
the best known chemists and 
pharmacists." 

THE FOLWW-UP SYSTEM 

The first letter of Hill's fol
low-up series states, among 
other things : 

Trial 
Package. 

Free 
s.,.,,Ka-,w-siwr..s,-eo.

.,.ptl,N. lrMdlJtll. AO-. c.wdt. Hldlq 
eo._t. _,. Twoc or Lna n-w. 

SllollWWrtlelllO-. 

• J 

....... ·•---------~--
- - -- ·"·-····. ··•·· 1 a=,t~~ ... .:;.$ :=J·.:::-:-: .. _ ..... 

liY•An• ........ •"'-~Wltofa.Doa't 
, hGtoS.WNa _ __.,....,,.._To,y,-tM 

...... h.cu... , 

A typical advertisement of the 
Hill consumption cure. 

"My purp9se in sending you my trial treatment i1 to prove to you 
. . . that it is not necessary for you . . . to spend a good deal 
of money in following a complicated mode of living . . ." 
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This statement and the fact that Hill claims in his prelim
inary advertising that the use of his "treatment" renders it 
Ul"!necessary "to materially change the patient's mode of liv
ing," and the further fact that in none of his series of 
follow-up letters does he recommend the open-air method of 
treatment, make plain the danger of this particular "con
sumption cure." As every reputable physician knows, the 
hardest task that confronts him, in his attempt to help the 
consumptive, is to get the patient to consent to put up with 
the inconveniences and minor hardships inseparable from the 
only rational treatment of the disease-the outdoor life. The 
average consumptive believes that the physician should be 
able to give him "medicine" that will "cure" him-a belie'f 
that is as fallacious as it is dangerous, and yet one that Hill 
and most consumption -cure quacks play on. 

After he has persuaded the victim to part with his $10 for 
the "first month's treatment," however, Hill sends a pamphlet 
entitled "Rules for Living," in which the "mode of living" 
recommended is certainly as "complicated" as any ever sug
gested by a reputable physician. It is evident, then, that the 
claims made-both directly and by inference-in the follow-up 
letters and advertising by which the prospective patient is led 
to believe that Hill's "treatment" is all that is necessary to 
cure consumption, are merely a catch-penny device to ensnare 
the victim. It is equally evident that if good results ever 
follow Hill's "treatment," they are due not to the drugs he 
sends but to the mode of living adopted by the patient. 

SLIDING SCALE OF FEES 

With the first letter and the "Trial Treatment" comes a 
symptom blank-the "Three Day Test Sheet"-which the 
patient is expected to fill out and return with the order for 
the first month's treatment. Much, also, is made of the won
derful virtues of Hill's "truly wonderful appliance for lung 
development and air sterilization" called the "Ozonol Lung 
Developer," which is sent "free" to those who order the first 
month's treatment. The price first asked for one month's 
treatment is $10. Should the patient not "bite," the second 
follow-up letter-number "E 1 a"-comes just one month 
later. This "letter" dilates again on the "Ozonol Developer," 
for which Hill claims: 

''The air in passing through this Developer is . . . more heavily 
charged with oxygen than if breathed otherwise . . ." 

The second letter still gives the price of the treatment as 
$10. Continued silence on the part of the patient brings
thirty days later-follow-up letter number "E I b." In this, 
the third letter of the series, the poor victim is told of those 
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who have "been laid away among the Innumerable Dead" 
because they did not send for the Hill treatment soon enough . . 

"You know what is awaiting you, if you delay• ordering my treatment." 

The third letter brings the price asked down to $5-the 
balance to be paid "after you are cured, or whenever you are 
able, just as you see fit." One month later, if the patient 
still wisely continues to hold on to his money, comes the 
fourth follow-up letter, number "E 2 a." This letter is chiefly 
devoted to Hill's laudation of himself and his work. For 
instance: 

Dr. J. Lnn-c-nce HilJ's 

Personal Gnarantc-c-

I ..,...ttg l(IJ'rf. ·n,..t "' 1h,,,; ....-tt,t 1;,1 t~ hr•t mocuh\, u .. Hn\of1u, w111 '" tl,., JM:'NOI• wh,..,.. n.imc 
•l'f"l'~1'1 1l•on•, dold av, ,...tit the I"'""''· tt,.- .,.,_tiT.-•motult ra11l ,.,,. •me .,. 111 hc-1"1und..J-• 

•111tt11r\·1\io:f,,..,_,,_,.,......,,.a.,. ,_,.._,..., .. --i.a..a-wu-.,.,. __ ,.,.w.llr 
,11,0.,,1,..,.._,_,_-.;,,1_1,' ... ..,~,-- .. ""' .. 1',~1•~ ... '·•4"~ .. _....... 

p~~""""'•"'l,4': 

15"•~·-· ... ,-~ .... - ........ \)r J t., .. -·,1- ... -i.- .. .-.--, .... , 

:.··-~:~~- ::--·- _;'(f?!::.4 

Of course, the Hill consumption cure concern issues a guarantee; all 
such fakes do! This is a photoirraphic reproduction of the "guarantee." 
Notice that Notary Public E. J. Wood testifies that Dr. Hill "stands 
well in this community," and that he believes Hill "will carry out any 
and all agreements." E. J. Wood was one of the original stock
holders in the Hill consumption cure concern. 

"I am a physician of many years' practice." 
"I aln widely known for the ~ood I have done in treating patients 

afflicted with consumption . . . ' 
"The remarkable success I have had in curing these troubles cer

tainly warrants' any man or woman, no matter how seriously affected 
. . . to feel absolutely certain that if there is any one man living 
who can save them, I believe I can do it." 

"I do not say this to boast, but because it is true." 

The price, in the fourth letter, still remains at $5. Should 
this fail to bring an order within a month, the fifth and last 
of this series of follow-up letters comes, number "E 3 a.' 
This represents Hill's final attempt to "land" his victim, and 
the identical "treatment" for which $10 was asked in the first 
two letters is now offered for·$3.20: "You shall never be asked 
for 'the balance." 
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THE "TREATMENT" 

If the price of a "treatment" is sent-either $10, $5 or 
$3.20, according to the ease with which the victim bites-back 
comes another form letter, "Tr. l," commencing: "Your 
remittance for treatment just to hand, for which please 
accept thanks." The amount of the remittance is not men
tioned, so presumably this "letter" may be used in acknowl
edging the receipt of any of the "fees" which Hill's sliding 
scale calls for. 

The "treatment" itself seems to differ in no respect from 
the "trial treatment" sent previously, except in size. The 
"Globules," the "Systemic Wafers," the "Laxative Wafers" 
and the "Plasma"-all are there, in larger quantities, but with 
similar directions for their use. In addition to these there 
is the "New Ozonol Lung Developer," about which so much 
is said in Hill's follow-up letters and other advertising matter. 
The "lung developer" consists of a cigar-shaped piece of hard 
rubber about 3½ inches long. One end of the "developer" is 
hollow and the cavity is loosely packed with cotton saturated 
with the "ozonol" fluid, a small vial of which accompanies it. 
The consumptive is instructed to place the charged end of the 
instrument in one nostril, close the other and inhale deeply ; 
when the lungs have been filled the patient is to place th~ 
opposite end of the "developer" in the mouth and "blow the 
air out from the lungs." 

The Association's chemists examined the various prepara
tions sent by Hill in one of his $10 "treatments," and their 
report follows: 

LABORATORY REPORT 

A box labeled "Dr. J. Lawrence Hill's Rational $10 Three
Fold Treatment for Consumption, Asthma, Bronchitis, 
Catarrh and all Diseases of the Throat, Nose and Lungs," and 
containing several forms of medication was submitted to the 
Association laboratory for examination. The "treatment" con
sisted of (1) a box of sealed elastic gelatin capsules contain
ing a liquid in which floated a pill, and labeled "Dr. J. 
Lawrence Hill's Globules"; (2) a small box of pinkish tablets 
labeled "Dr. Hill's Systemic Wafers"; (3) a small box of 
chocolate-coated tablets-"Dr. Hill's Laxative Tablets"; ( 4) 
a collapsible tube of a white ointment or salve labeled "Dr. J. 
Lawrence Hill's Plasma"; (5) a small vial (less than 2 drams) 
containing a brown liquid and bearing on the label-"Dr. J. 
Lawrence Hill's Antiseptic and Germ Killing Ozonol"; (6) a 
black hard-rubber inhaler, and (7) a small box containing a 
tuft of cotton. 

The "Globules": These were opened and the liquid and pill 
examined separately. The pill after being freed from the 
liquid was treated with hydrochloric acid, resulting in an 
evolution of hydrogen with a characteristic odor, such as is 
given off on treating iron with hydrochloric acid.- On tritu
rating one of the pills and washing away the lighter insoluble 
matter, a residue of shining metallic scales remained, which. 
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when dissolved in hydrochloric acid, emitted hydrogen gas as 
when the entire pill was treated. The resulting solution 
responded to tests for iron. On extracting the pills, from an 
alkaline medium, with ether, a bitter white crystalline sub
stance was obtained, which responded to general alkaloidal 
tests, viz., it yielded a brown precipitate with iodin solution 
and a white precipitate with mercuric potassium iodid solution. 

Consumption 
Gettlnd -Stronder Eveey Day . 

. Lockport, Ill .. 6-20-'oS. 
Dear Doctor: I am getting along finely and. I am getlintt stronger 
~ day. I do not raise as much as I did. I can breathe easier and my; 
fever has got down to 99 and 100. I do not know just what I weigh, hut 11 
know I have gained. I feel greaUy benelitted llince • a ent. 

V 

~of~kport --Oil. F. W. SCHOOP, JI-

,._,.,,,.,,IIL,.-ll_es..,__l!l_,_~19 

Th~• cortltlea th~t l atten:l•~€e.nk •••cht!9or Loo&port. .. 

tll •. ·protoaa1onall7 dur1na t.he la.•t. rtvo month• ot hl• Ute 

That ha died at. hie hoae ln ~ckpart.,G:pt~ o; 190!jand thAt . 

t.M c~uee or hte ·death •a•Eer°!!o'}!) or the lw1'l:a 

Health orrtoer ot the CH7 ot 
Loctport at t.h1. t t lme . 

SUbecrU,ed and sworn to bet"or& me. 

The upper illustration is a reduced photographic reproduction of a 
Hill testimonial.· The writer of it died three months after giving it. 
Hill continued to use the testimonial, however, for two years longer. 
The lower illustration is a photographic reproduction of a certified 
statement regarding the death of the writer of the testimonial. 
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Further examination showed that the substance gave strong 
reactions for quinin and less distinct ones for strychnin. No 
arsenic or other metals were found. From the results of the 
tests rr,ade it was assumed that the pills were composecf 
essentially of iron (metallic), quinin and strychnin. The liquid 
in the globules was oily and possessed an odor of guaiacol. It 
was partially soluble in alcohol and completely soluble in ether 
and in chloroform. Alcohol extraction of the oil left a light 
yellow oil, practically odorless and tasteless; the portion 
extracted with alcohol responded to tests for guaiacol. The 

Improves Greatly After Uslnd Treatment 
, Only 15 D~ys. 

Tlala patient baa beea a conaumpUve. la 13 days after beaUaala• tr•~•• 
meat, be aOtea a ~e■eral Improvement. The Lunal (Oaoaol) Developer be 
aays doea wonders.? It la tbla Developer that I -'lve free to each one of my .......... 

Hartford, Wis. 
Dr.J. I,. Hill, 

~ar Sir: I feel some improvement after taking ,your treatment only 15 days. 
My cough does not Sttm to be so hard, my breathing. 1s much easier, and what I 
raise is mostly clear. The wheezing or hacking noise in my throat is materially gone, 
and my sleep seems to get ·better every night. 

I am ustng your Lung ( Ozonol) Develo~r five or six tim'! 
does wonders. J-woatd not give it for a famt if I could not get r. 

YoUrs sincerely, OTTO BRUC:8. 

c-•tr •'.- . .!:lUi.b.1ll&l.Q.nl._ 
~•~• - ,.., 11ol1.;,,...,vf'liSIN 

Dcpartmorat or J-loralth-Bar .. u ol v·ital SUli•tiu 

COPY Of' DEATH ACCORD T-•~M1,-, ... JJ'..l.!L ....... _ 

v;i~!•., •• ·····················-- .~9 1..~.1· n." ,11!~ :~.;;·;-~·•r&;;iJ 
c11, -'. .: ....... <••--='11'11!!!!~!!1!"~~, 

-·••o#A4 .,,,. •rATl•rtcA&. --NCI 

l«>LOO 

Mele iWbifiL__ ............. i1,i~1-i .............. c~J,· ········ ":v~.~i 

············;¼2,i,i... ·····-··f~,> .... ~\ I IIEIIEBT C!:11:TIPY. T••t I •II• ...... ·.___. ,,_ 
r.;;;-----==--=~-=~1 .. Mt.A~.cJ., _________ ,.-!l.'j• ~.!Wl •. .5.,L. .... __ ,. Q.9. 

~-~==========~! ~•I I LNt Mw • ••••• •ii•• -~~~·~~::~:·:~:J: 
~!.~!------

The upper illustration is a photographic reproduction (reduced) of 
one of Hill's testimonials from consumptive patients; it was still being 
sent out by Hill in the latter months of 1910. The lower illustration 
is a photographic reproduction (reduced) of the death certificate of 
the individual whose testimonial is given. Note that the testimonial 
was used nearly two years after the poor victim was dead! 
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liquid portion of the "globules" then appeared to be a solution 
of guaiacol, or guaiacol-like body, in some bland oil. 

The "Systemic Wafers": These were practically completely 
soluble in water, yielding a slightly turbid solution. They 
were sweetish in taste and slowly soluble in the mouth, 
resembling milk sugar. Tests for milk sugar indicated its 

' presence. Further examination indicated the absence of 
metallic constituents, such as arsenic, antimony, mercury, iron, 
manganese, zinc, magnesium or calcium. Tests for alkaloids 
indicated the absence of alkaloids, such as atropin, strychnin, 
etc., while tests for such substances as iodids, bromids and 
salicylates indicated their absence. From the examination it 
was concluded that the tablets were essentially milk sugar. 

The "Laxative Tablets": These were found to contain a 
substance having a faint, peculiar odor and a very bitter taste. 
Tests for arsenic and other heavy metals indicated their 
absence, and the tablets did not respond to tests for alkaloids. 
The bitter taste and the use for which the tablets were 
intended, pointed to the possible presence of aloin or aloes, 
and appropriate tests proved that aloin or aloes and a small 
quantity of starch were present. From the tests made, it was 
assumed that the tablets were principally aloes or aloin with 
some starch. 

The "Plasma": This substance was found to be a white 
ointment or salve with a strong odor of oil of wintergreen. 
When subjected to steam distillation the distillate was found 
to contain material having the odor of wintergreen, while the 
residue in the distillation flask possessed an odor resembling 
oil of cloves. The "plasma" when extracted with ether yielded 
a substance which had the properties of stearic acid and the 
portion soluble in water had the properties of a stearic acid 
soap. The substance also contained a small quantity of a 
gummy substance resembling tragacanth. Tests indicated the 
absence of metals and alkaloids. It was concluded that th,• 
"plasma" was essentially a stearic acid ointment containing as 
its chief ingredient oil of wintergreen and small quantities of 
other oils. 

"'Ozonol": This liquid possessed an aromatic odor and was 
soluble in alcohol, ether and in chloroform, but insoluble in 
water. When extracted successively with various solvents 
fractions were obtained which resembled such essential oils 
as sassafras, peppermint and eucalyptus. No alkaloids or 
other potent drugs were found. From the above properties 
"Ozonol" was assumed to be a mixture of aromatic oils 
resembling sassafras, peppermint and eucalyptus. 

The chemists' report thus confirms what has been said over 
and over again, viz., that quacks and medjcal fakers use either 
absolutely worthless preparations or else endow well-known 
and commonly used drugs with virtues that they do not pos
sess. To suppose that rubbing an ointment of tallow and 
wintergreen on the chest would cure consumption is as foolish 
as to believe that taking sugar tablets internally or that 
sniffing the vapors of oil of peppermint or sassafras would 
accomplish the same end. 
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The fact is the drugs sent out by Hill will not cure con
sumption, either in the first, second or any other stage of the 
disease. That they may easily upset the digestive apparatus 
of the person taking them is evident to any physician, and the 

Gains 17 Po~nda Aft~r Every One Gave Her Up. 
HIN Ida Scbalta bad a terrible ., .. e o( cou■mplJo■• tc,4.Cber wttb 

calarrb aad ltroacl.HI&. • WUla tltla terrlltle compllcaHo■, II•••• ap to die, 
abe l!>ok the Bill Tnatmeat. Sb•.te·■ow cared. Amhent WI& 

Dr.]. La"rence Hill, Jackaon, lllch. • ' 
Dear Doctor: I have been gaining rapidly. Have gained 17 pounda; ""igh 150 

pound" nolf and am getting quite strong, too. I wish you could ett me. You would 
he surprised. I look just 6ne. Everybody say■ thel never 11. 
I can't tbank yo11 enough for it. I am ie::::.'J.i;, ae, MISS IDA SCHULTZ. 

Hill in the advertisement reproduced in the upper illustration states 
that Miss Schultz was "cured" after taking his "treatment." He was 
still sending out this statement a year or more after the poor girl had 
succumbed to tuberculosis, 

danger of such a result becomes apparent when it is remem
bered that the chief hope of the consuml}tive is an unimpaired 
ability to digest food. 
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TESTIMONIALS-TWO KINDS 

With each of Hill's follow-up letters testimonials are sent. 
These are of two kinds: One kind purports to come from 
"patients" telling how they were "cured"; the other emanates 
from "prominent business and professional men," and are 
printed to show Hill's "standing, both as a man and physi
cian." Of the latter, four of the testimonials are purely per
sonal and not professional. The use Hill has made of them, 
however, practically means that they are an endorsement of 
his "treatment." Hill seems to have "worked" his' church 

Photographic reproduction (reduced) of the advertisements of some 
of Hill's professional friends; these gentlemen testified to his sterling 
worth. 

affiliations in the exploitation of his "cure." It is said that 
he used to be in the ministry, and that even after opening 
his fakery at Jackson he was a pretty regular attendant at 
the weekly meeting of the Jackson Ministerial Association, 
where he not only participated in the discussions, but occa
sionally contributed papers. Even as recently as Dec. 18, 
1910, a Jackson newspaper contained a "Christmas Sermonette" 
by John L. Hill, entitled "Christ the Wonderful One." These 
incongruous mixtures of pseudopiety and quackery-and they 
are not uncommon-must make the thinking marvel and the 
religious grieve. 

The four pastors whose endorsements Hill has used were 
written to and their attention called to the use Hill was mak
ing of their letters. Here are some excerpts from the replies 
received: 

Says Rev. R. E. Macduff: "! knew then [at the time the 
letter was written] nothing about his quack nostrum, his 
method, the fraud being practiced on the sick. . . . I desire 
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earnestly that it shall be understood by the American [med
ical] profession that I absolutely repudiate the letter given 
which is being used as never intended. . . . I have been 
deceived and imposed on, like a large number of good men 
here." 

Says Rev. F. W. Fraser: "I advised Dr. Hill and asked him 
to discontinue the use of the testimonial." 

Says Rev. R. W. Van Kirk: "I did not know he was going 
into the mail-order business when I wrote the commendation, 
and am quite unwilling that he should make merchandise in 
any way of my name." 

Says Rev. Bastian Smits: "I have reque.;ted Dr. J. L. Hill 
to cut out my recommendation fror:1 all of his printed matter. 
He has honored this request." 

SOME MEDICAL ENOORSEMt:NTS 

Of the other miscellaneous testimonials from "prominent 
. . professional men" is one from S. M. Angle, M.D., of 

Jackson, Mich. In appraising the value of this testimony, it 
shopld be borne in mind that Dr. Angle is at present "consult
ing physician" for the other Jackson "consumption cure" 
"Lung Germine"; furthermore, he is a "women's special
ist" of the usual advertising type, and within the past 
few weeks the newspapers that carry his advertisement have 
chronicled his arrest on the charge of selling cocain to 17-year
old boys. Apropos of mail-order medical men writing testi
monials for each other: A fulsome puff of the Van Vleck 
"pile cure"-another Jackson industry-is credited by that 
concern to Dr. J. L. Hill. Another of Dr. Hill's endorsers is 
Dr. H. F. Wertz of Jackson. Wertz advertises to "cure with 
my home treatment" the "worst cases" of ulcer of the stomach 
and many other conditions too numerous to be $iven. Dr. 
W. T. Bobo, a "goiter cure" advertiser of :_;attle Creek, Mich., 
adds his mite of testimony to the sterling value of J. "Lawrence 
Hill, A.M., D.D., M.D. On another page we reproduce some 
of the advertisements of this trio. 

PATIENTS' TESTIMONIALS 

Testimonials from patients, as we have shown repeatedly, 
mean little. Those that are honestly given come from one of 
two classes of individuals: ( 1) People who are really dan
gerously ill, and who, in the optimism that every new "treat
ment" inspires, write praising the "cure"; (2) those who, 
having nothing seriously the matter with them, naturally 
recover from the passing indisposition and cred:t their recovery 
to whatever they may have taken. It may be laid down as an 
axiom that no sufferer from tuberculosis ever got well from 
the "treatment" sent out by mail-order consumption cure quacks. 
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We investigated some of the cases of consumption in pa dents 
whom Hill claims, either directly or by implication, to have 
cured. Space will not permit us to do more than give very 
briefly the result of the inquiries. Following are the names 
of individuals whose testimonials are given as samples of the 
"cures" of consumption which Hill achieves: 

Frank Wachter, Lockport, Ill.: Died Sept. 6, 1908. The 
testimonial, however, was still doing duty in the latter part 
of 1910 ! 

Nancy Townesly, Shawnee, Okla.: No one of that name 
could be found. The city directories for the past . six years 
failed to show the name. 

Otto Bruce, Hartford, Wis.: Died March 5, 1909. Testi
monial still used in the fall of 1910. 

Miss Young, South Haven, Mich.: .A South Haven physi
cian writes: "In my opinion, judging from my· observations 
of her for the last ten years, she has never had tub~rculo~is. 
At all times she has presented the appearance of a strong 
healthy girl." 

Miss Ida Schultz, Amherst, Wis.: Died Aug. 21, 1909 .. The 
testimonial still lives. 

Mrs. Mary Hawkins, Cleo, Okla.: A physician in Cleo 
writes: "The only Mrs. Hawkins in this vicinity is said, by 
those who have known her many years, to be a strong, healthy 
woman, with no suspicion of tuberculosis." 

HILL GROWS WARY 

So much for the testimonials. Dr. Hill, within ,:.e past few 
months has grown wary. Like every other cor.sumption 
"cure" exploiter, he has found that testimonials prove boom
erangs. He now, therefore, omits the names and addresses on 
the testimonials sent out, but states that they "will be given 
you on request." One of his latest sheets of testimonials con
sists of answers to queries mailed to a number of his 
"patients." The queries are alleged to have been sent by "an 
anxious seeker after health," and were signed "F. L. C." Is 
it possible that Mr. F. L. Childs, the vice-president and owner 
of nearly half of the stock in the Hill concern and alleged 
proprietor of a Kalamazoo "constipation cure" is the "anxious 
seeker after health"-and testimonials? 

HILL'S EDUCATION AL QUALIFICATIONS 

Just a word in closing about J. Lawernce Hill, A.M., D.D., 
M.D. He is a graduate of the Chicago Homeopathic Medical 
College, 1894. In his advertisements he claims to be a grad
uate of Edinburgh University, Scotland. Hill used to prac
tice in Battle Creek, Calhoun County, Mich. In February, 
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1896, he filed his physician's certificate, as the law requires. 
with the county clerk of Calhoun '-ounty, and, according to 
the court records; he at that time stated under oath that he 
was "a graduate of Edinburgh Medical College, Scotland." 

"Consumption Is Curable." 

p~e,L ~,.t:l-~ -~- 4: 

icago Homeopathic 
thwestern College 
e, Ear, Nose and 

o ege; and Special Courses Instruction under 
udwig Hektoen, M. D., Professor of Pathology 

1sh Medical College and formerly in the College 
hysicians and Surgeons, Chicago; also under 

the late Prof. J. S. Mitchell, A. M., M. D., 
Specialist in Diseases of the Respiratory 
Organs; and Special Poat Graduate Courae 
in the Post Graduate Medical College 

of Chicago, Specializing in T ubercu
lo1i1 of the lung,, June-July, 1909 

Pholo$raphic reproduction of a card sent out by Hill to his prospec· 
live victtms. Note that be states that he is a graduate of the University 
of Edinburgh, Scotland; the registrar of that institution states that 
Hill's name does not af pear on their books as a graduate I Since this 
article was written Hil sends out a card similar to this one in every 
detail EXCEPT THAT ALL llEFERENCE TO EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY IS OKITTED! 
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Inquiry made of the authorities of the University of Edin
burgh brought the following reply from the register of the 
university: 

"The name J. Lawrence Hill does not appear in any of 
our lists of graduates, but we find the following entries 
in Matriculation Records (a search having been made for 
the period 1856 to 1894): 

"'1877-8 John Lawrence Hill, Pontypool, age 26, Arts 
lst.' 

"'1878-9 J. L. Hill, Edinburgh, age 27, Arts 2nd.' 
"No other entry appears which gives the slightest indi

cation of bearing on the case." 

Which is correct? Hill's statement or the registrar's? If 
the latter, does it place Hill in the serious position of having 
committed perjury? In any case it seems to be a matter into 
which the Michigan authorities may well look. 

CONCLUSIONS 

To sum up: What does this investigation of the Hill "con• 
sumption cure" .show? 

First: The Hill consumption cure is chiefly owned and con
trolled by men whose only qualification for treating disease is 
that they are business men financially interested in other 
quack concerns. 

Second: The claims made in the advertisements, either 
directly or by implication, that the Hill remedies will "cure" 
consumption are cruel and heartless falsehoods. 

Third: The methods employed to capture victims, by means 
of speciously worded circular letters disguised as personal 
communications, are an imposition on the ignorant or 
credulous. 

Fourth: The drugs sent out by Hill as a "trial treatment" 
are wor!hless as a cure for consumption. 

Fifth: In printing endorsements of himself, which Hill 
received from ministers of the gospel, he grossly abused the 
confidence of men who did not know the use to which their 
letters were to be put. • 

Sixth: The testimonials from physicians which Hill pub
lishes have been shown to emanate in some cases from men 
who themselves are quacks. 

Seventh: The claim Hill makes of being a graduate of 
Edinburgh University has been shown to be as false as the 
claims made for the nostrum he exploits. 

Can a much more disgraceful business than the various 
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''consumption cure" humbugs be imagined? Founded on 
deceit, perpetuated by falsehood-the sick are exploited to 
pay dividends on corporate quackery. How much longer will 
this outrage on the unfortunate victims of the White Plague 
be tolerated? If not for humanitarian reasons, then 'for its 
own protection, at least, society should demand that such 
brands of quackery be suppressed. Their existence is a 
menace to public health and a disgrace to modern civilization. 
-(Modified from The Journal A. M.A., Jan. 14, 1911.) 

HOFF'S CONSUMPTION CURE 
Hoff's Consumption Cure was sold by Maurice C. Schles

inger, who does business under the firm name of Bendiner & 
Schlesinger, New York. The following claims were made for 
the stuff, either in or on the package in which it was sold : 

"Prof. Hoff's Cure for Consumption." 
"A positive remedy from the recipe of the author." 
"Were the lungs alone affected, Professor Hoff's Consumption Cure 

could be relied on without the assistance of anything else to rid the 
system entirely of the consumption germs. But the kidneys, the 
stomach, the hver and the entire digi:stive tract are all weakened by 
Consumption, and are most likely to require at least a tonic treatment 
in order that the Professor Hoff Consumption Cure may take hold 
and do its work." 

When analyzed by the government chemists, this nostrum 
was found to contain: 

Morphin 
Cinna111ic acid 

Potassium 
Arsenic 

The stuff was d~clared misbranded, first, in that it was not 
a "cure" for consumption or a "positive remedy"; second, that 
the presence of morphin was not declared; and third, in that 
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it was not true that this drug would rid the system entirely 
of the germs of consumption, even if a tonic treatment were 
applied in conjunction therewith. 

With the "cure" was a pasteboard box containing another 
nostrum labeled "Superlatone." This was the tonic supposed 
to be used in connection with the "consumption cure." Accord
ing to the label, Superlatone contained iron. Analysis by the 
government chemists, however, proved this claim to be false, 
and Superlatone was, therefore, declared misbranded. 

A third bottle came with the consumptiou cure, this being 
labeled "Adjunct Cough Mixture Used in Conjunction with 
Prof. Hoff's· Cure for Consumption." When analyzed, this 
cough mixture was found to contain : 

Alcohol Codein Chloroform 

As the presence of alcohol was not declared on the label, 
this preparation also was declared misbranded. 

Bottle No. 4 that came with the cure was labeled "Concen
trated Appolozer's Mixture." While analysis demonstrat~d 
that this preparation contained nearly 8 (7.88) per cent. of 
alcohol, the label declared the presence of only 2.5 per cent. 
Misbranding was therefore alleged in this case also. 

Package No. 5 in the "cure" was labeled "Koda! Tablets." 
These tablets were found to contain codein. Since there was 
nothing on the label to indicate the presence of this drug, this 
preparation, too, was declared misbranded. Schlesinger pleaded 
guilty to the government's charges, and the court imposed a 
fine of $25.-[N otice of Judgment Nd. 1551.J 

Prof. Hoff's Prescription.-A preparation, originally known 
as "Hoff's Consumption Cure," marketed by Bendiner and 
Schlesinger, New York. Sold for the treatment of consump
tion, asthma, bronchitis, hay fever and "catarrh." Govern
ment charged that the curative, therapeutic and physiologic 
effects claimed for the nostrum were false and fraudulent. 
No claimant appeared for the property and the court ordered 
that the United States marshal should destroy it.-[N otice 
of Judgment No. 4268.J • 

LOWER'S GERMEN PRESCRIPTION 
Marion, Ohio, has the unenviable distinction of being the 

home of one of the latest attempts to capitalize the credulity 
and the hopefulness of the consumptive. This is Lower's 
Germen Prescription, prepared by Lower's Pharmacy. The 
nostrum is said to be the "discovery" of C. A. Lower, one 
of the proprietors of the Lower Pharmacy. who emphasize~· 
the fact in the newspaper advertisements that he is a 
"chemist." While as a pharmacist Lower disgraces an honor
able profession, he utilizes the knowledge there learned to 
avoid technical violation of the federal Food and Drugs Act 
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in putting out his nostrum. The "pure food law" effectually 
prevents lying on the labels, but unfortunately its operations 
do not extend to the newspaper advertisements. Lower 
allows full play to his mendacity when describing his "con
sumption cure" in the newspapers. Of the many falsehoods 
told in describing this stuff we quote a few : 

"The most Deadly Foe to the Great White Plague--TuBRacuL0s1s--
Science Has Yet Produced." 

"Its record is perfect." 
"Germen Prescription is a Permanent Cure." 
"A Genuine Cure for Tuberculosis." 
"Its Record of Cures of Tuberculosis is Higher Than Any Other 

Known Remedy." 

These excerpts from newspaper advertisements, ·:.'hich the 
federal law does not control, mak~ plain just how far Mr. 
Lower would go on the labels of his nostrum were they not 
subject to the healthy restraint of the federal law. Of course 
there are testimonials. The absolute· worthlessness of such 
testimony is exceeded only by the ease with which it may be 
obtained, as has been demonstrated time and again. Usually 
THE JOURNAL waits for a year or two before publishing an 
article about a fraudulent consumption cure so that it may 
present to its readers the death certificates of the individuals 
whose testimonials have been used. As Germen Prescription 
has been on the market but a comparatively short time, the 
inevitable has not yet occurred in those cases of true tuber
culosis in which patients are relying on Lower's fraudulent 
nostrum for their reco"very. In due time, however, photo
graphic reproductions of the testimonials side by side with 
the death certificates of those giving them will be forthcoming. 

According to Lower "it takes from 15 to 30 large bottles of 
Germen Prescription to remove the tuberculosis poison." The 
"large" bottles cost the unfortunate victim $2 each. This 
probably explains· why Mr. Lower can carry full-page news
paper advertisements. 

A sealed original package of Lowers' Germen Prescription 
was obtained for analytical purposes and subjected to exam
ination in the Association's laboratory. The label on the bottle, 
in addition to declaring the presence of 5 per cent. alcohol, 
gives what purports to be the composition of this nostrum in 
bastard Latin, thus: 

"Herb Menthae peperitae. 
"Herb Marrubium Vulgarae. 
"Ex Balsanum Tolutonum. 
"Herb Hydrastis Canadensis. 

"Scillae Maratinia, Mentholis. 
"Ex Virginianna Prunus. 
"Ex Capsici Fastiagatum.u 

This formula reduced to English would read : 
Peppermint. 
Hore hound. 
Extract of Balsam of Toh,. 
Golden Seal. 

Squills. 
Menthol. 
Extract of wild cherry. 
Cayenne pepper. 
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The quantities of the various constituents are not given, 
of course, except in the case of alcohol, which the Food and 
Drug Act requires. The Association's chemists analyzed the 
preparation and reported: 

One of the many full-page newspaper advertisements of Lower's 
''consumption cure.'' 

LABORATORY BEPOllT 

"Qualitative tests of Lower's Germen Prcscriftion indicated the 
_ presence of sugar, menthol, capsicum and traces o alkaloids, probably 

hydrastin and berberin. Quantitative determinations indicated the 
presence of 2.93 per cent. of alcohol by volume, 1.83 gm. of menthul 
and about 0.01 gm. of alkaloidal substance in each 100 c.c. Since the 
alcoholic content is but 2.93 per cent. appreciable quantities of the 
balsam• of tolu can not be present. Since the recognition of small 
amounts of horehound, squills and wild cherry in complex mixtures is 
very difficult no attempt was made to determine the presence of these 
substances other than by o<lor an<l taste. According to Herder (Arch. 
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Pharm., 1906, ccxliv, 120) and to Astolfoni (Bull. Chim. Farm., 1904, 
xliii, 117) the alkaloids of hydrastis arc found only in the rhizome and 
roots of the plant. According to this the preparation should not contain 
any alkaloids from hydrastis since the herb of this plant only is claimed 
to be present. The traces of alkaloid found appear to be a mixture of 
hydrastin and bcrbcrin, thus indicating that the rhizome and roots of 
hydrastin, rather than the herb, had probably been employed. Whether 
or not such di-U!fS as horehound, balsam of tolu and wild cherry are 
present matters little since they arc of so little thcra,;>cutic value. It is 
evident that whatever therar,cutic value the preparation may possess is 
due largely to the menthol. ' 

Evidently, therefore, this peppermint-horehound-cayenne 
pepper-menthol mixture has but one drug present in sufficient 
quantities to have any therapeutic effect-menthol. It hardly 
requires medical knowledge to recognize the falsity of· the 
claim that this mixture will "cure" consumption. About the 
only effect that the continued use of Germen Prescription 
will have, is that of deranging the digestion of the person 
taking it. The ability of the consumptive to digest food is a 
necessity if he would successfully combat the inroads of the 
bacilli. • 

Summed up, then, it may be said that Lower's Germen Pre
scription will shorten the life of every consumptive who 
depends on it for his recovery. The only beneficiaries of the 
sale of this worthless and harmful mixture are the Lower 
Pharmacy and those newspapers that are willing to advertise 
it. Of all tainted dollars few are quite so dirty as those 
wrung by deceit or ignorance from the unfortunate but ever
hopeful consumptive.-(Modijied from The Journal A. M.A., 
May 2, 1914.) 

LUNG GERMINE 
Lung Germine, which is advertised as having cured "severe 

and advanced cases of consumption," is put on the market by 
the Lung-Germine Company of Jackson, Mich. The "medical 
director" of this concern is one C.R. Wendt, M.D., who claims 
to be a graduate of Leipsic University of Gtrmany. When the 
authorities of the University of Leipsic were written to they 
replied that "it has not been possible to find a C. R. Wendt" 
in the records of physicians who have received the degree of 
doctor of medicine at that institution I 

The necessary air of mystery is given to Lu.1g Germine by 
advertising it as having been discovered by "an old German 
Doctor Scientist." The method of reaching the public is the 
usual one-via those newspapers or magazines whose adver
tising conscience is atrophied or unborn. 

HOW VICTIMS ARE CAUGHT 

The victim who answers one of these advertisements receives 
a "form letter" so prepared as to represent a personal com
munication; he also gets a "free trial treatment" of the "cure." 
It is carefully explained that the regular size treatment costs 
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$5.00 and will be sent on receipt of price. Ten days later if 
the prospective victim still fails to bite, he gets another form 
letter in which he is again urged to send for the "cure." 
Should even this fail to cause him to send in an order, a third 
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::1LUNG-GERMINEC0.,466R.aeBlock,Jacklon,Mich,: 

Photographic reproduction - much reduced - of one of a series of 
Lung Germine advertisements. Thia advertisement in the original 
measured 9 by 15 inches. 

form letter follows in two weeks' time in which the reduced 
price of $3.00 is made. Eleven days later, if the money is 
still not enticed out of the victim's pocket, cemes form letter 
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No. 4 in which he is urged to deposit $5.00 with his local 
banker to be held in trust for one month and to be returned 
at the end of that time if he has not noted "benef.t or favor
able changes" in that time. In three more weeks the last 
attempt to get the patient's money is made by means of form 
letter No. 5. In this the company states that it is "going to 
do something which is absolutely against cur business prin
ciples, in one more effort to introduce Lung Germine in your 
locality." The "something". is an offer to accept a mere 
$2.00 for "one full month's treatment of Lung Germine, the 
regular price of which would 9therwise be $5.00." If this 
doesn't bring the money the Lung-Germine Company charges 
the form letters, postage and "free trial treatment" up to 
profit and loss and closes the account. 

A photographic reproduction of the "guarantee" which, while tech
nically valid, is actually worthless and but an added bait for the 
unwary and easily gulled consumptive. The same guarantee would be 
an equally safe commercial proposition to the exploiter of mere hydrant 
water, if such water were sold under the same specious promises as 
this nostrum. 

THE WORTBLEltiS GUARANTEE 

With the first letter and trial treatment a "positive 
guarantee" blank is sent, of which the company makes much. 
Briefly, it guarantees that the company will return the money 
paid "for the first month's treatment" provided that "no 
benefit or favorable changes•are made in the patient's condi
tion during that time." [Italics ours.-ED.) The following 
rules, however, must be complied with: 

"The patient must use all of this first month's treatment in order 
to make use of this guarantee." 
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"The patient must carefully follow directions and the instructions of 
the Medical Director of the Company, and report the exact condition 
and changes the treatment has made, not less than four times during 
the first thirty days' treatment. 

From what every physician knows of consumptives it is 
easy to see that the Lung-Germinc Company runs about one 
chance in ten thousand of having to return the five dollars 
paid for the first month's "treatment." If the nostrum con
sisted of dish-water colored pink the "guarantee" described 
above would be an equally safe commercial proposition-for 
the dispenser of the dish-water. 

If the guarantee promised to return all money paid in to 
the concern for a "treatment" providing there was "no benefit 
or favorable changes" at the end of the "course" instead of 
during it, the Lung-Germine Company would be bankrupt in 
six months-if it honestly carried out the terms of its guar
anty. The "guarantee" may legally be all that these nostrum 
exploiters claim for it; morally and practically it isn't worth 
the paper it is printed 011. 

.... 

Improving In l!vtry Wa'f. 
On Feb. Hod we reoelved tbe follow• 

Ing report from Mr, Clarence 0. New• 
house. No. 115 Argyle St.. Keyser, W. 
Va.: "I ·have used LUDg-Oermine alx 
week■ and am taking 15-drop dosea 
three times daily. I sleep better. have 
a better appetite, night aweats ue not 
ao severe. breathJog Ja euler. I am 
stronger and pains ID etdff and 
sboulderbladea are getting better. 
Please send me some addre11ed en• 
ve1opea.0 • 

DwhofY-Maa 
ClaNIDCe Newhouae, a youn,r man, 

livinc with his parent.a, Mr. ~ lfra. 
J. W. Newhouee, on Argyle atreet, 
dltcl Tueaday. W edneaclay lbe burial 
took place in Queena Point cemelery. 

YCIWI&' Newhouse had formerly been 
an empluyee of lhe B. & O. Company 
in Uie car repair shops, f>ul eighleen 
month• ago wae compelled lO &'iYe up 
the work u conaumption made an 
inNad on hit eonatilut.lon . 

On the left is a notice that appeared in the Lut1g Germine M onth/y 
Bulletin for March, 1909; it consists of a letter, hopeful in tone, from· 
a victim of this "cure." On the right is a notice regarding the same 
individual from a local newspaper a year later. This explains why the 
Bulletin prints letters only from those who are beginning "treatment." 

TESTIMONIALS FROM BEGINNERS 

As an accessory to its form letters and booklets, etc., the 
Lung-Germine Company sends out each month wh .. t it calls 
the Lung Germine M 011/hly B11lletin. This consists of testi
monials from victims who have just started the "treatment" 
and who naturally enough write favorably o.f it. The com
pany states that : 

"The Bulletin does not publish letters or reports from cured 
patients." 

The reason is obvious, though commercially speaking making 
a virtue of a very evident necessity is clever even though 
conscienceless. Should the Lung-Germine Cvmpany attempt 
to keep track of their victims and publish a "monthly bulle
tin" detailing the condition of the unfortunates two or three 
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years after taking the "treatment," such a publication might 
be composed largely of obituary notices. Not entirely, of 
course, because there is always a goodly number of neurotic 
individuals who are convinced that they have some one or 
more fatal diseases-of their own diagnosing-and who after 
taking a course of self-prescribed "treatment" are with equal 
facility able to declare themselves "cured." It is from this 
class of hypochondriacs that the most dangerous of "testi
monials" come-whether they be for a "patent medicine" or 
for Christian Science. 

C1,1rrent Reports from Lung~Germine Patients 
'fM _,,, ~ten ltWI pa!lnll lfOffl•II p,,110 ol tlM U•ito:4 SU,t" Ri<.h aR ,.....-od.n,,i lo tbe pa.rN of tN ••~;." ... pu,!"'ldMol la IN 

::-.::;,:~~1~:~~ .. ~t:t~~t::!.~":.~=~.:.i"" :.-!:.:.":'.t:!.~ ~ii!L-::n..:-1~ ~~~·.:·~;::. ~ 
........ Lt<t .. , ol ....io.H_,.I u,d ,.......,of11d•1lon h- patioeall •llo ha" hiotw,d tbol _, .. ol tr•t-•I aN .,. -phlf'IJ ttl ... Oftt 

:-...::;:-=..,r;-;'C:,:;i.,.~~~~=..r--~1\:'~~i;t:~,':!.'l;11rwe,, la cloM t-i. •"• 11M """'"" ol 1-s Ge.woiM 

Y.-1•11 ciraaLotMoa ol the 0 '0ulldia" al Ille pttMal tl- BBi""' mt_. )O•- u4 .,.,oo-, p,r -•h •"" •• C'OIIIIUIIJ ,..,.,.,, ,..,. 
- Ro N laiernl«'<I la IU W-••1111 ckolronol obt&i••"I lllio liUM poblic:atioa 1,- -•b IO-th ■JJ 1,,,..., 111>1 - ...,...,. ~ ow 
-~io.lbt ai.olutel7 ._.,1,o,u d1.a1p. 

R-.d 0.. .. Bwletia .. cafflvD1 aad ha ha..t it 1o fCKI' Mlch--a.. -., N intcl"N~ 

Photographic reproduction of part of the front page of the Lung 
Germine testimonial monthly. Notice that the statement ia made that 
"the Bulletin does not publish letters or reports from cured patients." 
Letters from those who are just beginning "treatment" are naturally 
more favorahle to the nostrum than those that might be sent later. 

WHAT THE TESTIMONIALS ARE WORTH 
This is indicated by the repiies received from physicians in 

regard to some of the "cases" reported in the Lung-Germine 
Bulletin. THE JOURNAL sent letters of inquiry to physicians 
regarding the condition of "patients" whose names appeared 
in some of the older Bulletins. In each case the poor victim 
had written telling of the wonderful improvement that Lung 
Germine had wrought; here are facts as given by the local 
physicians : 
Regarding_ C. G. N. of W. Va.: "The enclosed clippintr from a local 

paper, I think, will answer 7our guestions." [The clipping referred 
to was the obituary notice o C. G. N.-En.] 

Regarding_A. M. of La.: "Replying to yours of the 23rd inst. relative 
to A. M., will say this party died about 2 years ago." 
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Regordit111 A. W. M. of Ark.: "There is no such individual here. 
Regordit111 Mrs. E. E. of Alo.: "I am confident Mrs. E. had no tuber• 

culosis." 
Regarding Mrs. L. M. of Alo.: "Mrs. L. M. has always been afraid 

she would develop tuberculosis but she has never had it." 
Regordit111 T. B. of Oklo.: "He did not have tuberculosis." 
Regarding Mrs. M. G. of Lo.: "Positively sbe has never had any trace 

of tuberculous trouble." 
Regordit111 A. M. T. of Lo.: "Did not have tuberculosis." 
Regarding Mrs. L. C. of Tenn.: "Never heard of such a person." 

WHAT IT DID IN ONE CASE 

A physician in Texas who wrote for information about this 
nostrum stated that he had a patient who has persisted in 
taking Lung Germine. The condition of the patient before 
and after a two months' "course" of "treatment" with this 
nostrum is thus described by the physician: 

"The tuberculous path in the upper lobe of the left lung was abo\lt 
the size of, or possibly a little larger, than a silver dollar when I 
examined her about two weeks before she began the wonderful 'cure,' 
and the case had been stationary about six months. Two weeks after 
cessation of the two month's treatment with Lung Germine I found 
the disease had advanced about 50 per cent. The whole of the upper 
lobe of tbe left lung was involved and the process had extended to the 
lower portion of the upper lobe and the upper portion of the middle 
lobe of the right lung. 

"It will be but a short time before this poor woman is dead." 

That the stuff not only has no value but is absolutely 
harmful, as the above report indicates, is not surprising in 
the light of the analysis made by the Association laboratory 
which follows: 

REPORT OF THE LABORATORY 

A bottle of Lung Germine, which had been purchased 
directly from the Lung-Germine Company, was submitted 
to the Association laboratory for examination. The bottle 
holding 2 ounces of a light brown liquid is labeled as 
follows: 

Lung Germine is a light brown, transparent liquid 
possessing an alcoholic o<lor, resembling sherry wine, and 
a sharp acid taste. Qualitative examination of the prepa
ration indicated the presence of alcohol, sulphuric acid 
and a trace of ash, containing iron, phospha•e~, sodium 
and potassium. Further tests indicated the absence of 
alkaloids, iodids, bromids, chlorids, nitrates, phosphates 
and metals, other than those present in minute traces in 
the ash. From the results of the quantitative examination 
it is concluded that Lung Germine is essentially a mixture 
of sulphuric acid, wine, fortified by alcohol, and water, in 
approximately the following quantities: 

Alcohol (absolute) ..................... 44 per cent. 
Sulphuric acid (H2SO,). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 per cent. 
Water •.....•......................... 52 per cent. 
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MISBRANDED UNDER THE LAW 

From this it appears that at least some specimens of this 
nostrum are misbranded under the Food and Drugs Act in 
that it contains over 40 per cent. of alcohol while admitting 
on the label the presence of only 14 per cent. The directions 
state that S drops should be taken in water three times a 
day and this is increased up to 15 or 17 drops within a week 
or so. As a five-dollar _bottle of the stuff only holds two 
ounces it is evident that the so-called "month's treatment" 
really ·amounts only to a little more than two weeks' 
treatment. 

The traffic in health and even life in which the exploiters 
of "consumption cures" are engaged has time and again been 
referred to in these pages. Yet to the physician the facts 
are as old as his practice. He knows the tragedy of hope 
deferred and precipus time wasted in the cases of the poor 
dupes who fall into the clutches of these quacks. He knows, 
as none other than the victim himself knows, how difficult 

LUNG GERMINE 
GERMAN TREATMENT FOR 

CONSUMPTION 
Aid Dlnana of n, LUIP and Broncblal T1b11 

CONTAINS 14% ALCOHOL 
fo~~ 8 ~ftL8fi!ebb~\~ \'.':i':! ~~7~':.';i ~ru~ "1~i 
of Jone 30, 1906. Serial No. 13456. 

it is to get the consumptive to live the only life that holds 
out hope for him. It is almost impossible to convince the 
layman suffering from tuberculosis that there is no specific 
drug remedy for his ailment. Add to this inbred belief the 
specious claims and honeyed lies of the quack and the temp
tation to squander money on the worse than worthless nos
trums becomes well-nigh irresistible. 

The consumptive must be protected against himself and 
against those moral outcasts who would fatten on the despair 
and weakness of the dangerously or mortally ill. There is 
but one way to do this effectively and that is for physicians 
to enlighten the public on the possibilities and the limitations 
of modern therapeutics. When this has been thoroughly done 
mail-order medicine concerns will cease to exist.-(Modified 
from The Journal A. M. A., Aug. 6, 1910.) 

[After the article on Lung Germine appeared in THE 

JOURNAL, C. R. Wendt, its "medical director,'' who claimed to 
be a graduate of the University of Leipsic, but was not, and 
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who held himself out a~ a licensed physician in Michigan, 
although he· was not, died. Since then the Lung-Germine 
Company has employed such professional renegades as it coulrl 
get to act as consulting physician ·for the concern. The first 
one was S. M. Angle, a "women's specialist'' of the usual 
advertising type who had written a testimonial for the Hill 
"consumption cure" in the same city. Soon after Angle's 
connection with the Lung-Germine Company, the newspapers • 
published an account of his arrest on the charge of selling 

Dr. Seth M. Angle Succeeds 
Dr. Wendt as Consulting Physician 

For Lung Germine Co. 

Dr. 5. M. Angk, a Physician in 1he prime of life 
whoee qualifications combine enero, ability 
and kindnea, taket up the work so abrupt 
ly left by Dr. Wend~ 

Reproduction of portion of a leaflet sent out by tbe Lung-Germine 
Company, introducing Angle to its victims. 

cocain to young boys. Later, Angle seems to have left Jack
son and to have been associated with an organization of 
traveling quacks whtch does business under the name "United 
Doctors." During this period, the Lung~Gcrmine Company 
notified its victims that Dr. J. P. Will was its consulting 
physician. It was not long, however, before Angle was back 
in Jackson with his name on the stationery of the Lung
Germine Company. Apparently, a mail-order consumption 
~ure is a better paying propositon than itinerant quackery.] 
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INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR TH.E TREAT-
MENT OF TUBERCULOSIS 

- The "International Institute for the Treatment of Tuber
culosis" was a Chicago concern founded in 1908 and con
ceived and operated by one Orlando E. Miller. Miller had, 
at various times, been a grocer, lawyer, newspaper editor, 
proprietor of a "rupture cure," presi~nt of a "dope" sana
torium and exploiter- of a "sand cure" for dyspepsia besides 
having "served time" in a federal prison after being· convicted 
of being an accessory to the misapplication of national bank
ing funds. In his "consumption cure" scheme he had one 
W. B. Forsythe as business manager and vice president of 
the "institute." THE JoURNAL of the American Medical 
Association investigated Miller and his "institute," showed 
up the quack's record, proved that over 80 per cent. of 
his victims died under treatment and in general turned 
the search-light on the scheme. Publication of the inves
tigation brought two results: (1) an action for libel against 
THE JOURNAL, which never came into court; (2) the down
fall of the institute in 1909. After the expose the public 
heard nothing more of Miller for over two years. Then, • 
in May, 1911. an article appeared in a New York paper 
stating that Miller had attempted to introduce his "con
sumption cure" in a hospital of that city. This attempt was 
defeated, due to the fact that the heads of the hospital board 
were familiar with Miller's record. In April, 1912, a London 
magazine published a special article exposing the details of 
Miller's operations in England. In October, 1914, Miller was 
sentenced to prison in London after being convicted of hav
ing caused the death of a woman by administering a drug 
while she was a patient in his alleged sanatorium. Full 
detai-ls of Miller's Chicago "institute" as well as the previous 
history of Miller appears in "Nostrums and Quackery," 
second edition. 

NATURE'S CREATION 
An example of the way in which even the merest pretense 

of scientific consistency is sacrificed by nostrum mongers 
for the financial returns of the moment is to be found 
in a "patent medicine" emanating from Columbus, Ohio, 
called "Nature's Creation." This nostnµn was at one time 
exploited in Chicago as an "absolute cure" for syphilis-or 
"blood poison." Under the caption, "Nature's Creation vs. 
Mercury and Potash" this "cure" was foisted on the public 
and the ignorant were told that "Nature's Creation and Anti
toxin are the only Real specifics discovered in recent years." 
The syphilitic was warned against taking "mercury and 
potash" and was told that "it is much better to let the disease 
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run with no treatment at all than to suppress it with mercury 
and potash." The viciousness of such doctrine is only equated 
by the effrontery which becomes eviden~ when the results of 
the analysis of this nostrum are considered. "Marvelous 
Cures" were reported, the records of which were "made under 
the personal supervision of one of Chicago's most prominent 
physician l" 

NOW A CONSUMPTION CURE 

As the public became more and more interested in the sub· 
ject of tuberculosis it apparently was decided that there was 
more money to be made out of a tuberculous clientele than 
out of syphilitic patrons : exit the "blood poison" cure; enter 
the consumption specific. 

USUAL NOSTRUM CLAIMS 

The claims made for "Nature's Creation" make its classifi
cation easy: Genus, "nostrum"; species, "consumption cure"; 
variety, "mysterious unknown plant." As to what it is, let 
the advertisements speak: 

"Nature's Creation is a secret remedy . • 
"Is made entirely. from vegetable matter . . 
"Contains everything beneficial and nothing harmful." 
"It is a complex vegetable compound, cannot be analyzed." 
"Comprised of vegetable matter containing at least one ingredient 

t_hat the medical world knows nothing about - it is the one that gives 
the greatest value, and no chemist has ever been able to determine 
what it Is." 

But what it has been said to be, pales into insignificance 
when compared with what it has been claimed to do: 

"Creates an apetite." 
"Strenthens the heart." 
"Reduces the temperature." 
"Develops atrophied cell tissues." 
"Stops night sweats and hemorrha11es." 
"Renovates and builds up the enhre system." 
"Checks at once further progress of the disease." 
"Positively strengthens and restores the leucocytes." 

TESTIMONIALS 

No enterprising exploiter of nostrums, whether of the "eth
ical proprietary" or of the "patent medicine" type, need 
experience any difficulty in obtaining testimonials. As has 
been repeatedly shown testimonials are about the least expen
sive part of the stock-in-trade of the nostrum vender. A 
free bottle or two of the preparation, an order on a local 
photographer for a dozen photographs, a refund of a portion 
of the blood-money collected by the exploiter, the not uncom
mon weakness of the unintelligent to desire to see their name 
and picture set forth in all the glory of printer's ink or even 
in some few cases an honest belief in the efficacy of the 
nostrum - all furnish easy and not costly means of obtain
ing favorable comment on any "patent medicine" however 
worthless. 
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That the virtues of "Nature's Creation" are extolled via the 
testimonial route goes without saying; that the testimonials 
differ in no essential particulars from those common to the 
"patent medicine" business, is likewise evident. We find that 
old familiar patient who has been "given up" by numerous 
physicians and who .has been told that she could not live 
more than ten days; "Nature's Creation" is taken at the 
eleventh hour and death is robbed of one more victim ! 

To determine the value of a few of the testimonials, letters 
were sent to physicians living in the same town as the individ
uals who have written ( ?) so enthusiastically regarding the 
virtues of "Nature's Creation." Here are some of the replies 
that have been received: 

"In regard to 'Nature's Creation' and Miss -. --'s connection with 
same, I would state that she did not have consumption at all . . . 
When --- gets a cold and coughs the least bit she thinks she has 
consumption, and it was during such a spell as this that she commenced 
to take the fake remedy. I have treated the family and I know posi• 
tively that '4}ything else would have worked similarly." 

The Miss --- here referred to was advertised as one of 
those people "whose recoveries have been most wonderful." 
The physician who wrote the above also h_ad this to say of 
an individual whose case is not advertised: 

"There was Mrs. --- here who really had tuberculosis and came 
into my hands after spending a great deal of money trying the nostrum 
and drifting into the last stage. She rapidly got worse all the time she 
took it and died a short time after I first saw her." 

Another physician who was written to concerning another 
"wonderful recovery" said : 

"As regards --- and 'Nature's Creation' . . . she is not 
my patient . . . I only attended one patient who took the wonderful 
remedy and she praised it up for several weeks and at the end of that 
time passed from the sphere of 'Nature's Creation' into the presence of 
the Creator." 

Another quoting a fellow practitioner who had last treated 
one of the marvelous "cures": 

"Dr. A. says . . , that --- is no better than be was before 
taking the nostrum and, in Dr. A.'s opinion, --- had no tubercu
losis, anyhow!" 

Of one patient whose testimonial was given much publicity 
two y-ears ago, a Colorado physician writes: 

"She has been benefited by the change to this climate but she is not 
cured and the benefit she has is attributable to Colorado sunshine. 
Further, she refused to allow this nostrum to use her name in their 
literature." 

SOME PECULIAR COINCIDENCES 
One letter of inquiry was written direct from THE JOURNAi. 

office to an individual living near Columbus, Ohio, whose por
trait appeared among other testimonial givers. The reply in 
itself was amusing, breathing injured innocence and restrained 
indignation; but some coincidences of a mechanical nature 
made it even more amusing: 
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Coincidence 1 : The letter was typewritten on a plain sheet 
of paper that bore a certain watermark ; the same watermark 
is found in the Nature's Creation Co.'s stationery I 

Coincidence 2: The machine on which the letter was type
written had two characters out of alignment; the same two 
characters show the same lack of alignment in a communi
cation sent out by Nature's Creation Company on its official 
stationery I 

Coincidence 3: The degree of indentation of the first line 
of each paragraph was unusual; the same peculiarity is to be 

i~~ •••••••••••••••••••• 
TUBERCULOSIS OR CONSUMPTION 

Wla,r Doctor, Doa't P.._ril,c N. C. . 
lt la generally underi,toodl that under tbe arbltrar,- rules or lhe 

American Medical AsliOClattoo .which baa a membership comprltied of 
nearly all the pbyslclana forbid.a ih1 ·member, to preacrlbe a medldne It 
the originator refuaea to rurullJI thui with ibe ~ormuta-no. matter If 
tbt'J bave been abowu abaolule Proof that Jl hi a aure c_•ure tor the dllf.. ◄ 
case tbat It Ja lnlt1n.decl for-now ~atu1"fl'• CreaUod la In that clue-It· 

::.~=t ;~~1~~~xre':i:~:r~•!~~h~;.~~~~!;:1 !~.!~~~!'i =-~~~k ~obo'::n• 
II la tbe one .... - .. a1•0• ...... _ •• ue. and no caemw, _ ..... ,.,..,._ 

:!~:j: jf/::t:!et:.b:,\~~:.-:O:t~';i! ~~e:~~Jt,~c!: =~~~·co~:! 
doctor, out of l\07 chance to make a fee a~ for lbl1 rueoa INC few are 
·poaacued wltb aufflclent cour ... and bµman. kludn.eq to reeQIDJlleDd It 
to their patient• 1utrerlna· with a dleeaae (Tuberculoela) ·that tbeJ 
acknowl~ge tboy can not treat wltb 1ucte11-tt ta tbe rellgtoua dat, ot 
every pby1lcla~ to lnve11llgate the merit.a of Niture•a C~atlon and when 
aatJ1fted:-bave Iba maoh~ to et.and b1 1t Instead or condemutq It 
when ·questioned by their poor unfortunate patients. The- dme la near 
at hand when public aontlrueot •JII cauae them te aee that lbe course 

~:a1:r:,::~u ~~=i~°loc~~l- a7t:~t b~:rn~b=~-, C:~!!n:°~~~::t.~ru.~-
llon. when they know It hu uved one or two of Ila memberl ewa after 
he baa 11ven up ail hope-la Jl ! ~ot natural to ,m11poae that whea ·:t•• 
Mrvlcea of a pbyalcl■n le ac•ln required for any othof aJbnent Uaat tboy 
wlll avoid hi"'. • • 

• ~ .. «.io. N'v. April 21st, "°' Bole~~:n~ro,.NS!!~8l~n .• 
• tnlc(' hdura from 9 to :t tiulte. 63J Brlaba~ a•rtrs, • ' 

f,~~:=••~~•: ............ ......,. .. :::;1:i:e,v••••n• 
A typical newspaper advertisement of "Nature's Creation." The 

most extensive advertising seems to have been done in the cities of 
Columbus, Ohio, and Buffalo, N. Y. Small advertisements have 
appeared in the classified advertising sections of the New York papers. 

found in a letter emanating from the office of the nostrum 
company! 

Coincidence 4: The "reply" was dated five days later than 
the letter of inquiry; this is about the time that would be 
consumed if the testimonial-giver sent THE JouRNAL's letter 
to Columbus and awaited a reply! 

Under the circumstances, it is difficult to avoid the suspicion 
that the "reply" to THE JouRNAL's letter originated in the 
office of "Nature's Creation" and was merely signed and 
mailed by the individual who gave the testimonial. 
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WHAT OUR CHEMISTS FOUND 

Laboratory Report: An original, sealed bottle of 
"Nature's Creation" was obtained direct from the 
Nature's Creation Company, Columbus, Ohio, and was 
submitted to the Association laboratory for chemical 

examination. The bottle was labeled 
back and front and was wrapped in a 
circular containing directions for using 
the preparation. • On the front label was 
pictured in colors a rocky landscape 
and waterfall over which the words 
"The Nature's Creation Co.'s Discovery" 
were printed in red. A facsimile sig
nature, "Mrs. J. M. Reynolds (origina
tor)" was printed across the lower part 
of the label, which also bore the serial 
number "16050 B." and declared the 
presence of 6 per cent. alcohol. The 
label on the other side of the bottle 
contained directions for using the prep
aration. "Nature's Creation" is a dark, 
brown 'liquid having a sassafras-like 
odor and a salty, licorice-like taste. 
pualitative tests show the presence of 
1odid, potassium, sodium, vegetable ex
tractive-including some preparation of 
licorice-and small quantities of sul
phates, phosphates, calcium and iron. 

Appropriate tests indicate the absence of potent alkaloids, 
salicylates, benzoates, cinnamates, and phenols such as 
creosote and guaiacol. Quantitative estimations of potas
sium and iodid indicated that these constituents are pres
ent in the form of potassium iodid, equal approximately 
to 6.00 grams in 100 c.c. of the preJ>aration. Estimation 
of sulphate and phosphate indicated that these radicles 
are probably present in combination with small quantities 
of sodium, calcium and the potassium not present as 
iodid. These salts are present in quantities too small to 
have any therapeutic effects. 

The examination indicates that "Nature's Creation" is 
essentially a solution of potassium -iodid in a weakly 
alcoholic medium containing vegetable extractives and 
flavoring matter and small quantities of inorganic salts. 

From the analysis given it seems, therefore, that the main 
medicinal ingredient of this "complex vegetable compound" 
which "cannot be analyzed" is potassium iodid. These findings 
are not surprising when what has been said about the earlier 
exploitation of "Nature's Creation" as a remedy for syphilis 
-~ substitute for the "potash" treatment !-is borne in mind .. 

REVERSING THE USUAL ORDER 

Many nostrums now on the market were originally exploited 
to the medical profession as "ethical proprietaries" and after 
receiving the necessary quota of testimonials from unthinking 
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physicians were boldly_ launched as "patent medicines," pure 
and simple. The "consumption cure" of J. Q. Lloyd of St. 
Louis, variously known as "Lloyd's Specific," "Re-Stor-All" 
and "Aicsol," is a case in point. "Nature's Creation'.' appar
ently is reversing the usual order. Originally sold direct to 
the laity, first for syphilis and now for tuberculosis, exploited 
by means of newspaper advertisements that are probably 
without a parallel in their villification of the medical pro
fession, the promoters of this nostrum have the consummate 
impudence to attempt to foist their "vegetable" mixture of 
dilute alcohol and potassium iodid on physicians. The Buffalo, 
N. Y., headquarters of "Nature's Creation" are known as the 
"Therapeutic Co., Inc.," with a Dr. W. H. Baker as its "con
sulting physician and a director of its affairs." Dr. Baker 

uherculosis or Consum 
. 

t1on 
POSITIVE.LY CURED 

Cmt JOO cases aire4 Ill CollllDba. 0~ die lloae of NATURE'S CREATION 
...... '1 tlll 11111 IIU tl Mlraltlls uf 1111 '1 i.11& PIJdclm II hit. 

,...._ ........._wllhthMd....,_l......_o.abe ... v. ..... of•....,, •ad...,_. .... 
....... Write .. •Ill' .... 1d-t la Colv.awa. Ohio. ... MII .. C. G. £DWAII.J>S. at 
No. )16 rtAMII.LIN STl\1.1.T. BUFFALO. N. Y .. for ..... aonl•I• and r...rthw I.,..,_._, 
.._ aecl •'- - -- the •edlol•• .. Mr. E.dw.Nla I• ... 1 ...... b,, T'HE NATUl'-E."S 
CI\EAflON CO .... the~,,-• oai,, be oiNl....t th~ hi-. 

No ...._ how .. ar docstoft ..... ~IION i,our e.w laouraW. NATUll.tS 
Q&ATION wilt -- Tv....__l..aa (C:0-•ptlon). It deetror9 1he .---. ... ..- be 
..a-1 ... ,he .... DE.LICAflSTOMACH..-bll'the ... lS...Gh&W. I•~•--..... ..._......._ ..... ,,. 

CHILLS and FE.VER 
. Stopped in from One to Three Da,ra. 

Reproduction (much reduced) of part of a leaflet sent out by the 
Buffalo, N. Y., branch of the concern. The size of the original was 
11 ½ by 9 Inches. 

circularizes the medical profession in the interest of "Nature's 
Creation" which he claims "is equally as effective and specific 
in tubercular trouble as Anti-Toxine is with Dyptheria:• 
(Spelling and composition as in original). The "literature" 
sent out to physicians by the "Therapeutic Co., Inc." differs 
but little from that sent to the laity. The medical profession 
is given a few enlightening, fundamental facts regarding the 
composition of the blood-though these facts are known to 
every school-boy who has reached the seventh grade. There 
is one paragraph, however, that has been deleted from the 
"literature" that is sent to physicians. Here it is: 

"Nature's Creation is a secret remedy and as it is a complex vege
table compound cannot be analyzed. This is why the medical profession 
has not the same medicine." 
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With this exception there -is practically no difference 
between the "lay" and "professional" advertising. The "con
sulting physician" encloses with his own letter to the medical 
men a facsimile letter from Dr. Arthur W. K. Downes, a 
homeopathic physician of Chicago, who states that "you need 
have no hesitancy in using this medicine in any and all cases 
of consumption . . ." In answer to a letter addressed to 
the "consulting physician," asking for the formula of 
"Nature's Creation" the secretary of the company wrote: 

"It will be impossible for us to forward to you the formula of the 
remedy, known as 'Nature's Creation,' as we do not possess the same." 

CONCLUSION 

This nostrum is typical of its class, and its method of 
exploitation characteristic of the innumerable "cures" that 
flood the market.-Modified from The Journal A. M. A., 
March 5, 1910.) 

Some Testimonials That Have Been Published and 
Some That Have Not 

Nature's Creation has in the past been given publicity by 
means of large display advertisements in the newspapers. 
Recently the method of using advertisements in the classified 
columns of the newspapers has been adopted. The follow
ing is appearing in the "Personal" column of papers in 
various parts of the country: 

PERSONAL-TO CONSUMPTIVES: I POS-
sess information which cost me a fortune, and 

feel that I should let every consumptive know 
about my experience. Mrs. J. M. Reynolds, Cen
tral National Bank, Columbus, Ohio. 

The victims who answer this advertisement receive a letter 
written on pale blue stationery such as is used for social 
correspondence. The letter is signed-not always in the 
same handwriting-"Mrs. J. M. Reynolds" and the initials 
J. M. R. are embossed, monogram style, in gilt on the paper 
and also on the envelope. In this letter Mrs. Reynolds states 
she has cured herself, "in defiance of the world's scientists,'' 
hy the discovery of "a combination of certain roots and 
herbs." Whether she cured herself of syphilis or consump
tion, she does not state, but she does say that in the ·joy of 
being well, "I am now devoting my life to saving others." 

The recipient of this social epistle is further told by Mrs. 
Reynolds that as it is impossible for her "to attend person
ally to the multitude of inquiries" that reach her, "I am 
referring your i:equest to my secretary-Mr. Campbell-you 
will no doubt hear from him soon." By the next mail comes 
a Jetter from the Nature's Creation Company signed "H. W. 
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Campbell, Sec'y." It was the H. W. Campbell Company, 
then of Chicago, that exploited this same nostrum as a 
syphilis cure a few years ago. 

Mrs. Reynolds' solicitude for the welfare of the sick may 
be understood when it is known that she is the president and 
a director of the Nature's Creation Company, capitalized at 
$200,000-a concern engaged in exploiting a discarded syphilis 
"cure" to consumptives at $5 a bottle. 

TESTIMONIALS 

No "consumption cure" is complete without its testimonials. 
The worthlessness of such testimony, from a scientific stand
point, has repeatedly been shown, and this, too, without 

Photographic reproduction (reduced) of some of the numerous adver• 
tisements of Nature's Creatiop appearing in the "Personal" columns in 
the classified advertising sections of newspapers all over the country. 
Notice that the first letter of the initials prefixed to Mrs. Reynolds' 
name varies in different papers. This is done by the company as a 
means of checking up the number of inquiries obtained from a given 
advertisement. 

assuming that the letters are fraudulent. That many of the 
letters published by medical concerns are documentarily 
genuine there is no doubt; that is to say, the letters were 
actually written. How valueless they are is made evident by 
looking into the cases of the • individuals giving them. On 
investigating "consumption cure" testimonials, one of two 
things is practically always found : Either the writer of the 
testimonial did not have tuberculosis and recovered from his 
indisposition in spite of the nostrum, rather than because of 
it; or, the poor victim, in the first flush of optimism that 
comes whenever a new remedy is tried, deluded himself into 
believing that the stuff actually helped him. 

We are reproducing five testimonials taken from tile 
Nature's Creation advertising. In every case the poor vie-
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tims who wrote them are dead. But the testimonials still 
live to delude other unfortunate sufferers from a disease 
which no drug can cure. And in this lies the cruelty and 
v1c1ousness of the "consumption cur'e": The patient hop
ing against hope that here at last is the "specific" that he 
believes, in the optimism of ignorance, the nostrum venders 
have discovered. 

How Immel Recover 
counaaa, ___ ..,_ 

E. IMMEL DI 

<i~fi:d-~ Hed u t't 

a.ven y .. ,._ 

--;;;.:-;;;;,f F 

These reduced photographic reproductions of a testimonial and three 
newspaper clippings tell their own sad story. The testimonial was 
published as an advertisement in the Columbus DisJ,olch, and later 
reproduced as an advertising circular by the Nature's Creation Company. 
The death and funeral notices also arc taken from Columbus news• 
papers. 

SOME TESTIMONIALS HITHERTO UNPUBLISHED 

So much for testimonials that are favorable to the nostrum; 
now for the reverse of the shield. As has been· said before, 
the Nature's Creation concern has its headquarters at Colum
bus, Ohio. The local medical profession in that city is 
much alive to the dangers of this nostrum and has taken 
active steps to combat it. For some time the Board of Health 
of the City of Columbus has been collecting data relative to 
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the use of this nostrum. The matter that follows is from 
official sources, from the records of the district medical ser
vice, the district nurses' service and from the reports of the 
tuberculosis hospital. We submit a few testimonials that the 
Nature's Creation Company has, so far, not published and 
probably will not want to. And it should be remembered that 
the information here given deals, practically, with but one 
locality, that of Columbus, Ohio: 

NO BENEFIT 
March 23, 1910. 

"I took Nature's Creation one year ago without benefit. Gave up 
taking it and came to the hospital, and am greatly improved since 
coming here~ Have gained more than twenty-live pounds and feel 
much better than for two years.-Emanuel Lew. 
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Photographic reproduction (greatly I cd uced) of a certified copy of the death cer
tificate of Mrs. Geo. S. (Ro1a A. H.) -Hewitt; also Mrs. Hewitt's testimonial.· 

NOT WORTH NINE CENTS 
March 23, 1910. 

"I took Nature's Creation last summer because it was claimed a cure 
for tuberculosis. Took two bottles without benefit. Wish I could get 
my $9 back. They gave me two bottles for $9, but I do not consider 
that the two bottles were worth 9 cents.-£. M. Deueraux." 

UNABLE TO LEAVE BED AFTER TAKING 
March .23, 1910. 

"I took Nature's Creation in the spring of 1909 on advice of a friend. 
Took three bottles. I was far worse off when I quit than when I 
started taking it. I decreased in weight and felt worse generally. 
I was able to be up and about when I commenced taking it, but was 
unable to leave my bed after taking two bottles . • . Wish that I 
could recover $15 they took from me without benelit.-Mr.s. He"on." 
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UPSET HIS STOMACH- HASTENED HIS DEATH 
"My son, Guasie Jones, was suffering with tuberculosis for about a 

year. Nature's Creation was recommended to him as a cure, and 
finally he began taking it. He took two bottles of the medicine, but 
before he had finished the first he suffered terribly with his stomach 
as a result of it . . . I firmly believe that it did him more harm 
than good, and hastened his death, and I am free to make this state• 
ment of the facts of the casc.-Mrs. H. C. Jones." 

FIVE BOTTLES - NO BENEFIT 
March 23, 1910. 

"To Whom It May Concern: This is to certify that my sister, 
Mrs. J. E. Kibby, deceased, while living at 537 West Rich Street, 
and who was suffering from pulmonary tuberculosis, bought and used 
as per directions, five bottles of Nature's Creation. She did not gain in 
strength or appear to be benefited whatsoever by its use.-J. Redman." 
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Greatly reduced photoiraphic reproduction of the death certificate of Leroy Spahr; 
also Mr. Spahr'• testimonial. 

BELIEVED THE ADVERTISEMENTS - IS NOW DEAD 
March 21, 1910. 

"My daughter, Carrie, wept South for her health about May, 1908, 
having been advised to go there by our family physician. To keep 
her from becoming lonesome I subscribed for the Dispatch (Columbus), 
in which she saw the advertisement for Nature's Creation, aud would 
not be satisfied until she had tried it. She came home for the express 
purpose of taking this remedy, believing that the advertisements were 
true and that the remedy would cure her. 

"She went to the Nature's Creation Company, was examined and 
told by them that the remedy would cure her and that she would have 
a 'speedy recovery.' . She took the medicine as advertised by 
the company, but no improvement was noticed. . . . She gradually 
grew worse and died on Oct. 14, 1909, and we believe that her death was 
hastened by the use of this medicine. .-Charles H. McGuire." 
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The attention of those gentlemen of the daily press who 
feel that their responsibility extends no further than their 
editorial columns is respectfully called to Mr. McGuire's 
letter. No fine-drawn sophistries can excuse such papers as 
carry advertisements of "consumption cures," from the moral 
guilt involved. Without the aid of the press these nostrums 
would die, for without publicity they would cease to be 
profitable and it is for profit only that they exist. 

THE TESTIMONY OF RELATIVES 

One of the officers of the Board of Health, Columbus, sends 
in statements from various individuals whose relatives had • 
t.!ken Nature's Creation. Here are two of them: 
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Photographic reproduction (greatly reduced) of the death certificate and testimonial 
of Herbert E. Immel. The Nature's Creation Co. spent a good deal of money in 
telling the public how Mr. Immel had been cured. See page 101. 

"Mrs. Homer Eggleston, who formerly lived at 203 S. Belle ·Street, 
stated that her husband died of tuberculosis after taking four bottles 
of Nature's Creation. She stated that she did not think it did him 
any good whatever." 

"Mr. J. N. Schilling, 438 Naghten Street, stated to me that his 
daughter took from ten to twelve bottles of Nature's Creation; that 
it was of no benefit whatever to her and really did her more harm 
than good; she died several months ago." 

SOME ADDITIONAL REPORTS 

The Columbus Society for the Prevention and Cure of 
• Tuberculosis, through its visiting nurses, has had excellent 
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oppqrtunities for obtaining first-hand information about the 
use of "Nature's Creation." Some of the reports made by 
the nurses are here given : 

JohtJ Woods: Took Nature's Creation and insisted that he was 
improving. This was not apparent to the visiting nurse. Died March 
14, 1910. 

Miu Forti: Took Nature's Creation when first taken ill. Died 
March· 24, 1910. 

1.ouu GootlwitJ: An incipient case, when he began takinit Nature's 
Creation. Took from eight to ten bottles before death. Died Jan. 9, 
1909. 

Mrs. Mack: After taking two bottles of Nature's Creation, went up 
to the office of the company and demanded an examination. A man 
in the office said she was looking so well that they would pronounce 
her cured. Died May 23, 1910. 

Joseph Kessler: Was a hopeful case. Lost valuable time taking 
Nature'• Creation until it waa too late for other treatment to be of 
any benefit. Failed steadily. Died June 2, 1909. 

Ira May: Took Nature's Creation for a time, during which period 
he sat in a closed room buddied over a fire. Died March 3, 1910. 

Joseph Steele: Took Nature's Creation until bedridden. Died Dec. 
26, 1908. 

Mrs. Geyer: Took several bottles of Nature's Creation, but as con
siderable stomach disturbance followed, discontinued. Died Dec. 4, 
1909. 

A GRUESOME LIST 

The following classified list has been collected by the 
Columbus Board of Health. It consists of the names of those 
persons who have taken Nature's Creation-advertised to 
"check at once further progress of the disease"-but who, 
nevertheless, died : 

SOME COLUMBUS, OHIO, PERSONS WHO HAVE TAKEN 
NATURE'S CREATION 

lfAKS DIBD 

William Malina1off ••..• 7-20-190R 
R. J. Jones ........•.. 8-25-1908 
Mr,rtle M. Furrow ..... 9-23-1908 
William Snyder ....... 9-27-1908 
Anna Philos ..••...... 10-19-1908 
Edward Stock ........ 10-26-1908 
Anna Barbara ......... 11-24-1908 
Irene A. Freeman ...... 12- 9-1908 
Almeda E. Irwin ....... 12- 8-1908 
J. Steele ............. 12-26-1908 
George Wertz ......... 1-15-1909 
Carl Hasbrook ........ 2- 2-1909 
Joseph Kessler ........ 6-12-1909 
Chas. Wm. O'Day ..... 6-29-1909 
Mrs. J. Kibby ......... 7-31-1909 
Florence Underwood .... 9- 2-1909 
Theresa Harst ........ 9- 3-1909 
Lucy Fultz ........... 9- 3-1909 
Christina Shilling ..... 9- 8-1909 
Carrie McGuire • ....... 10-14-1909 
G. W. Johnson ........ 11-26-1909 
George Smith ......... 11-28-1909 
Sheldon Harsh ........ 12-21-1909 

lfAKB DIED 

Chas. W. Davis. . . . . . . . 1-15-1910 
C. F. Higginbotham .... 2- 4-1910 
George Swank ........ 2- 8-1910 
Ira May . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3- 4-1910 
Casper Herman ....... 3- 5-1910 
Howard A. Denune .... 3- 6-1910 
Ned L. Evan .......... 3-13-1910 
John Woods .... ., ..... 3-14-1910 
13. F. Segines ....•....• 3-18-1910 
John J. Jenkins ........ 3-19-1910 
Mary I. Ford .......... 3-24-1910 
Forrest J. Greenlee .... 3-31-1910 
Sarah R. Ross ......... 4• 5-1910 
Samuel Robinson ...... 4-30-1910 
Mrs. Mack ........... S-23-1910 
John C. McAfee ....... 8- 9-1910 
George H. Howell ....• 8-11-1910 
Daisy Sherman .....•.. 11-10-1910 
Herbert W. Immel. .... 12- 3-1910 
Anna S. Smith ........ 12- 3-1910 
Mrs. Geyer ........... 12- 4-1911) 
Maud Peters .......... 12-20-1910 
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CONCLUSION 

As has already been stated, the information just given deals 
with· but one locality-Columbus, 0. When it is realized that 
this iniquitous stuff is being advertised and sold from Maine 
to California the misery left in its wake may be imagined. 
While what precedes is but a part of the damning evidence 
which. has been submitted against Nature's Creation we 
believe it is sufficient to convict it at the bar of public opinion. 

How much longer will the sale .of this humbug be per
mitted? Its continued existence wilt depend on two things
the gullibility of the public and the willingness of the press 
to share in the company's blood-money by accepting adver-
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Photographic reproduction (greatly reduced) of the death certificate of Mrs. F. F 
(Ora) Martin. A testimonial from Mrs. Martin's mother is also reproduced. 

tisements of the nostrum. It is little less than criminal 
that men without even the pretense of medical training and 
with more capital than conscience should be free to exploit 
a valueless mixture of drugs as a cure for a disease which no 
drug can cure. 

It is hoped that physicians will make it their duty to call 
the attention of the public to the facts here presented. 
Nature's Creation is but a type; if it goes out of existence 
there still remain scores of fakes just as bad and just as 
cruel. And as they, too, die, others will spring up to take 
their places. So long as the credulity of ignorance is a 
human attribute, so long will the "consumption cure" and 
"cancer cure" thrive. The only remedy is enlightenment and 
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it is a fact, as notorious as it is pathetic, that a vast sec
tion of the public is densely ignorant of the limitations and 
possibilities of drugs. 

Unfortunately, the medium through which the public could 
so easily be reached and enlightened-the newspapers-is, to 
a large degree, unavailable. Many of these publications are 
still too deeply under the blighting influence of the "patent 
medicine" advertisers. But the number of newspapers whose 
silence cannot be purchased increase yearly and their power 
is slowly but surely making itself fe!t. In the meantime it 
is the physician's duty to the public to give it the enlighten
ment which it needs for its own protection against "con
sumption cure" nostrums.-(Modified from The Journal 
A. M. A., Feb. 4, 1911.) 

A Peep Behind the Scenes 
"When thieves fall out, honest men get their dues"; when 

"patent medicine" fakers fall out, the general public is given 
an insight into this disreputable business which is instructive 
if not edifying. 

The motive power behind the Nature's Creation concern was 
H. W. Campbell; Mrs. Reynolds was largely a figurehead. 
Now it seems that this couple are no longer friends, for, two 
or three weeks ago, Campbell filed suit against Mrs. Reynolds 
(who, by the way, is now a Mrs. Cohen) to recover $28,000 
ol' which he alleges she has defrauded him. 

The petition filed in this case is interesting. In it, Camp
bell declares under oath that Nature's Creation, which is sold 
at $5 for a twelve-ounce bottle, costs but 2 cents an ounce 
to make. This does not mean that Campbell's conscience is 
hurting him because the indigent consumptives and others who 
ha....e bought this worthless stuff have been robbed! Not at 
all ! He is merely angry because he considers that he has not 
received his full share of the "swag." It appears from the 
petition that Mrs. Cohen (Reynolds) has been "holding out" 
on Campbell. It seems, if we are to believe Campbells sworn 
statement, that Mrs. Reynolds was telling fortunes in a Chi
cago basement when he "discovered" her. When these two 
decided to float Nature's Creation, Mrs. Reynolds, evidently 
believing that a man who would engage in such a disreputable 
business was not to be trusted, kept the secret of the "for
mula" of this potassium iodid mixture and char~ed Campbell 
25 cents an ounce as the cost price of the ingredients; later 
she lowered the rate to 10 cents an ounce. But Campbell 
swears that the cost of making it has never been more than 
2 cents an ounce or 24 cents a bottle. 

Nor is this all. Campbell further complains that Mrs. 
Cohen (Reynolds) called a special meeting of the directors of 
the company and ousted him without cause from his posi
tion of secretary and treasurer. And, worse than that! 
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Campbell, believing that the stock in the company had depre
ciated from par to 10 cents on the dollar, sold it at that rate 
when he had an opportunity, as he believed, to "get out from 
under." Having found that the stuff costs only 2 cents an 
ounce to make instead of 10 cents or 25 cents an ounce, 
Campbell realizes that the profits were much greater than 
he supposed and he is convinced that the stock was easily 
worth par and that in selling his shares for 10 cents on the 
dollar, he has lost thousands of dollars. Campbell is particu
larly mortified, moreover, to find-what he did not know at 
the time-that the individual to whom he sold his stock was 
Mrs. Cohen herself. In consequence of these alleged decep
tions, Campbell claims that Mrs. Cohen owes him more than 
$28,000 and he is appealing to the courts in the hope of 
getting it. 

A sordid business? Yes, but the sale of a worthless con
sumption cure can scarcely be anything else. We can only 
express the hope that the publicity thus given to the details 
of its exploitation will prove the coup de grace for Nature's 
Creation. We trust, too, that the courts will hold that 
Campbell having been engaged in a disreputable business, 
cannot receive the protection of the law, but that he stands 
condemned as a self-confessed faker who has humbugged 
the helpless sick for his personal gain.-(M odified from 
The Journal A. M. A., March 30, 1912.) 

OXIDAZE-OLEOZONE-HYDROCINE 
In 1907, a "consumption cure" was put on the market 

under the name, Hydrocine. Hydrocine was called-at first
a "hyper-oxidized hydro-carbon;" later, it was referred to as 
an "oxidized carbo-hydrate." It was analyzed by the Asso
ciation's chemists, who reported that they found that "each 
29.5 grain Hydrocine tablet contains 28 grains of cane sugar 
and small quantities of volatile oils and a trace of pancreatin." 
This preparation seems to have originated with a C. E. Get
singer, who organized what was known as the Medical Food 
Company. The commercial possibilities in selling an odorifer
ous sugar mixture as a "consumption cure" apparently 
appealed to one Charles S. Roberts, a physician of Syracuse, 
N. Y., who, with the help of Charles H. Goddard and others, 
incorporated the Hydrocine Company for the purpose of, 
exploiting Getsinger's "treatment." Goddard, it may be men
tioned in passing, was the man who organized that cooper
ative "patent medicine" concern known as the A. D. S.
American Druggists Syndicate. 

Getsinger and Roberts later seemed to have had a disagree
ment and Getsinger marketed his own product under the nam~ 
of Oxydase. Roberts changed the name of Hydrocine to 
Oleozone and apparently had .the stuff made by the A. D. S.-
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or at least it bore the same serial number as that given the 
A. D. S. products. Coincident with these changes in the name 
of the "hyper-oxidized hydro-carbon," another concern came 
into existence-the Cowles Institute, said to be operated by 
one H. L. Cowles. This also dispensed "oxygenated prod
ucts" for the cure of consumption. A little later Cowles 
seems to have changed the name of his concern to the 
Hemavitre Company and to have rechristened his product, 
Hemavitre. 

The latest change ( March, 1911) in the name of Getsinger's 
product is Oxidaze, put out by the American Oxidaze Com
pany. 

The matter which follows is a reprint (slightly modified) 
of the articles that have appeared in THE JOURNAL of the 
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Photographic reproduction (reduced) of a post-card sent out by 
C. S. Roberts at the time he first began exploitmg Hydrocine. Notice 
the claim that his nostrum is a "positive cure of tuberculosis of all 
forms." Note, too, the way in which Roberts made capital out of his 
membership in the Medical Society of the State of New York and in 
the American Medical Association. Roberts joined the American Med• 
ical Association in December, 1906, just before he went into the "con• 
sumption cure" business. In September, 1907, the county society 
repudiated him and his membership in the state and national organiza
tions was thus automatically terminated. 

American Medical Association, tracing the vicissitudes through 
which this odoriferous sugar mixture has passed in its vari
ous stages of evolution as a "consumption cure." 

Hydrocine 

During the past three months 1 physicians all over the coun
try have been receiving postal cards announcing the discovery 
of a new and wonderful remedy for consumption. The card 
is signed, "C. S. Roberts, M.D., Member N. Y. State Medical 
Society and American Medical Association." It is to be 
gretted that what Roberts says regarding his membership is 
true. Until within the last few months Roberts lived at Syra-

1. This was written in August, 1907. 
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cuse, N. Y., and is a member of the Onondaga County Medi
cal Society and consequently of the Medical Society of the 
State of New York. Last December he became a member of 
the American Medical Association. This was just before hi:1 
removal to New York City, and he evidently obtained this 
membership because he was going into this wretched business 
and wanted to use his membership as apparent guarantee of 
his ethical standing. As soon as the Onondaga County Medi
cal Society discovered the business Roberts had gone into he 
was asked to resign, but this he refused to do. Hence it 
became necessary for the society to go through the legal form 
of trial before expelling him from the society. We under-· 
stand that his trial cannot come off until September, and that 
Roberts is fighting to retain his membership.• 
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Photographic reproduction (reduced) of the letter-heads of some of 
the various concerns that have found it profitable to exploit an odori
ferous sugar mixture as a "cure" for consumption. 

According to the postal card, Roberts is just commenc
ing to introduce to the medical profession " ( on strictly 
ethical lines)"-this is put in parentheses probably for empha
sis-"a positive cure for tuberculosis in any form." "This dis
covery," he says, "is the result of fourteen years scientific 
study and experimentation," but so far as we have been able 
to learn, Roberts has not been noted as performing any 
remarkable cures of tuberculosis in Syracuse, nor was it 
known that he was using this wonderful remedy. The last 
paragraph of the postal card is supposed to be a clincher: 

2. He was dropped at the September, 1907, meeting. 
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"Prevent your tubercular patients from saying your neighbor doctor 
is curing his patients in a few weeks right at home, while you arc 
sending them at great expense in time and money to remote resorts 
for consumptives. 0 

Judging from the circulars, Roberts seems to have gone to 
New York to help exploit a nostrum-Hydrocine-put out by 
the "Medical Food Co.," and evidently the postal card is the 
initial move in a scheme to exploit the medical profession. 

The recipient of the postal card above referred to is told 
that if he will send 15 cents in postage stamps he will be fur
nished with the "theory, literature and abundant testimonials 
'and a $3 size sample to prove what we say.''. The wonderful 
remedy is known as Hydrocine-hyper-oxidized hydro-carbon. 
The circular tells us that "the physician is unquestionably 
entitled to a full, frank and candid statement of the com
position, nature and character of any. and every medicinal 
preparation he is asked to prescribe." This sounds excellent, 
and then follows the formula: 

FORMULA 

Hyper-oxidized hydro-carbon (vegetable) ........... 28 gr. 
Pure rock sugar. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 gr. 
Powdered pancreatin ...................... • ....... ½o gr. 

The oxids are liberated in the stomach and thrown into 
the circulation.· 

It is barely possible that there is somebody on this mun
dane sphere that can tell what "hyper-oxidized hydro-carbon 
(vegetable)" is. Most of us have a knowledge of pure rock 
sugar and powdered pancreatin, but when we come to the 
other ingredient, we fear the majority of us would have to 
give it up. 

However, we find this in the printed circular: 

The hydro-carbon is extracted from oils of cinnamon, coniin, 
peppermint, spruce, myrtle, chekan, marrubium, myrrh, turpen• 
tine and thymol, is then condensed, and positively all toxic 
properties are eliminated. The residue is hyper-oxidized, pre
digested by pancreatin, mixed with a small quantity. of pow
dered rock sugar and pressed into 30 grain tablets. 

There we have it. And when we have it, what have we? 
The literature is of the usual quackish order, the optimistic 

kind that will make the physician who does not stop to think, 
feel that it is something worth trying at least. 

When we began to receive Roberts' p<rstal cards and were 
asked to show up the scheme, we thought the card itself was 
so quackish that no intelligent physician would risk even the 
15 cents. It seems, however, that some have been "almost 
persuaded," and we have been astonished to receive letters 
asking if it is not possible that this nostrum may do what 
its promoters say it will do, evidently feeling that possibly, • 
after all, the long-looked-for remedy has been discovered. How 
foolish! If Roberts and the promoters ( who are, perhaps, 
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making him a cat's paw) really had a remedy that would do 
what they claim this one will do, there would not be words in 
the English language strong enough to characterize their 
villainy and inhumanity in keeping it secret. If, on the other 
haittl, the stuff is worthless, then it is simply another instance 
to add to the list of attempts to humbug the public, and to 
make money out of their suffering. Either horn of the 
dilemma is certainly represensible, and to have one who is 
supposed to have once been a reputable physician mixed up 
in it should be a source of regret to every member of our 
profession.-(Modified from The Journal A. M. A., Aug. 17., 
1907.) 

••• ..._.. ""- OlYDASC CO. 

Photographic reproductions (reduced) of some advertisements of the 
various sugar "cures" for tuberculosis. The .advertiseg,ent of Hydro
cine appeared in the Texas Medical Journal; that of Oleozone, in the 
Medical Summary; that of Oxydase, in the International Journal of 
Surgery. 

.An .Analysis of Hydrocine 

Hydrocine has been analyzed by our chemists and found 
to consist chiefly of cane sugar. Its promoters state that 
Hydrocine is "a vegetable hyper-oxidized hydro-carbon"
whatever that may mean. Its "formulas" are equally enlight
ening. We use the plural advisedly, as Hydrocine exhibits 
that fine fickleness and mutability of composition that char
acterizes nostrums of its kind. Its early "formula" was 
as follows: 

Hyper-oxidized hydro-carbon (vegetable) ........... 28 gr. 
Pure rock sugar. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 gr. 
Powdered pancreatin ............................. ½o gr. 

The oxids are liberated in the stomach and thrown into 
the circulation. 

For some unknown reason, however, this "formula" was 
changed before the edition of the pamphlet, setting forth the 
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wonders of the combination, was exhausted. "Formula" 
No. 2, as printed on a "sticker" placed over "Formula" No. 1, 
states that Hydrocine consists of: 

Oxidized carbo-hydrates and essential oils ........ 18½ gr. 
Mineral constituents . .. . . . ...................... l½ gr. 
Pure rock sugar.. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. 9 gr. 
Powdered pancreatin .......................... ¥.lo gr. 

Accoinpanying this later pamphlet-or more correctly, the 
earlier pamphlet with a later "formula"-is a circular giving 
the following enlightening information regarding the compo
sition of Hydrocine. 

I NGllEDIENTS 

"Oil of cinnamon, coniin, peppermint, spruce, myrtle, chekan, 
marrubium, myrrh, turpentine and thymol, with all toxic prop
erties positively eliminated. The residue is highly oxidized, 
mixed with oxidized sugar, pancreatin and pressed into a 30 
grain tablet. The oxygen is liberated in a nascent form and 
taken up by the circulation, and thus enables patients to become 
saturated with the same in 30 minute doses." 

This same circular also gives what purports to be a report 
of an analysis of Hydrocine Tablets, which, however, reads 
more as if it were a testimonial prepared at the request of the 
manufacturer, in spite of the fact that it is written by a pre
sumably reputable chemist. Thus, while the report st:ites that 
the tablets contain a certain amount of "aldehydes, ketones 
and oxidized products from the bodies used/' the chemist 
virtually acknowledges that these bodies were not actually 
determined by him. In fact, from the language of the report 
one is led to believe that he accepted the manufacturer's state
ment in regard to their presence. Of course, we do not know 
the composition of the Hydrocine which the manufacturer sub
mitted to this chemist for report, or the composition which 
Hydrocine will have in the future. The report of the analysis 
made for the America! Medical Association by its chemists 
indicates the composition of Hydrocine such as is sent to 
physicians, and is, therefore, of interest. It is as follows: 

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS 

We have made a careful examination of the original 
package of Hydrocine and find that the average weight 
of the tablets is 29.5 grains. Of this, 95 per cent., or 28 
grains, of the total of 29.5 grains, is cane sugar. Each 
tablet contains an average of 0.3 of a grain of a sub
stance, insoluble in alcohol, containing nitrogenous 
matter. The indications are that this substance may 
be very impure pancreatin, that is, that this 0.3 of a 
grain may contain the 1/20 grain of pancreatin 
claimed to be present by the manufacturers. It also 
contains very small quantities of aromatic oils, and it 
is probably due to the fact that these oils, like tur
pentine, react with oxygen that it is claimed that the 
vegetable matter is "hyper-oxidized." The formula, 
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however, mentions "hyper-oxidized hydro-carbon." 
Perhaps the manufacturers have reference to the rock 
sugar and mean carbohydrate, for there is probably no 
oxidation of the sugar, though it is probable that the 
aromatic oils present may be partially oxidized and 
changed in other ways after a time, but the "hyper
oxidized hydro-carbon (vegetable) 28 grains" of the 
formula is an absurdity, particularly as the analysfa 

UP-TO-DATE AND OUT-OF-DATE 

by 

W H. IIOUS. II. D., P 8. Sc. (LONDON), 
HARTFORD, CONN. 

Read before the Sixteenth AnnmJ Meetina of ~ 
New En1land Eclectic Medical Aaaociation, 

Boston Meetina, June 24th, 1910. 

Reprinted from 
Gaillard'• Southern Medicine 
American Medical Journal 
Oklahoma Medical News Journal 
The Medical_Summary 

Photo11raphic reproduction (reduced) of the cover page of a small 
booklet m which a Dr. W. H. Morse fulsomely lauds Roberts' product. 
This write-up was also published in several of the less reputable medical 
journals. Morse seems to make a business of furnishing write-ups for 
various medical fakes. Epilepsy cures, rheumatism cures, cures for 
blindness and vibrators are but a few of the things that Morse has 
testified for. The letters "F.S.Sc. (London)," that appear after his 
name, indicate that be is a member of a serio-comic, fraudulent con• 
cern calling itself the "Society of Science, Letters and Art." The cost 
of obtaining the honor ( ?) of membership in this "society" is $5.00. 

shows that the tablet contains 28 grains of sugar. We 
do not belive that it is possible for such a substance 
as turpentine, for instance, when in contact with 
sucrose ( cane sugar) to act as an oxidizing agent. 

Apparently, therefore, the essential constituent of Hydro
cine, as it is now offered to physicians, is cane sugar, and 
evidently this was the substance which was referred to as the 
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"hyper-oxidized hydro-carbon." As indicated by our chemist's 
report, the very learned ( ?) statements regarding the "hyper
oxidized hydro-carbon" or "oxidized carbo-hydrates" may be 
reduced to a simpler statement: "Each 29.5 grain Hydrocine 
tablet contains 28 gains of cane sugar and sma:t quantities 
of voltatile oils and a trace of pancreatin.'' 

SUMMARY 

To sum up, we have: A preparation, shown by anaylsis to 
be 95 per cent. cane sugar, put on the market to be retailed 
at a cost of $8 a pound (avoirdupois). The claim is made 
that by giving this preparation in JO-grain doses to the extent 
of one and a quarter ounces daily, tuberculosis can be "per
manently cured" in "from six to sixteen weeks.'' To impress 
the unthinking, the main constituent in the formula is given 
a quasi-scientific name, meaningless in import. The exploiter 
of this "remedy" claims to have given up a practice yielding 
$10,000 annually "to spread the truth regarding this prepara
tion"-and incidentally, we suspect, to reap the benefits that 
must accrue from selling sugar at over $5 a pound, wholesale. 

Our chemist having translated for us into simpler language 
the statements as to the composition of the article, we, as 
physicians, should not find it difficult to interpret correctly the 
evidence on which the claims are based.-(Modified from The 
Journal A. M.A., Feb. 15, 1908.) 

Oleozone-Oxydase-Cowles Institute 
Hydrocine is no more, but the commercial possibilities in 

sugar as a therapeutic agent are still recognized. Phoenix-like, 
there have arisen from the ashes of Hydrocine two other 
"hyper-oxidized hydro-carbons"-Oxydase and Oleozone. In 
fact, there seems to be at present no fewer than three con
cerns which are "curing" tuberculosis by means of sugar plus 
various incidentals. 

HYDROCINE---OLEOZONE---OXYDASE 

Before Dr. Roberts "gave up a practice that was yielding 
[him] an income of over $10,000 a year" to sell 

odoriferous sugar at $8 a pound, Hydrocine seems to have 
been manufactured by a Mr. E. C. Getsinger. It now seems 
that Getsinger and Roberts have parted company, for the 
country is being flooded with letters from Roberts in which 
he says: 

"In view of the fact that the party [Getsinger?] who formerly 
manufac!ure~ the old p_roduct for_ me . . . is now attempting to 
market. 1t )11ms~lf, I w.'sh to avoid the danger arising from anyone 
confusmg 1t with my improved treatment. For this reason I have 
adopted a new nam~, Oleozone (oil and oxygen), and under this title 
my new and vastly 1111provcd product will be marketed." 
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On the other hand Mr. Getsinger, who signs himself pro
prietor of the "Oxydase Company," and who, apparently, is 
the Oxydase Company, has attempted to .checkmate Dr. Rob
erts by means of post-cards and other advertising matter. 
He says: 

"The chemical name of the compound is 'oxydized hydro-carbon' 
and later it was named 'Hydrocine.' In the present perfected form 
we present it to the profession under the name 'Oxydase.' " 

HYDRO 
CT1\.fr: FOR 
. 11 'i DTHE 

TREATMENT OF 
q£.SPlqATOl{Y" PISr.ASU 
"'-Afll)ALU'ORMSOF 

TUBERCULOSIS 
C. S.ROBERTS,M. D. 

646 MAOISON AVE. 

NEW ,'QRW QITV. 

l AB RY SERIAL N . t214 

Ou•R'o uNOER THE Foco ANO 

.0Pu09 ACT, JU"'E 30•1900. 

Photographic reproduction of two labels, one from the "headache 
cure" put out by the A. D. S., the other from the "consumption cure," 
Hydrocine (now called Oleozone)..t. exploited by C. S. Roberts, one of 
the original directors of the A. u. S. Notice that the serial number 
on the two labels is the same, indicating a common source. 

That there may be no mistake, the Oxydase Company sends 
out a printed post-card which begins: 

"DEAR DocToa:-This informs you that Dr. C. S. Roberts of New 
York is no longer the sales agent for Hydrocine." 

BRINGING TESTIMONIALS UP TO DATE 

The advertising "literature," including testimonials of the 
apparently defunct Hydrocine Company, seems to have 
reverted to Mr. Getsinger, as the Oxydase Company's pam
phlets are practically a re-hash of the old Hydrocine matter. 
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In this connection, it is interesting to note how testimonials 
are overworked. One of the most imposing testimonials in 
the old Hydrocine pamphlet was that accredited to Dr. 0. P. 
Barber of Saginaw, Mich. In this testimonial, Dr. Barber 
was quoted as saying: • 

"I was looking for a case to try Hydrocine on, which Mr. George 
B. Morley, President Second National Bank, bad brought home with 
him from New York, and was furnished me by him for nearly all 
the cases I have treated." 

We called attention in our previous article to the somewhat 
unusual course of a physician administering a remedy of 
whose virtues he learned from the layman who furnished it. 
This objection cannot be raised, however, to this same testi-

A shell of Hrdrodne 
Tablets. Exact Size. 

Ocui:' Doctor:-•• 
This informs you tba.t Dr. C. S. Roberts of N". V., is 

110 Ti'S',~r the Sales Agent for Hydrocine. The Ml'nufacturen 
(si~ire i90?) themselves *ill now supply you with- Oenulne 
Hydroclne, put up in Oelatin S~lls and thus insure you an 
un~lilutetl tahkt. • 

,.\ VOID SUBSTln..rTES ,which claim to be 11uper
nxi,Hze1.I, yt:t Gy 1gmti11g a taGlt:t with a niatdi reveals a yel1ow 
11:uue, a:_:::ain.::.t the Oxygen-blue name of Hydrocine. 

- These substil utes arC white, whn-eas it is common 

~'1\~~1:~i,~i1.~~t S~~;!r:-'r~:.1~~to~u~; Jrit:::~:1"Tat~~~brown 
ORDER DIRECT FROM US. Cosh w;,1, order, or 

C O D. Ddiw:ry ChArgcs Prepaid. West of the ~lssi11ippl 
S2 JO per IOO or Box- East of the Mississippi $2.25 per 
Box. Special price on 500 or more. Write!,· fQt" new Litera.. 
ture. 

OXYDA:SE COIPANY. 
515 U.llNGTOll AVENUE TELEPHOIIE IZSI 31TH Slll HW YORI. 

Photographic reproduction (reduced) of a postal card sent out by 
Getsinger after his break with Roberts, in which be calls attention to 
the fact that Roberts is no longer the sales-agent for Hydrocine. It 
was at this time that Getsinger rechristened his product Oxydase. In 
the original card the words "Hydrocine is now called Oxydase" were 
imprinted with a rubber stamp over the picture of the shell of hydro
cine. Most of this is lost in the photographic reproduction here given. 

monial of Dr. Barber's as it now appears in the Oxydase 
"literature." While it is used practically verbatim, except for 
the substitution of the term "Getsinger treatment" where 
·'Hydrocine" used to appear, we find ,that the erstwhile bank 
president has assumed a· professional role, and that "Mr. 
George B. Morley" has become "Dr. George B. M." We are 
loath to believe that a bank president would give ur his highly 
reputable and not unlucrative business for the purpose of 
developing the therape·utic possibilities of rock candy-even 
though there may be money in it. Knowing what we do of 
testimonials and their .value, it seems more reasonable to sup
pose that the transformation of the banker into a physician 
is merely an artistic touch on the part of those who adapted 
the Hydrocine advertisements to the Oxydase product. 
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THE NEW CHEMISTRY 

Much stress is laid by the Oxydase Company on the state
ment that while their tablet is super-oxidized, the substitute 
tablet [Oleozone ?] "is not oxidized." To prove ( ?) their 

'point, the Oxydase Company says : 

He then ~me to see me, at my request, as I was 
looking for a case to try hyf'ocj~ on, which_MI· 
Georl!:e B. Morler, Presi ent econd National 
fianfc;--tiad brought home with hi'!l from 1:'lew 
York, and was furnished me by him for nearly 
all the cases I have treated. 

1 His condition was such that I had no hopes 
whatever of helpin"' him with any remedy, but 
M,r. Morlev had so"' excited my curiosity regard-
ing "this remedy by his description of cases he 
had talked with in New York, alleged to_ have 
been cured by this treatment, that I put him on 
the medicine. 

He then came to see me, at my request, as I 
was looking for a case to try drocine on, 
which Mr. Gs;orl!:e B. Morle6,, Pres1 ent econd 
National Bank, had lirouglitome with him from 2 New York. Mr. Morley had so excited my curi
osity regarding thfs remedy by his description 6£ 
cases he had talked with in New York, alleged to 
have been cured by this treatment, that I put him 
on the medicine. 

H~ then came to see me1 at my request, as I was 
lookmg for a case on which to try the Gltsinffl 
treatment. which Dr. George B M. had roug 

3 with him from ~ew York. ffr:7\r." had so ex
cited my curiosity regarding ~ed) by bis 
description of cases he had talked with in New 
York, alleged to have been cured by this treatment, 
that_ 1 put Goldsmith on the Jne?icine. 

The evolution of a testimonial. From the Goldsmith Case credited 
to Dr. O. P. Barber: 1, As it api;,eared in the earlier Hydrocine 
pamphlets; 2, from the later Hydrocme "literature"; 3, as it is now 
in the Oxydase pamphlet. 

"Place the tablet between tweezers, ill'°ite with a match, then observe 
the ox_vgen bltie flame. The sputtermg is the explosion of nnall 
quantities of Orygen as it is rapidly liberated. There is no smoke, nor 
odor, proving complete combustion."-[ltalics ours.-Eo.] 

This test, both from theoretical and practical considerations, 
deserves notice. Theoretically, because oxygen being, in air, 
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an incombustible gas, can neither explode nor burn with a blue 
or any other kind of flame; practically, because, the statement 
to the contrary notwithstanding, there was some smoke and 
a distinct odor of burning sugar when a sample Oxydase tab
let was ignited. 

The "oxygenating" power of Oxydase and its varied thera
, peutic indications are set forth in the following weirdly con

structed sentence: 

···--

OXIDAZE TABLETS I 
Something Everyone =.i::.·::.::'! 

1
; 

Sh Id K qeldll, .. 11 ........ . 
OU now -•IL How lo .. u ... I 

Pare.Q'SIDS of Alduaa. I 
Row 1e ...... Aaue Cbnak. 1,-•1111, C.W-.11. Lar,qilb .... w ... ,lai t 
c..,11. 8ow1ell..,tlMYoktofslqtnu4,...i<spt&ll,ncl,araN 
.,..._ Bew• ttatt tllt .. kt wt.ea .. erwerkN er ia,airNI. Hew to 
'-111, ... ..., .............. .r .u ...... .r j- .r 
wMltt,r .... er a.tvt . 

• _... ..,"tu&fi.,. ~-,-,"""1el oo~~_..... ... .,.,....,11t1ac ,..1u. a.rt• 
......... 11,~ooh1Mfl'U\M9nN,boltt1NplfMbfOf<11-.llu4t&Af!W.t11ialta. OW'-•lt 
..... "I--. 11ot tlworwa. l:lut of 6ffll.lll ,-"JU ol:lb!Md ho■ \M- of OXJDAZ& TIJL81'8. 

II«• ba 51at__, KNt le Ut A-.. O.W-CL 1w •-ll 
,.,.taa arw_, c..... w .. ·a.a v..,. ~ Pr1<11ct. 

A-•-••••~ «--•-•••••••-•,.,ol.,,•,-,.1,1......, .... ,,, .. ,,,.,_, ,., ... _ ..... , ... , ... 
,_.,., ,., '"•~-<-, ,._,h,.._ •~• ,,_, •. ., ,,, • .,,-,, n,,J>,, l,b-1,., A,,.,., ... ,,_ • .,, .• ,.,.,.,,.,..,,••,"'••'-"• ... , 
, ... ,"' ,., "'~••'"''"'' 1 I<'<••••••••'••-, .... ,..••·•,,,.,.,,,,••·• ,.,,1 •• ~. r••«,... P., •-•'"I,.,,,-,~·••""'"'".._.,.. 

::• •:~;•.~ :'; 4. o~·P~ r,i-,;: 1·::~:•:•~:;:;;1,:0,' ... -~~;·-:'.:'• ~=• :::~~·~:·;:~{~ 4- _ ::~::•.:t ,: ,.:·.:~:,·,;':·2 
[?,.,.,,. •. , "' l f,"4 •to<,.,.,.,.•~•,.•!!«,.,•• •·••t •· ,.,., vl ~,,,.,., •""" •t.•1•""'> •••.,••• I,. "'-•-'I••"'<\.""(,_ I 
II>••••·"•--•••• '''"<•:h • ..,,,,.,••~• .. ••• .. •"''"•••~•:• I• L"•"~"•• I ... , •,l,~•••4 - -••""' ''""' ,,.,. .... , ............ , ... ,_,. ....... ,. .. ,_ "' .... ~-· ..... ,, ......... ~•"· ~... . 
1•"• .. ',,.,..,.~ •••• 4 ~I<•• 5-,,: .... ••'),..,,~:Toho-.:• I I '"' ,.:,,.-;:., "'f '"' • 1~,:/•~•;.,_.:,.. ~ .,.,_' "':'.,,," -~ 
"' I"""',.,,,..,,"""•~""'' .... .,, .......... ~,,. ••II I"',.,.,"~""••, ........ •,. ... ,, I•>•• IH~"$' <.,., ..... , .. . 
........................ .,....t ......... _,.,,. ... 

,..~._.... 1'l'1ll O•ul1N TabltU by p-t ud~y""-l&llh ,-,-tfflu. &n110l&f"' 
fldol'y\M.l 1.,.,..,.,..u,coeuD1Htop.....:nbttbotm nm,ordentou&n-bftbfthou.uloda..._..u 
ftm'ftf'a011lffottMIIIMld...Stnatllo1 Jlol•lfllUllded plly&&UUI lr'll.t_....~T-.l:i.&awll,g-
,i ... lllola I f1t1 lna.L 

·•-dl&llf umlol .U"pinaU-' •¥......, 1cboo!, lo 11•• U.. ,-4f l f11t. p~ tNl '- Uf et 
llll ........ __. ....... .u.wtae: UM NIWU obl&UN4 to,,.... aiu.u.., ,.i. IMnL 

American Oxldaze Company 
c.on.u.mo.OOG 

liuaadl..uaC\arw. 
,,_._8....,.._&D~"'-"'"' a.,s """11a.,.,__,... 

.,_ ....,.._..,._ 
'NJl,l\efO..-,O,..J.Ma-11~ ,.,...,..,.,, .. ,. .............. ,.~,,.,,. -'•U.. O.-. -....a- Cor ~l-

• ....,__AIUIA'la.l:Jroo.·l".._1-.d"lhrr•ff.-..1,"6.~••fthtTl,,..taod Lupo 

Home Ofllce: Old Telegram Buildlng 
Worcester. Hass. 

o.iu. T,b~u .,.. .,. ,..i,. ., '""' dN,:;ti,o,.-lf -· '"""'' 11,~ ... IMfN• .... ubt.o• ..... •l ., ..... tr .... ,tttw, 
"-pur a.1100T,w.t.1SUI> a..1»T•t>l..,.IIIO TN!lo1hbt.ullk 

' -- : -
Photographic reproduction (much reduced) of a newspaper advertise

ment of Oxidaze, the latest name of Getsinger's product. This stuff 
is sold direct to the public. 

"With 20 remedial impulses in septemia within ten hours, or longer 
on the same dosage 1 is a formidable weapon in the hands of a physician 
- in cases of Typnoid Fever, and other sudden invasions of disease; 
in Croup, Pneumonia, Diphtheria, Asthma, Abscesses, Bronchitis, etc., 
Oxydase will give you surprising results." 

OLEOZONE "STRICTLY ETHICAL" 

In calling attention to his 
erts emphasizes that he is 
strictly ethical lines only." 

"improved Hydrocine," Dr. Rob
"distributing this remedy along 
In fact, he "will not even place 
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it in drug stores, unless to accommodate a physician at his 
request." This course is somewhat of a departure from that 
which he foJ1owed in exploiting Hydrocinet 

THE "COWLES INSTITUTE" 

But Dr. Roberts and Mr. Getsinger are apparently not the 
only ones who dispense "oxygenated products." We have 
received letters from various partJ of the country inquiring 
about a New ~rk concern calling itself the "Cowles Insti
tute." A pamphlet sent out by this "institute" has printed 
on the cover a red double-cross-a misuse of the international 
emblem of the campaign against tuberculosis that is as unwar
ranted as it should be illegal. On the title page we read: 

"Established for the treatment of tuberculosis in its various forms 
by entirely new and special methods of medication complying with the 
highest ethical standards, by which full recoveries in uncomplicated 
cases of tuberculosis are generally made in from six to nine months 
without the necessity of changing c1imate or enforcing severe or rigid 
hyg-ienic-dietetic rules." ' 

A SUBTLE REMEDY 

The "entirely new and special methods of medication" is 
''by means of an easily digested specially oxygenated product 
that by regular process of assimilation conveys Atomic Oxy
gen in proper combination direct to the circulation " 
This wonderful remedy is far too subtle a product to dis
tribute indiscriminately to the medical profession, much as the 
Cowles Institute would like to do so. 

"but owing to the necessity of keeping it under fixed conditions tJf 

light and temperature and of using it within a very limited period of 
time in order to obtain the proper results, it is manifestly impossible 
to do this." 

We find, however, that the "treatment" is not to be entirely 
"cornered," as letters are sent to physicians stating that it is 
the desire of the "institute" to place the "oxygenated product" 
in the "hands of at least one competent physician in every 
community of consequence." To those physicians who have 
a tuberculous patient under their care, they would "be glad 
to send a sufficient quantity to demonstrate its value without 
any expense except express charges." As to what may be 
expected from this "treatment," the modest claim is made: 

". . . practically 90 per cent. ·of the cases we take in the fir~t 
and second stages of tuberculosis make a complete and apparently 
permanent recovery." 

We have, then, apparently three concerns "curing" tuber
culosis by means of sugar and essential oils, two of them 
operated by laymen.-(Modi/i<'d from The Journal A. M. A., 
March 20, 1909.) 
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Oxidue 
The latest change in the name of Getsinger's product is 

"Oxidaze," put out by the American Oxidaze Company. This 
company is said to have purchased the formula of Getsinger, 
who is no longer connected with the business. 

The Oxidaze concern sells its product direct to the public. 
The nostrum is recommended for tuberculosis, pneumonia, 
asthma, bronchitis, catarrh, laryngitis, whooping-cough, etc., 
and this evil~smelling mixture is said "to iortify the body 
against the invasion of all germs or infection, of whatever 
name or nature.". While most of the men connected with 
this new company seem to be laymen, one individual-its 
president-is a physician, and his facsimile signature appears 
on the advertising matter and the packages of the nostrum. 

LAS PA8TILLA8 "OXVDASE GETSINGER." 

" I. ............... ,...,.cc10111a PULIIIONAal .. ~ffl---OXIOCIIOII--

,.- ....., ...... PULMONIU•IH-., 
~,JIii", .• ....... TV81ACUI.Oata••••-
r-.. ' ............. Toa y OATAallO. 

",. .,."" .............. ■aONtlUITIL 
-.........:e: • - -_,,,,; ..,. 11 .0 oxYOaar• • • caTa1u1oa. 

----•---- ,_. ............. PVLMOfllA~ 

CIA. LATINO-AMERICANA DE OXYDASE, S. A. 
AVENIDA 18 DIE SIEPTIIEMBRE 28. h11. PISO. 

APARTADO 2690. 

M~XICO, D. F. 
Photographic reproduction (reduced) of a "return envelope" sent out 

by the South American branch of the Oxydase concern. Quackery 
knows no geographic limitations. 

This man is Eugene Howard, M.D., who was graduated by 
the Missouri Medical College in 1874. Howard, it is said, 
has not practiced medicine for the past twenty-five years but 
has been engaged in business. He is not registered in Massa
chusetts, having discontinued practice prior to the registra
tion act of 1894. The assumption seems justified that the use 
of the title "M.D." after the name of the president of the 
Oxidaze Company is for the purpose of lending an air of 
respectability to an otherwise disreputable business. 

To determine the composition of this latest form of the 
"sugar cure" for consumption so that it might be compared 
with its predecessors, an analysis of the stuff was made in 
the Chemical Laboratory of the American Medical Associa
tion. The chemists' report follows: 
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LABORATORY REPORT 

"The tablets received in a carton labeled 'Oxidaze Tablets. 
No. 1 Dark. A most effective remedy in the treatment of 
Tuberculosis, Pneumonia, Asthma . . . etc. . . . pre
pared for American Oxidaze Company, Worcester, Mass.,' 
are dark brown in color possessing a strong odor and taste 
of essential oils. A general separation of ingredients yielded 
the following results:. 

Chloroform-soluble matter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 10.98 per ·cent. 
Water-insoluble matter . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . 7.86 per cent. 
Water-soluble matter (by difference) ...... 81.16 per cent. 

100.00 

"The chloroform-soluble matter appears to be, at least in 
large part, a mixture of volatile oils. 

"The water-soluble portion appears to consist of sugar con
taining some dye and a trace of potassium iodid, the latter 
amounting to 0.14 per cent. of the tablet. 

"The water-insoluble matter consists almost entirely of 
corn starch. 

"The specimen of Oxidaze tablets examined may then be 
said to consist essentially of sugar containing a small amount 
of volatile oils, starch and a trace of potassium iodid." 

From this analysis, it is evident that the tablets now sold 
as Oxidaze are of the same chaucter as those formerly 
exploited as Hydrocine. The substitution of a little starch for 
some of the sugar, the addition of a little more oil and the 
presence of a minute quantity of potassium iodid mark the 
only essential difference between the Oxidaze tablet and its 
prototype, Hydrocine. Jn spite, then, of its nomenclatorial 
evolution, the "sugar cure" for consumption remains just as 
worthless and just as silly as it was before it sprang new
born from the fertile brain of its inventor. So long, however, 
as the public clings to the old belief that any preparation that 
tastes bad and smells worse must have therapeutic value, so 
long will the J. Rufus Wallingfords of the pharmaceutical 
world continue to capitalize the hopefulness and credulity of 
ignorance.-(Modijied from The Journal A. M. A., Dec. 30, 
1911.) 

OZOMULSION 
Ozomulsion is one of several nostrums put out by the 

T. A. Slocum Company of New York City. Nearly ten 
years ago Mr. Samuel Hopkins Adams {.Collier's, Jan. 13, 
1906) had something to say about the Slocum nostrum 
factory and the man who was at that time proprietor of the 
concern, one A. Frank Richardson. To quote from part of 
Mr. Adams' article: 

"The Slocum Consumption Cure proper consists of a 
gay-hued substance known as 'Psychine.' Psychine is 
about 16 per cent. alcohol, and has a dash of strychnin 
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to give the patient his money's worth. Its alluring 
color is derived from cochineal. It is 'an infallible and 

• unfailing remedy for consumption.' Ozomulsion is also 
a sure cure, if the literature is to be believed. To cure 
one's self twice of the same disease savors of reckless 
extravagance, but as 'a perfect and permanent cure will 
be the inevitable consequence,' perhaps it's worth the 
money. It would not do to charge Dr. T. A. Slocum 
with fraud, because he is, I suppose, as dead as Lydia 
E. Pinkham; but Mr. A. Frank Richardson is very much 
alive, and I trust it will be no surprise to him to see here 
stated that his Ozomulsion makes claims that it cannot 
support, that his Psychine is considerably worse, that 
his special cure offer is a bit of shameful quackery, and 
that his wht>le Slocum Consumption Cure is a fake and 
a fraud so ludicrous that its continued existence is a 
brilliant commentary on human credulousness.'' 

The nostrum, "Psychine" which, previous to the passage 
of the Food and Drugs Act, was labeled "An Infallible 
Remedy for Consumption" to be later modified to "Wonder
ful Remedy for Consumption" and still later to be changed 
to "Tonic Appetizer and Aid to Digestion" has, apparently 
not occupied much space in the public prints during the last 
few years. Ozomulsion, however, has, apparently, been kept 
alive by advertising. In April, 1915, the United States 
Attorney for the Southern District of New York, acting on 
a report by the Secretary of Agriculture, filed two informa
tions against the T. A. Slocum Company, alleging that the 
concern had shipped two consignments of Ozomulsion from 
the state of New York into the state of Tennessee in viol\
tion of the Food and Drugs Act. The product was declared 
misbranded in both informations on the ground that the 
therapeutic claims made on the carton were "false and 
fraudulent." Moreover, the government declared that these 
claims: 

". . . were applied to said article knowingly and in 
reckless and wanton disregard of their truth or falsity, so as 
to represent falsely and fraudulently to the purchasers 
thereof, and create in the minds of purchasers thereof 
the impression and ):>elief that it was in whole or in 
part composed of, or contained, ingredients or • medicinal 
agents effective for permanently curing tuberculosis, con
sumption, phthisis, whooping cough, pneumonia, and all kinds 
of lung diseases, St. Vitus's dance, epilepsy, night sweats, 
and malaria, when, in truth and in fact, said article was not 
in whole or in p!'l-t composed of and did not contain ingre
dients or medicinal agents effective for curing tuberculosis, 
consumption, phthisis, whooping cough, pneumonia, and all 
kinds of lung diseases, St. Vitus's dance, epilepsy, night 
sweats, and malaria." 

The product was declared misbranded further because of 
the claims made that Ozomulsion would cure pneumonia and 
prevent the development of consumption "when in truth and 
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in fact, said article was not in whole or in part composed of, 
and did not contain, ingredients or medicinal agents effective 
for curing pneumonia or for preventing the development of 
consumption following pneumonia, or at any other time." 

The analysis made by the federal chemists was summed up 
in the statement "sample appears to be an emulsion of cod 
liver oil and glycerin with the addition of phosphorous 
compounds of calcium and sodium." The chemists also call 
attention to the fact that their tests indicated that the cod 
liver oil used in this emulsion "had not been ozonized." This 
claim about "ozonizing'' the oil used in the nostrum has long 
been one of the talking points; in fact the old trade-package 
declared that Ozomulsion was a combination of ozone, cod 
liver oil and other ingredients "ozoNIZED BY ELECTRICITY 
( Slocum's French method) for the purpose of r~placing by 
ozone the oxygen consumed by the system in digesting cod 
liver oil." 

The T. A. Slocum Company pleaded guilty to the govern
ment's charges and was fined $80. This can hardly be con
sidered an excessive punishment for a concern engaged in 
the business of defrauding the sick in general and consump
tives in particular. The details of this case will be found in 
Notice of Judgment 3979, issued Oct. 21, 1915.-(From The 
Journal A. M. A., Dec. 18, 1915.) 

PULMONOL 
"Fifty thousand physicians and all standard text-books 

endorse every ingredient in Pulmonol." Yes, and a hundred 
thousand physicians and standard text-books endorse every 
ingredient in dishwater; soap is good, grease is good, water is 
good, each in its place; but neither physicians nor any one 
else recommend dishwater as a cure for consumption. Neither 
does any physician nor any layman, except he be a fool or a 
knave, recommend Pulmonol as a cure for consumption. 

Pulmonol is put on the market by the Pulmonol Chemical 
Company, New York City. The Pulmonol Chemical Company 
seems to be a trade name assumed by one Arthur Vincent 
Payne, M.D., who terms himself "medical director." 

Of the various claims made tor this stuff, these are typical: 
0 lt cleans out the lungs." 
"Stops night sweats." 
"Prevents hemorrhages." 
"Strengthens the heart." 
"Gives strength to resist disease." 
"Cures the most stubborn coughs." 

Like some other men in the consumption-cure business, 
A. V. Payne is shrewd enough to recommend, in his adver
tising matter, that those taking Pulmonol shall follow the 
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rules laid down by reputable physicians for the treatment of 
tuberculosis ; that, in addition to taking his nostrum, they 
shall live in the open air as much as possible, eat nourishing 
food and in other ways follow out the approved method of 

treating the disease. Such • sug
gestions, coming from "patent 

PULM ... <JNOL. medicine" exploiters, are worth-· 
less , as every physician knows. 
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The one reason, above all others, 
that causes the consumptive to fly 
to the quack is his belief, born of 
ignorance and the optimism that 
characterizes the disease, that the 
medicine he buys will relieve him 
of the necessity of following the 
strict .regimen laid down by his 
physician. 

There is an inborn belief among 
the laity that there is a specific 
drug for every disease-if the 
medical profession were only wise 
enough to discover it. The quack, 
either inferentially or directly, 
assures the ·public that he has 
found the specific; and the public 
believes him! It is the universal 
experience of those who have had 
much to do with consumptives that 
dietetic and hygienic measures are 
disregarded in direct proportion to 
the amount of medicine the suf
ferer takes. Herein lies the 
viciousness of the consumption 
cure. A. V. Payne may smugly 
"point with pride" to his "litera
ture," in which he urges those 
who buy his nostrum to follow the 
rules laid down by scientific men 
in the treatment of tuberculosis, 
but such rules will not be fol
lowed, once the victim begins rely
ing on Pulmonol. 

SOME TESTIMONIALS INVESTIGATED 

A few of the testimonials pub

Photographic reproduc
tion (reduced) of a typical 
Pulmonol newspaper ad· 
vertisement. The woman 
whose testimonial appears 
in this advertisement died 
of consumption months be
fore the advertisement ap• 
pea red! lished by the Pulmonol Chemical 

Com_pany have been investigated with the usual results. The 
testimonial-givers are, as always, divided into two classes; 
those who really had tuberculosis and those who did not have 
it. As we have said many times, it is useless to investigate 
fresh testimonials. Most of them are written in good faith 
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and not until the cases have progressed further are the victims 
undeceived as to the efficiency of the nostrum. It is therefore 
necessary to wait a year or two before looking into testi
monials of this class. We then find, invariably, that the 

- consumptive who had relied on the nostrum is dead. This 
is what has been found in the case of Pulmonol testimonials. 

One testimonial published by the Pulmonol concern was 
featured as an "Extraordinary Case." "We do not believe 
that there are many cases like it on record," says the booklet, 
which, after giving the testimonial, suggests that "The Com
mittee on Tuberculosis will find this a most interesting case 
for its investigation." It will ! The poor woman whose case 
is described therein has been dead for some years, and we 
have evidence that indicates that the Pulmonol Company con
tinued to publish the' testimonial not only after the death of 
the victim, but after that death had been specifically brought 
to the attention of A. V. Payne. A nice, ghoulish sort of· 
business! 

Another testimonial, published under the heading, "Unbiased 
Physician Recommends Pulmonol," was that purporting to 
come from a Brooklyn physician, who is alleged to have 
recommended Pulmonol to a tuberculous patient who was so 
nearly dead "that the priest was called in and the last rites 
were administered." The man took Pulmonol, says the book
let, "and is still taking it. He is not entirely well, but well 
enough to be one of the happiest men in Brooklyn." Not so; 
the poor fellow may be happy, but he is not in Brooklyn. He 
went the way of all consumptives who have reached the last 
stages of the disease. 

Here 1 are some other cases: Mrs. F. A. C--- testifies 
that she took seventeen bottles· of Pulmonol "and was greatly 
benefited." This testimonial appears in a booklet entitled, 
"Fighting the White Plague, Consumption, with Pulmonol." 
The inference, naturally, is that Mrs. F. A. C-- had been 
cured of consumption by the use of Pulmonol. The case was 
investigated and Mrs. C--- was found to be a strong, 
robust woman whose case had never been diagnosed as tuber
culosis, but who just "knows she had it'' because she coughed 
a great deal! And on such testimony as this is this wretched 
nostrum sold to the consumptive. 

In the same booklet Mrs. E. J. S-- says that her hus
band had "lung trouble." "He took six bottles of Pulmonol 
and it cured him." Here again we note that no direct state
ment is made that the man. has been cured of tuberculosis; 
but the inference is there. Investigation shows that Mr. 
E. J. S---, who is living and well, never had tuberculosis. 

Mr. L. E. F--- also gives a testimonial that, inferentially, 
gives the impression that Pulmonol has cured him of con
sumption. Our investigation, however, shows that such is 
not the case, for poor F--- was one of those who really 
had tuberculosis. He is now dead. 
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Mr. S--- is alleged to have testified that he was afflicted 
with tuberculosis and had "consulted the best physicians." He 
tried sanatorium treatment, but in spite of all continued to get 
worse. Finally he "bought a bottle of Pulmonol" and "took 
the medicine as a joke." As a result he alleges: "I am now 
relieved of all distressing symptoms -and gaining in weight 
and strength daily-and attending to business." This case was 
investigated with some care and the physicians under whose 
treatment he claims to have been at the sanatorium were 
written to for a history of the case. We found that Mr. 
S--- died of tuberculosis some time ago. 
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TJ,e Pulmonol label. 

A tcsti111011ial dated from a village of less than 1,300 popu
lation and alleged to have been written by a Mrs. A. 0. 
B---, urges "every one suffering with consumption" to 
take Pulmonol as she had done. A physician who lives and 
practices in this village was written to regarding this case, 
the full name of the alleged testimonial writer being given. 
He replied that, although he had lived in the place more than 
ten years, he had never heard of such a person. 

Mrs. C. D. W--- is another individual whose name is 
given in the testimonial list. On making inquiries, we dis
covered that Mrs. W--- cl id have tuberculosis and still has 
it. She is not taking Pulmonol at present. Her physician 
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says, "Her health is somewhat better than it was a few years 
ago,'' and he adds : "I do not consider her improvement due 
to Pulmonol.'' 

Mr. L. S---, the Pulmonol concern would have the pub
lic believe, was cured of tuberculosis by the use of its nos
trum. We find, on looking into the matter, that Mr. S--
had tuberculosis some five years ago and that he went to the 
state sanatorium for treatment. He returned much better. 
His family physician writes us that he regards this "as an 
arrested case, produced by sanatorium treatment.'' 

The same old story: the individuals that really suffered 
from consumption and relied on the "consumption cure" are 
dead. Every testimonial for a "consumption cure" that we 
have investigated-and they number hundreds-brings out the 
same facts: In those cases in wf\ich the individuals are still 
living, they either did not have consumption at all, or the 
arrest of the disease was due to scientific treatment and not 
te> the nostrum for which they had testified. 

WHAT IS PULMONOL? 

Pulmonol has been analyzed in the Association's laboratory 
and, as is the case with most nostrums, has been found to 
contain drugs that have been used for years by reputable phy
sicians. And yet J\rthur Vincent Payne, "M.D., yclept the Pul
monol Chemical Company, has the effrontery to declare that 
Pulmonol is a prescription that he has perfected after he had 
"given his entire life to a study of tuberculosis and diseases 
of the lungs.'' Essentially, Pulmonol consists of a mixture of 
benzoate of soda, a guaiacol compound, with a dash of strych
nin, dissolved in a mixture of glycerin and water. Here is the 
chemist's report : 

"Three original bottles of 'Pulmonol' ( manufactured by the 
Pulmonol Chemical Company, New York) were received at 
the Association's laboratory and subjected to chemical analy
sis. The bottles contained a red, aqueous liquid, having a 
bitter taste and a faint odor of benzoic acid. Its specific 
gravity was 1.088. 

"Qualitatively Pulmonol contained potassium, sodium, ben
zoate, sulphonate, glycerin, guaiacol (or cresol), strychnin and 
coloring matter. The red coloring matter responded to tests 
for the dye known as bordeaux. The guaiacol was present in 
acombined form and its characteristic odor became apparent 
only after boiling with strong sulphuric acid. The strychnin 
was probably present as the sulphate, as a very faint trace of 
sulphate was detected. 

"Quantitatively the mixture closely corresponded to the fol-
lowing: 

Potassium guaiacol sulphonate. ... . . . . . . . . 5.7 per cent. 
Sodium benzoate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.1 per cent. 
Strychnin sulphate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.008 per cent. 
Glycerin ............................... 11.6 per cent. 
Water ................................. 77.7 per cent. 
Difference . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.8 per cent. 
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"Each fluidounce of Pulmonol is equivalent to approxi
mately 29 grains of potassium guaiacol sulphonate, 10 grains 
sodium benzoate and ½• grain strychnin sulphate." 

SUMMARY 

It is the universal experience of visiting nurses and others 
who come in daily contact with consumptives that just as soon 
as the victim begins to rely on a widely advertised "cure," he 
immediately becomes careless of the safety of others and 
rela~s those efforts which are necessary if he hopes to over
come the disease. It is but human that such should be the 
case. The tendency is to follow the line of least resistance. 
If consumption can be cured by taking something out of a 
bottle four times a day, why should the sufferer subject him
self to the minor inconveniences of the more or less strict 
regimen laid down by the physician? 

Of all mean businesses in the world, there are few, if any, 
more contemptible, more heartless or more economically 
vicious, than that carried on by the man who enriches himself 
at the expense of the life of the unfortunate consumptive. Of 
all tainted money, none is quite so dirty as the blood-toll col
lected by the "consumption cure" faker.-(Modified from 
The Journal A. M. A., Nov. 29, 1913.) 

ROGERS' CONSUMPTIVE CURE 
"Rogers' G.msumptive Cure and Cough Lozenges" and 

"Rogers' Inhalant" were two products sold by the M. J. 
Rogers Medical Company of Lewiston, Maine. According 
to a government report the former product bore on the 
labels such claims as : 

"Rogers' Consumptive Cure and Cough Lozenges. Are good for 
Lung Troubles of all kinds. . . " 

"For Whooping Cough they are a ready relief." 
"For Coughs, new and of long standing, they are unsurpassed." 
"They can be confidently relied upon as an infallibltt C#rtt for all 

pulmonary troubles of every description." 
". . . warranted to effect entire and permanent cures in every 

case curable at all. . ." 

The latter preparation bore such claims as: 

"Rogers' Inhalant Is the Greatest Discovery of Modern Medical 
Science, for the positive cure of Catarrh, Asthma, Hay Fever, Rose 
Cold, Cold in Head, Influenza, Headache, Pneumonia, Bronchitis, 
Diphtheria, Hoarseness, Loss of Voice, Bleeding of the Lungs, Pleurisy, 
and all diseases leading to Consumption." 

The government officials filed an information against the 
M. J. Rogers Medical Company alleging that these two 
products, which had been shipped in interstate commerce, 
were misbranded because of the false and fraudulent claims 
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for curative effect that had been made for them. The govern
ment chemists, who analyzed both the lozenges and inhalant, 
reported that the former "consists of sugar lozenges contain
ing a small amount of gum and a trace of oil of ·rosemary" 
and that the latter was "an alcoholic solution of volatile oil, 
chiefly rosemary." The false and fraudulent therapeutic 
claims made, only a few of which we have quoted, were 
declared by the federal officials to have been applied to the 
articles "knowingly and in reckless and wanton disregard of 
their truth or falsity." This concern entered a plea of nolo 
conlendere and was fined $15, the case being described in 
Notice of ludgmenl 3986, issued Oct. 21, 1915.-(Modified 
from The Journal A. M. A., Dec. 18, 1915.) 

SARTOLIN-SANOSIN 
When an American quack or nostrum-vender has milked 

his gullible native clientele dry he often transfers his field 
of operations to Europe where he goes through the same pro
cess. In a like manner when a nostrum has worn out its wel
come in Europe its astute exploiter casts his lines in Ameri
can waters in hope of relieving the credulous sick of their 
dollars. 

Sartolin is a "consumption cure" which had its origin sev
eral years ago in Germany, its "inventor" being one Robert 
Schneider of Berlin. Its name originally seems to have been 
Sanosin. Apparently it did not take very long for this nos
trum to be discredited in the land of its birth, and then 
advertisements began to appear 1n the British newspapers 
extolling the wonderful virtues of Sartolin and detailing its 
"cures." Still more recently the newspapers in this country 
recorded the fact that "Dr." Robert Schneider of Berlin had 
arrived in the United States and was on his way to Chicago 
where he "would demonstrate his method of curing consump
tion." Now we find that the "U. S. Head Office & Depot" 
of the Sartolin Company is located in Chicago. 

According to the booklet put out by the Chicago concern, 
Sartolin is "the newly discovered treatment for consumption 
and kindred diseases" and has been patented in the United 
States. Further we learn that the "treatment" consists of 
vaporizing the mixture which constitutes sartolin, and inhal
ing the fumes. According to the patent specifications sartolin 
seems to be composed of: 

Powdered eucalyptus leaves........................ 7.5 
Oil of eucalyptus. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.5 
Flowers of .sulphur ................................ 63.0 
Powdered wood charcoal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25.0 
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A small amount of this mixture is placed on a slab under 
which an alcohol lamp is burning. The whole thing is sup
posed to be operated in a room that is tightly closed and in 
which the tuberculous patient is required to stay. As the 
booklet of directions puts it: "The fumes are breathed in a 
closed bed-room during the night In the advertising· 
matter the open-air treatment is belittled and serum therapy 
designated as valueless. The victim is urged to use the 
"sartolin treatment," which consists in shutting himself up for 
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1h" n1Uon huire tortunoa 1nnu1U).,., hi!> 
"'''" but UUlf'. 1( lft)'. tfff'CIIYe l'l!IIUltll 
"'"hll,t 8arto1Jo t• I rtmN~ of which numer. 
ou1 ronc,.t, proof• or et.ff' ha\, ~ ~
l11hllt-hf'd. <'\'f'n In lhr- muat dta~r1lt'C111N• 

Th, remedr haa btNt NCommendf'd b) 
•rtr111lt.la on Tut>t,ttuJ011e befOl'f' tht Medi• 
ul AM0(1at1on or e.tlin, Germany Tb• 
Honor11.blr Frank H. M1o•ori. l1n1tf'(j Slllt1 
Cnn11ul..Otntral for. G•rman~. has macte an 
offldal rcporl lo his G,wrrnm,nt or, lb,.. 
ln\·aluabk dll<'OVCJ')' of S1rtol1n Full ~• 
Ut'Ulal'fl c&n be oblllnod post ,,.. • 
Bactolln. 3014 .E\'aDllcin A••·• Chj 

Newspaper item heralding the arrival of "Dr. Robert Schneider of 
Berlin" in this country with his new "cure" for consumption. An 
advertisement that appeared later (in the same paper) of the "cure" 

, itself. 

the night in a tightly-closed room to breathe the stagnant 
air laden with the products both of his own exhalations and of 
the combustion of the stinking mixture which forms the nos
trum. If there are degrees of viciousness in the various fake 
cures for tuberculosis it _would seem that sartolin surely 
should rank as one of the worst.-(From The Journal 
A. M. A., June 18, 1910.) 
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[As "Sartolin," this nostrum, apparently, was not a success. 
Possibly, THE JouRNAL's publicity, coming just at the time 
that Schneider, "subject of the King of Prussia, Emperor of 
Germany and a resident of Berlin, Germany," was getting 
ready to exploit American consumptives, was too much for 
it. At any rate, the thing seems to have had a somewhat 
precarious existence. At the present time, Mr. Schneider's 
mixture is being advertised under its older name, "Sanosin." 
-January, 191 .] 

Reduced reproduction of an advertisement appearing in a Chicago 
paper in October, 1915. 

TUBERCLECIDE 
At various times in the process of investigating and expos

ing "cancer cure" and "consumption cure" nostrums, THE 

JOURNAL has called attention to the disreputable character of 
the individuals who are engaged in this business. The rela
tion of personal character to commercial enterprise is, of 
course, not so much a matter of coincidence as of cause and 
effect. It is natural that individuals who would engage in 
such cruel and disreputable businesses as those of exploiting 
cancer and consumption cures should themselves be disrepu
table. There are, it is true, occasional well-meaning, unbal
anced ignoramuses who really believ~ that they have dis
covered cures for these deadly diseases and wh:> sell their 
nostrums under that hot;testly mistaken belief. Such cases are 
rare; so rare as to be negligible. Practically every individual 
who takes money from a consumptive, or from a sufferer from 
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cancer, for a worthless nostrum sold as a cure for either of 
these diseases, knows that he is defrauding his victims just 
as truly as the highway robber knows that he is plundering 
the citizen whom he holds up at the point of a revolver. 

SOME PERSONAL HISTORY 

Tuberclecide is a worthless consumption cure sold by the 
Tuberclecide Company, which has headquarters at Los Angeles 
and agencies in various southwestern states. The leading 
spirit of the concern and the reputed "discoverer" of Tuber
clecide is one Charles F. Aycock. From the evidence at hand, 
Aycock seems to be just the type of man one wo·uld expect to 

Tul,c,olccid. 
i.. s,..a;. 
n.,n......
T.......,,,B..illi 
F.-J..H,._.a...,, 
N.H,,....._;.,. 
N•N-.... 

- LOS ANGEL&$. CAL •. 

-.. ~ 

• t 

Photographic reproductions of the Tuberclecide Company's letterheads 
at different periods. It will be noticed that the older (upper) letter
head has Aycock as a "Doctor"; the more recent (lower) letterhead 
omits this title. 

find engaged in taking money from indigent consumptives 
under the fraudulent promise of a cure. A careful investiga
tion seems to establish the following facts regarding Aycock: 
He was reared in Boone County, Arkansas, where he is said 
to have exploited, many years ago, a fraudulent catarrh cure. 
Even at that time, Aycock seems to hav~ been able to fool 
the people successfully, as he was elected county treasurer. 
While holding this office, the people learned how foolish they 
were fo trust a "patent medicine" faker with other people's 
money, for Aycock is alleged to have embezzled over $2,900 
of the county funds. A neighbor who, at the time, had some 
confidence in him went on his bond so as to permit Aycock to 
be at liberty until the trial. Aycock is said to have demon-
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strated his appreciation of this neighborly kindness by for
feiting his bail and fleeing from the state. For two and one
half years he seems to have kept out of the clutches of the 
Arkansas authorities, but he was captured, it is said, as he 
was about to sell a fake gold mine. 

r.----------------------- -
\.., 

WE ARE . NOW . IN ALBUQUERQUE 
i Proofs That ·Tuberclecide 

Cures ·Consumption 
.... -.00.--.1-.-, .. 

, _ _. ._ •-•r, ... ~.:::....,·:-

·l·:•~ ·~_:f~f··~ 
;~~·:;~ 'i?.:: ~--~---: 
- ~=:~_if§~-= 
-·:· .. ;=:::::-~ ::;_,:::._-=?. 
N0••;;_,....:=::::-::.-:•,.7."-;:_·--., 

:::--~~"7_~ .. _: __ 

= ..:=:-..:-:..~--· -::-:----:+: 
~"'---·•-- .. -·-
P. S.-TUBERCLECIDE la a hlll'llll.- veafetable llqutd 

taken with the meale. lhrfie Umea per du 

Offlces are now opened.in the Barnett Bldg. 
Room 44, 45 and 46 

I Co-lcaUon ,-.,;. 'and 'l:aualnallon F.,.. 1,,- William L. T.,.lor, 
l M. D., who will Mn chara• or the ~• office. 

Houn 9 10 It a. -. and I 10 + p. m. Phone t♦♦. Pa,- when ~Nd 

A greatly reduced photographic reproduction of a Tubcrclecide adver
ment that appeared in the Albuquerque, N. Mex., newspapers. Thanks 
to the activities of the local authorities, Aycock found it desirable to 
close his Albuquerque office. 

The records show that Charles F. Aycock was sentenced to 
the penitentiary for five years on the charge of embezzlement. 
At the end of a year and a half he was pardoned, largely on 
the strength of a petition which his wife had circulated. 
Aycock again displayed his appreciation for help given, by 
deserting his wife and child soon after his release from the 
penitentiary. We next hear of him in Oklahoma, where, 
although he had no medical education, he practiced medicine. 
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After a while Oklahoma seems to have become too hot for 
Aycock for he left for California, where he organized the 
Tuherclecide Company. In the meantime he had married 
again, but two or three months ago the second wife bega11 

. 
!j 
• I 

TUBERCLECI OE TO I 
BE TESTED BY 
U. S. GOVERNMENT 

( 

Company ·wm Treat Six Pa• 
tients Free to Prove to the 
World That Cure Is as It Is 
Jl,epresen~ed. 

a.I Tho Tube.re= company has < 
he ' made .an a111>llcat1on to tno United 

1ear i States go\·ernment to turn them over O 
·ton, ·atx· pll.tlentil whc, are in the tut stage 

alt' ot tuberculosis, and the 'rubercledde 
• compa,uy 'l\".tll trea:t them. at no .coat 

tea. 1 ot tho gov..rnml!nt or patient to·prove 
1ak• to the world that a cure tor the _greac 
the White _plague ·has at _last 11ecn found. 
Uy, The compa_ny agrees to send a_ repre• c 
bed sentatlve to o.ny part. ot the United 

ve States that the' .go•ernmel\t . .ll\&F . ae• 
. 

1

. lect to make . tfie et8't. . 
et- • You '1'1"111 .read In th!\ rcp9rt 9( one 

ot .the. leading physicians of . the 
nt i Utitted f"lat,,e In one of the most corn• 
:h• •1 pllcatc,_d cases of tubereulosl!I on. rec• o 
-,y ord; s,e the cas" ot Roy l,. -Taylor, 
40 eslewhere In this IRsue.-Adv. 
,n 

This is one of the advertisements issued by Aycock at the time 
that he attempted to get advertising ammunition by writing a letter 
to the federal authorities making an offer which he must have known 
could not be accepted and which he, doubtless, would be the last to 
want to have accepted. 

divorce proceedings against Aycock. Even after going to 
California Aycock posed as a physician, but more. recently he 
has removed the prefix "Dr." from his name as it appears on 
the Tuberclecide stationery. 
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These details are given not for the purpose of raking up 
an ex-convict's past, but because Aycock is at present engaged 
in a much more villainous business than the embezzling of 
public funds or the selling of fake gold mines. 

THE "CURI•:'' ITSELF 

Tuberclecide comes as a pale-yellow, oily liquid for which 
$15 for a two-ounce bottle is asked. "When examined in the 

1\PUBLIC HEALTH REPORTS 
.VOL. JO FEBRUARY 12, 1915 No: 7 

"TUBERCLECIDE" NOT INVESTIGATED. 

• NO INVZSTIOATJON or THIS PREP4RATION HAS DEEN MA.DE BY THE UNITED 8Ti\TE9 
PUaLIC HEALTH 8£JIVIC&. 

I~quirie.s aro oonsi.i,itly being received by tho Unite,! St.ates Publie 
.:.Health Service in regard lo a preparation called •·Tubcrelecide," tho 
'.•advertising literature of which oppears to indic,,te that an invcstign
tion o( the curntivr valufl of tki9 compound hns hcrn or id being marlo·· 
by dircctio110( tho Prcsidmt... . 

• -. In order to a,·o.~ posslblo mi:-.undrrstnn<lings on th~ parl o( lhe 
I\J'R-

l>lic 
ncd, . 

. A . tntc-
\nimt!! on tuberculosis in Pul>lic Health Bulletin No. 36: 

Rc-~l. pnro air,anJ ~I fooJ arc lh<! lhrf'C CSS('Utiale in trc:itment. ... Thc.>rcis 
no dn13 known. ll('IWCVN rar<" or <"XJ"'u"ivt"! it may he, t!1:1t hu o.ny Rp('cial c-ur.1th-o 

- acti.m.on this Ji~, aml all rcmcJic., aJH•rti~l As such arc to be avoid1'<I. 
-' Th<•rc arc maO}' srmpt.om" pt.•t·uliar to <"lC"h f'aso which may r~qttirc m~<lid11<'111, but 
/,rh:,,t i:, 1,;0(1J for one 1•alie11l 1.uay be \'C't)' bad for auother. 

:The titlo ol the l;ulletin .nbo,·e rcfcrrcd to is "Tuherculosis-Its 
Nn.turc and Pr"vrntiou." Oth<'r publicntions trrating of the sn:mo. 

• Hubjcct nrc Public Health Bulletin No. 35, "The Relation of Climate 
,.to thr: TrC'ntm<.'nt of Pulinonnry T11bcrculo~is,'' and reprint No. :.?21 
,,from tho Public Hculth Report,, entitled "Tuberculosis-The Finnn-

dnl Aspect of tho Sick J.,ca~ing Home in Search of a llencficial Cli
.'.~moW.1' Ctipi<'S of e.n.v of th,·se ca1l" hl' vl1tai11t:'d by nm.king a rc,qu<'st 

of th<-' SUlg:con G,:11rr111, t:. S. Public Hcnlth Service, \Vn,hington, 

Here is a photographic reproduction (reduced) of a government 
bulletin issued Feb. 12, 1915. This conclusively gives the lie to the 
claim made by the Tuucrclecide exploiters that the United States 
government was investigating the nostrum. 

Association's lahoratory, the chemists reported that Tuber
clecide is "essentially a solution of creosote or guaiacol in 
s,,me blan<I oil, probably oliYe oil." 

About the time that Tuberclecide was exposed in THE 
JouRNAL, Aycock opened a branch oftice in Alhuquerque, New 
Mexico, and at once commenced a vigorous advertising cam
paign. Fortunately for the consumptives of Albuquerque and 

vicinity, this town has an intellig<"nt wide-awake layman who, 
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recognizing the viciousness of Tuberclecide, took active steps 
to combat it. When he first opened the Albuquerque office, 
Aycock continued to give the impression that he was a phy
sician, going so far as to have "Dr. Charles F. Aycock" 
printed on the company's stationery. It was not long before 
he was arrested on the charge of violating the medical prac
tice act and although, owing to local conditions, he was not 
convicted he found it the part of discretion to omit the title 
"Dr." The notoriety that he gained in Albuquerque was such 
as to make him close that office and seek other fields where 
less was known about him. 

THE ALLEGED GOVERNMENT TEST 

Like other consumption cure fakers, Aycock attempted to 
get advertising ammunition by entering into correspondence 
with government officials ·relative to his nostrum. He wrote 
to the Secretary of the Interior and asked that official to turn 
over to him "six or eight patients who are in the last stages 
of tuberculosis" for treatment with Tuberclecide. Following 
this impudent request, newspaper advertisements were pub
lished-as reading matter-headed "Tuberclecide to be tested 
by United States Government." When Mr. C. S. Ucker, chief 
executive officer of the Department of the Interior, was writ
ten to regarding the truthfulness of the claim that the govern
ment was going to test Tuberclecide, the following reply was 
received: 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
FREEDMAN'S HOSPITAL 

November 14, 1911. 
Sir :-By departmental reference I have a copy of your letter 

dated November 6, 1911, addressed to Mr. Ucker, regarding 
"Tubcrclecide," and beg to state this office did not look with 
favor on the preparation, consequently took no notice of the 
same. 

Very respect fu II y, 
W. A. WARFIELD, Surgeon in Chief. 

Of course, Aycock, not being a fool, can hardly have 
expected the government to take any action and doubtless 
would have been greatly chagrined had his bluff been called. 
The important point, to him, was that he had been able to 
put his worthless nostrum before the public in such a light 
as to deceive credulous consumptives. 

TESTIMONIALS 

Of course Aycock publishes testimonials telling the wonder
ful results that have been accomplished by the use of Tuber
clecide. There never has been a consumption cure fraud but 
could obtain all the testimonials that could be used. Some 
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such testimonials are fraudulent; others-the majority-are 
honestly given by those who, in the optimism born of any new 
treatment, really believe at the outset that- they are being 
helped. It is testimonials of this last class that make up one 

LOS .\~(mLES 

LOCAL ALCHEMIST l:;;:,:::;dw•~$;;•,:,:~tr._•;~;,<; '.~~~:1 
taken In all thcHc ci.Kea, wnd J ha\·l' In 

, my pn!l~C!l'llun monthly 111tfl:C'm<'nl!I 

0 lsc 0• VER S CURE ~~~n~~~~~~:t\~~:~~i::l~~~~:l~~d~ . 
&Wl"U~D Ql:ICliiL't TO T&&IDU:N'f 

FOR TUBERCULOSIS• £·£~~~~:rn;"J~:i~{: . .;!~~~:~~~l M 
few wrcl1s and aive my 1·emedy a 
chanc-l!· tu beg1n the ellmln&tl<'n ut th~ 
tu~r,·ulo,iii1 germs." 

Alkcd tor.I\ more detallc'1 de:.it•rlptlon 
ot tht' treatment. Mr, AY<:ock lilt.Id thel'e 

Germs of Disease. Are Destroyed ;;·~if!:~1:sg :~11~:·· t~~~~/aut 1~:a 11\~:~~; 

by Specific Worked Out ~~!~~ 11~~/";~- c~\t'e~~!-t~;u{~~/>1~{11~;~ 

Aft~r ,Profound Study ~:: ~r;d!)-~~~ ~~~-1~~~~tir.t'1n· .;~"j~t 
e,·cry lu~ll\nce the pntlt-nl'• dlse11tton 
Is Improved ancl upbulldlng of the- a)-s-

fREES HUMAN.ITY OF. PLAGUE te1,:~:-~~~·:· tu elat\"menls from former 

Millions of Lives Needlessly Sac
rificed Each Year-Two. 

Peris~ Every Minute 

"OVER a million ,,neons die each 
ye•r oC I.Uberculollifl. Tha.t Is 
lli the rate or three thoueand a 

di\Y or two a minute. Thi• awful 
l'lacrlftce or human life Is not necessary. 
Tho dlsl'1:1.se ts curable and In less than 
on1· generation cap bf' eliminated." 

Thb 11tartllng etatement wa,; made b 
fltll 1u~rlr1u1meu by a. Los Angeles man 
.,.ho ._:1a!ms to ha.,·e pertectNI n r;pcclt\c 
cure for tu~•1culosls. Charles F. Ay
t ,1tk, former1y of Oklahoml\, 1:1prut fif
teen years studyJng and experlmentlns 
In h!>J lnboratory, !lf'Ck!nl' a remedy 
ror the dnt;d while plasue. During 
thM.t time he wae f\f&Ctlcing medicine 
nnJ dosdy obsen·lnl!, numcrpus cai;ea 
that t·ame undt:r his CH.re. 

"All that time," aaJd Mr. AYCO<'k," 
who wu aeen at bi• offlcC! In the In
ternational Bank bulldlns. "I knew 
that this afflktlon, -.~-lllch was the 
mo!!t prevRleot of all fatal dlseaaetJ, 
wnuJd >·lcld to some !lpeclflc 1r It only 
t·ould be dlscover('d. I made l!X
hau~tlvc mlcrOl'lcopic ll!Jlt!' of .luberde 
h;wllll :111,l other· patJijgenl•! germs 
1,1nlil I was !'on,·lnced ''.J,t IC one could 

;'/11\c~~~~~: ~~~Ion;, tl~~at/'~!~t d~;1~~~ 
th1~ue~ lh<'n tubcrculot1ia would be 
cao· to !'Ure. 

lel'l'C't:88 ORO\V!'nt RNEAIKII 
"My disC'O\'l!rY was· not an accident. 

It W;1s a reault alowty •·orked out lo 
lnal dtLy, and t erCectlon came 

sought t ypodermlc11 
m tcome ILnd 

n al-

sutrra·cu trom .. tuberc:ulosts, Mr. A)'• 
CCk;'k's rem~ly gerlera.lly meet• with re
!'!J")Onso wllhln a w~k Ol' ten day11 aftet 
treatment hua been besun. The chem• 
1st and his a!tt4oclo.tcs dcdare It depends 
011 the lndl\'ldu-1l. "In lnat1mcee of ex• 
tremc pro11trat1on the re11ponae·J11 quick• 
,er 1han In cases ,\'..here the sufferer Is 
up nnd around the hQuse .. In cases 
where the ,•lctlm la "·orklng ea.eh dnY 
the remedy Is plower In effect. This 111 
but n11.tural, ne those who &re takln& 
perfect rest ahoutd Improve the more 
raphlly. • In cases where tberc were 
plenty ot good rOQd, ist and fresh air 
we have nret with Q c:k and tmtlsfac
tory results. tn ma y tnsto.ncclf rour . 
or n,·e daya utter treatment has been 
begun the poticnt hus h?.d the tlrsl • 
real re,t!ul sleep tor months, If not tor ' 
years. The rou'gh dtmlnlrhc-s. or courae 
the more that Is done fM the bel\.eflt 
or the gerteral surroundlnG"ft the htolter. 

rhhaet"e ~=yn~:12~~:~•1~1t:r~Y,)~':ll!lf\!.i:1~~ 
Jng ror my apeclflc to i;et hold on the 
real c;,.u5e or the trouble. These pa.Ill• 
l\th·t>s, howe\·er, are usually ab,~ndoned 
In a ehort time Hiter treatmt-nt I• be· 
gun. 'rht>y • be,•0111e. unn_ect:ssory, And 
lheH· ta no lnclln•tlon . to cuntt_nue • 
them," • 

Asked Rboyt the utrt'mO case, or tu
b<'iculosls: of t,mg 11taruling the dl11!'(W• 
ercr ln:-1tanth• disavowed· nn1-· clalm!I 
to b•.iilding u11 dHtroyed tluuc. Jff' 
dedared that no mlrtlcles were 
wrcrnaht, The spN'Vlfic does whai he 
claims for It-II (ltWtroys all the tuber
cle bitdlll In \~4' humun' anatom)' Rnd 
gl\'e11 the afflicted one on opportu111ty 
to make ,he most of the ta.et that 
the tterm "\Ve have one 
case In n, the 
wldo ~ 
glv I 
w 

Reproduction of part of a two-column advertisement of Tuberclecid~. 
The advertisement was ao set as to appear as reading matter, 

of the most tragic chapters of "patent medi~ine" frauds. As 
THE JOURNAL has shown time and again, it is only necessary 
in many an instance to wait a few months or a year to be 
able to publish side by side with the testimonial the death 
certificate of the poor victim who gave it. 
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The following brief record gives the names of a few indi
viduals who have taken Tuberclecide but· about whom the 
exploiters of this fraud are careful to say nothing: 

Case 1.-H. Wenzell took twelve bottles. Worse. 
Case 2.-J. M. Horner took five bottles. Died Aug. 20, 1911. 
Case 3.-F. Allen took four bottles. Died July 7, 1911. 
Case 4.-A. J. Imel took two bottles. Died June 6, 1911. 
Case 5.-J. D. Hoyt took two bottles. Worse. 
Case 6.-J. Goldfinger took one bottle. Worse. 
Case 7.-W. Porterfield took one bottle. Died March 2, 1912. 

CONCLUSION 

So much for Tuberclecide. That a mixture of guaiacol in 
olive oil will not cure tuberculosis, every physician knows. In 
fact, if the public were informed of the composition of Tuber
clecide, it would be impossible to sell this preparation either 
at the exorbitant price that is asked for it-$15 for two 
ounces-or at practically any price. 

-There is a ghastly sameness in the description of various 
consumption cure frauds. Exploited in nearly every case by 
men who are lacking in professional training as they are in 
moral responsibility, these "cures" are sold under claims that 
are grossly false and with an utter disregard of the most 
elementary canons of commercial honesty. The same trage
dies of money wasted that can be ill-spared, of time squan
dered that can be spared still less, of the occasional testimony 
favorable to the preparation give=i at the beginning of the 
new "treatment" and, finally of the same depressing death 
lists. 

And thus it goes. Under our present insufficient laws, there 
is no way of halting this slaughter of the innocents. So long 
as men, immoral or unmoral, see fit to enrich themselves on 
the blood-money of the consumptive, there is nothing to 
prevent them so doing except the tediously slow process of 
educating the public to reaHze th~ utter worthlessness and 
potential da11ger of every consumption cure.-(Modified from 
The Journal A. M. A., May 13, 1911.) 

TUBERCUWIDS 
The following card is sent out to the public by the Colum

bus Pharmacal Company, Columbus, Ohio, and a copy was 
sent to THE JOURNAL office by a physician: 

Some of the literature and a sample of the preparation were 
submitted to the chemical laboratory of the Association and 
the chemists were asked for an opinion and a report. The 
chemists declared that the statements made were typical of 
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those made for the average "patent medicine." While pre
tending to give exact information regarding the compos1tton 
of the remedy, the literature contains only mystifying phrases. 
The formulas given are criticised, and it is stated that they 
are evidently intended to mislead. Apparently, the tablets 

PHTHISIS PULMONALIS CURABLE 

By· the Germicidal Antiseptic (non-irritating), Alterative, 
Reconstructive and Restorative Properties of TUBEBCULOIDS 
TRIIATMENT for Tua11acuLos1s. The medicinal factor being 
TuBEacuL010s TABLETS, a chemical production proven efficacious 
by bacteriological tests, substantiated by practical use by physi• 
ciaos under all kinds of climatic and systemic conditions. Full 
size package ($1.50 size, 200 tablets) furnished free to accredited 
practicing physicians on return of the attached card. Ample 
information furnished by personal letter for intelligent admin
istration. Originated and manufactured only by COLUMBUS 
PHARMACAL COMPANY, COLUMBUS, OHIO. Serial No. 3219, 
Guaranteed under the· Food and Drugs Act, June 30, 1906. 

contain bismuth, possibly a nitrate of bismuth, a compound of 
guaiacol and a salt of cinnamic acid. There is no class of 
patients whom the nostrum maker can influence more easily 
than consumptives; they are always hopeful and ever ready to 
praise any remedy they happen to use. This is undoubtedly 
the reason why the "consumption cure" promoters succeed in 

TUBERCULOIDS, a Systemic Antiseptic 
Treatment for Tuberculosis 

ra11 11.so Sia AND ALLIED DISEASES 
PICUCtlHI 

,...,.i ... 

P••-
fREE ......... 

f:.•=.:' .. -r:'i::.,.o.=-9• c:c~ 
• .. , -• .,.. .. 1 c••...a ..,_. ... 
~ :lCtion ol Tubtl'C'l,doklt ~ thJt ol a Systrmu: 

~ntl!itptic. Thry a11 equally valm.bit 1n all lht 
vario• fo1'M ol Tubrrcwolis, Pvbnonar~ . 
Intestinal, etc. .. and in the trHtmrnl o, 
any dittur, tube,culow, or othrrwitr, 
-.which a 't)Wmic antitrpnc will an&ag• ..... 

Alliecl Affectioal: Asahm::i., Rmaduti.,, 
rnrumonia. Chronic c.,-.hs aJld Cacarm 
1n :ill •l~ ~nnm forms. oltcl'l fnrerunmn 
.,, acc11mpculimrn~ ol Tubrrculuai.c an-
amrrubW·lt\ Tubtrculom. Tff'::t.tmrnl I 
-..........,.. I 

m cOLIIIIBUS PIWIIACAL co. I ' 
COLUIIIIIS. ■It • 

getting so many testimonials. Attention is directed to· the fact 
that the statement "guaranteed under the Food and Drugs 
Act" does not carry with it any guarantee of the purity of 
the preparation or of its efficacy in the class of cases for the 
cure of which it is advertised.-(Abstracted fr01n The Jour
nal A. M. A., Feb. 29, 1908.) 
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Tuberculoids.-This product was made by the Columbus 
Pharmacal Co., Columbus, Ohio. It was sold under the claim 
that it was a cure for tuberculosis, asthma, bronchitis, pneu
monia, chronic coughs and catarrh. These claims the gov
ernment declared were false and fraudulent and- applied 
knowingly, recklessly and wantonly. The company also 
claimed that Tuberculoids consisted of a ""recently discovered 
Anti-Tubercular chemical compound." The government 
declared this statement to be false and misleading because, as 
a matter of fact, Tuberculoids consisted of "Coated tablets, 
containing creosote derivatives, cinnamic acid, bismuth, potas
sium, a small amount of organic iodin, traces of sulphate and 
chlorid, carbonate and starch." The company pleaded guilty 
and was fined $20 and costs.-[Notice of Judgment No. 4361]. 

VIRGIN OIL OF PINE 
Virgin Oil of Pine was one of the first. nostrums to be 

sold by the "prescription fake" method. The advertisements 
originally appeared as reading matter, as will be seen by the 
accompanying illustration. The reader was given to under
stand that a "Dr. Leach, a famous specialist,'' has a camp 
for consumptives in the northern woods of Maine and that he 
was curing his patients "with oil of white pine trees." The 
article went on to state that a local physician who was famil
iar with "Dr. Leach's" treatment was authority for the state
ment that it was just as efficient in the home of the patient 
as it was in the pine woods. 

Treatment is very simple, consisting of pure Virgin Oil of Pine 
mixed with whisky and glycerin in the following proportions: 

Virgin Oil of Pine (pure) ......................... ½ oz. 
Glycerin ......................... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 oz. 
Good whisky . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . 8 oz. 

Shake well and use in teaspoonful doses every four hours. 

Of course the joker in this "prescription" was the Virgin 
Oil of Pine. This nostrum was put on the market by one 
W. A. Leach. Leach was not a physician; he was not a 
"famous specialist" in consumption; he had no camp for con
sumptives in the Maine woods; no local physician had made 
the statement attributed to him and Oil of Pine contained 
neither pine oil, pine needle oil nor, in fact, any oil except 
a small quantity of oil of sandalwood. These facts were 
brought out when Leach sued F. W. Scarff for an infringe
ment of the trade name of his nostrum and to restrain Scarff 
from entering into unfair competition. Leach was shown to 
have no standing in a court of equity, because he was unable 
to come into court with clean hands. The judge, in giving 
his opinion on this case, said, in part: 

"It appears from the record that there is such an ·article as 
oil of pine; that complainant's [Leach's] article has no appre-
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ciable amount of any oil of pine in it, and that it is mainly 
liquefied resin. It further appears that claimant has misrep
resented as to his qualifications to prescribe for the ills for 
which he proclaims his compound a SJJecific; that he was not a 
physician, as implied in the use of the term, 'Dr. Leach,' in 
connection with his advertising; tljat his 'camp for consump
tives in the pine woods of Maine,' was a pure fiction, and that 
the remedy was advertised ingeniously as reading matter, 

CONSUMPTIVES 
CAMPING OUT 
IN ~NEWODDS 

Photographic reproduction (much reduced) of a typical Virgin Oil 
of Pine advertisement, published so as to siml!late news matter. 

conveying the idea of some new discovery. Com
plainant confronts the dilemma either of perpetrating a fraud 
on the public by claiming the presence of any oil of pine as an 
ingredient on the one hand, or, on the other hand, of claiming 
a trade name in the mere proper pharmaceutica_l designation 
of the drug or compound he seeks to protect. In either case, 
a court of equity is not open to him, nor is it to his admin-
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istratrix, and the suit must be dismissed for want of equity. 
The infringement complained of [that perpetrated by Scarff] 
is plain and palpable and does not commend itself to the 
court. Under the facts of the case as now presented, how
ever, the court can grant no relief." 

DR .. WHITTINGTON'S "SPECIFIC" 
"Dr. Whittington's Treatment for Consumption" is, 

according to the label, "manufactured and sold only by 
Dr. William Whittington, Dinuba, Cal." According to our 

DR. wmrnNGTON'S 
- TBATIIINT Joa -

CONSUMPTION 
CONTAINS 7 I.J PEit C&HT AI.COHOL 

AS.-,_ 

CONSUMPTION, COUGHS, 
COLDS, BRONCHITIS. 
LaGRJPPE. and all D£. 
BILITATED CON
DITIONS from 

whatenr cauae 

DIIIECTIONS 

'°':/~~~ Tab'->oonfuli.fo,·u-leatld 

POR CHILDREN· re...,._..ful, mon01' ._., « 
«miitlato_. 

G,,..IW'tlffd by W Wtuu,na1<.on 11n<ter •hf- f".-,,t 
;;iu,J Dru•• AC1. Jun<' .)0 l'.!06 

Srr'II: No. Jll!iil 

DR. WIU.IAI WBITTINGTON 
Dinuba, Calif~mia 

Re<lucc<l photographic facsimile of the label on Whittington's "con• 
Sumption cure." It obviously violates the federal Food and Drugs Act. 

records, Dr. William Whittington was graduated by the 
Missouri Medical College of St. Louis, Mo., in 1880 and 
was licensed to practice in California in 1891. The prepa
ration, which admittedly contains 7.5 per cent. alcohol, is 
labeled: 

"A Specific for Consumption, Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, La Grippe 
and All Debilitated Conditions from whatever cause." 

The bottle contains about twelve ounces of a brown, 
sirupy liquid and sells for $5.00. In repfy to an inquiry 
sent to Whittington by a supposedly consumptive layman, 
there came a letter signed "W. Whittington," reading in part 
as follows: 
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". . . I have a treatment that DOES CURE CONSUMPTION. The cost 
of the treatment is $20.00 for each month's treatment. You can get it 
one month at a time or more as you like. If you wish to try it you 
better take one month's treatment at first to see what it will do for 
you. But if you take it for one month I know you will send back 
for more. For I know it will do you good. For THIS 1s THE ONLY 

Tl.l!.ATMENT THAT DOES REALLY CURE CONSUMPTION. As to how long 
you will need to take it depends on your condition. It takes from 
three to six months to cure. If you have not had it long three months 
may cure you. If you are very bad it will take longer . . ." 
-[Capitals ours.-Eo.] 

Requests have come in at different times for information 
regarding this nostrum. A bottle of Whittington's "Spe
cific" was examined in the chemical laboratory of the 
American Medical Association. The condensed report of 
the chemist follows : 

"The liquid had an odor of raspberry and prunes and also 
somewhat vinous characteristics, with a tannin-like taste. 
The reaction toward litmus was acid. The specific gravity 
at 15.6 C. was 1.0963. The weight of ash from 100 c.c. was 
0.73 grams. Qualitative tests indicated the presence of alco
hol, magnesium, tannin and other vegetable acids, acetate, 
sugar, glycerin, and traces of calcium, potassium and sodium. 
Tests for the following yielded negative results: heavy 
metals, haloids, sulphates, alkaloids, emodin-bearing drugs, 
benzoate, cinnamate, salicylate and glycyrrhiza. From this 
analysis it appears that 'Dr. Whittington's Treatment for 
Consumption' is a flavored syrup, devoid of potent ingredieats 
other than alcohol." 

Selling flavored syrup as a "cure" and "specific" for con
sumption is a disreputable enough business under any cir
cumstances, but what shall be thought of a physician who 
will carry on such a trade?-(Fr.om The Journal A. M. A., 
Dec. 18, 1915.) 

THE WILSON CONSUMPTION "CURE" 
A fraud order has been issued by the postoffice authorities 

against a concem engaged in the "consumption cure" busi
ness under the name of Rev. Edward A. Wilson. The indi
vidual conducting the business was one C. A. Abbott of 
Brooklyn, the Rev. Mr. Wilson being a hypothetical person
age whose name was used as an advertising "blind." Adver
tisements were published in newspapers, chiefly in those with 
a rural circulation, in which the Rev. Mr. Wilson informed 
the afflicted that "having been restored to health by simple 
means after suffering for several years with . . . con
sumption" he was "anxious to make known to fellow suffer
ers the means of cure." This he offered to do by sending 
free of charge to all applicants "a copy of the prescription 
used, which they will find a cure for consumption, asthma, 

catarrh, hronchitis" and several other conditions. 
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Those who answered this advertisement received a large 
amount of printed matter purporting to come from the Rev. 
Mr. Wilson. In this the reverend gentleman explained how, 
when in charge of a church in Maine, he contracted tubercu-

TO OOISUMPTIYES. 
The under11ign,1d b&vlng been re

stored to health by simple means, after 
suffering for several yean with a se
vere lung affection, and that dread 
disease Con1umptlon, I& anxious -to 

. make known to his fellow sufferers.the 
means ()f cure. To those who desire 
It, he will <:b,eerfully ·aead (free of 
charge) a copy of the J)rescrlption 
used, which they wm find a sure cure 
for Con1umptlon, Aethma, Catarrh, t Bronchltla and. all throat and lung 

1 Mafadlea. He hopes all sufferers will 
f try his Remedy, as It Is Invaluable. 
! Those. desiring the prescrlp~on, which 

will coat them nothing, and may prove 
a l)loa1lng, will please address 

RE-Vi IDWARD A. WILSON, 
Brooklyn, N. V. 

A sample of the advertisements in which the mythical Rev. Wilson 
offered to send the formula for a "sure cure for consumption." 

·- . -
RECIPE FOR CATARRH, 

. Connmption,Asthma;Bronchitia, Couhs,Colds.lo. 
&tract Bl-Otlgetti, - Tliru 0...n«B, 

Ilvpop/w,pliiu of LirM, and Sodll On, half Ouno,. 
Alantin· (Pura,} One I>rae!.m. 
Nec011i11 (Pura,), One Aalf &rupl& 
Eztruct Oi11cliona, - 1\oo .Draclim& 
Pou,d. SU{!ar, - One Peund. 
I'ure Port W'ina llu• or WAial:dy, - One half Pint. 
Oold Watw, - One Q .. art. 
To pnpue lhe a..,,_ leoipe p,operl1, all '1ie 

,_ . oompoadocl and mlsed well wgether ~~LIii,.!.!~~.,--~~!•~ 

A photographic reproduction (reduced) of the Reverend Wilson's 
"prescription." Notice the "Extract of Blodgetti," an ingredient that 
had no existence, but which made it necessary for the dupe to send 
to Wilson if he wanted the "prescription" filled. 

losis and after trying various treatments, was finally cured 
by a famous Dr. Churchill of Paris, France. The prescription 
to which he owed his life he was giving away free in a spirit 
of thankfulness. But in view of the difficulty experienced in 
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having many druggists fill the prescription, he had imported 
large quantities of the ingredients direct from Dr. Churchill 
himself, bad bad them compounded by a competent chemist, 
and was prepared to furnish a three weeks' supply of the 
same to any one who would send him $3, including six or 
twelve cents for postage. As the prescription contained as 
its essential ingredient "Extract of Blodgetti"-a drug whose 
existence was as immaterial as that of the Rev. Mr. Wilson
the difficulty in getting it filled was not overestimated. 

Investigation showed that there was no "Rev. Wilson" ; 
that the ingredients were not imported; that they were com
pounded by Abbott himself, who was not a chemist; that
there was no "Extract of Blodgetti," and that the advertising 
"literature" was false and misleading in every respect. Hence 
the fraud order.-(From The JoHrnal A. M.A., Jan. 2, 1909.) 

[In 1915 this scheme seems to have been resurrected. 
Advertisements appeared in country newspapers in which 
Charles A. Abbott offered to send, not "a copy of the 
prescription" as of old, but "a full description of his-Rev. 
Edward A. Wilson's----<:ure."] 

YONKERMAN'S "TUBERCULOlYNE" 
Time was when the United States was the dumping ground 

for the British quack and nostrum vender. The absence of 
medical practice acts, or the inadequacy of such as existed, 
made many of the states a fertile field for the quack from 
across the water or for the discredited British physician. The 
lack of enforcement of such state food and drug laws as 
existed and the absence of any federal law on the subject 
left the American people at the mercy of as heartless a gang 
of quacks and "patent medicine" exploiters as ever plied their 
disreputable trade. 

This influx of quacks and nostrum makers from over seas 
has been largely diminished since the advent of the Federal 
Food and Drugs Act. In fact the current has set in the other 
direction and now instead of the American public being 
fleeced by the English medical fakers the American quack is 
finding the English public "good pickings." 

It is surprising to those who have kept in close touch with 
the "patent medicine" question, how many medical and.medic
inal frauds of American origin are now being vigorously 
exploited in Great Britain. 

The reason for this improved state of affairs is to be found 
in the activities of the federal, and to a certain extent the 
state, authorities in this country, in prosecuting various 
fraudulent medical concerns. This, coupled with the cam
paign of enlightenment against the great American fraud that 
has been consistently carried . on by the American Medical 
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Association for the past few years through THE JouRNAL, 
the Association laboratory, and the Council on Pharmacy and 
Chemistry has resulted in a steadily narrowing field of opera
tions for the quack and the nostrum seller in the United 
States. 

Consumption 
Its Diagnosis, Treatment and Cure 

Free 

r 

ii NEW TREATISE ON TUBERCULOSIS 
By FREEMAN HALL, M. D. 

: Tblo valuable medical book tel10 ID plaln, simple 

~-~a~:~r:,e,;;e~0fr ~~~11~:cf!1~~ acg; !8e ~~~il~~ Tr°o':! 
r fi~r~~~mJ.ti?u0~ff o:~~~b~O. B~~n;~~1~ou~~~~fc~'1. 

this book will help you. Even U you are tn Ula 
odvanced stage of the disease and feel there ta no 
hope. lt will Jnetruct you how othere, w1tb Its aid. 
cured themselves after all remedlce tl'ied bl4 
!ailed, and they believed tbeir caee bopeleu. 

Write at once to The Yonkerman Co., SIH 
Water St., Kalamazoo, Mich., and ther ,.di. 
gladly aend you, the book by return rnai Free 
and alao a aeaeroua •~ply of the New Trea~ 

_ cnent abaolutely Free, for they want you to haYe 
tbll! wonderful remedy before Jt 1a too tate. Don't 
wait-write today. lt may mean the aaT1Dlr 4f 
~our Ufe. 

Photographic reproduction of a Yonkerman advertisement typical of 
those al)pearing in the cheaper magazines and the less particular news• 
papers of this country. 

Great Britain, on the other hand, has a Food and Drugs 
Act that is neither as broad nor as specific as our own. The 
British courts, too, have shown a decided tendency to treat 
the "patent medicine" faker with a -leniency that is com
patible neither with good sense nor public policy. 
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YONKERMAN'S CONSUMPTION CURE 

An interesting example of the greater laxity on the part 
of the authorities in Great Britain in controlling quackery 
may be found b)' comparing the "literature" issued by Derk 
P. Yonkerman of Kalamazoo, Mich., and London, England, 

UBERCULO 

~ 

I· 
i!' 
:. THE o'N 1•• "' 
··"-",,.'::: 

, ML r°'""'• 04' 

• : CONSUMPTION. 

111f.DlR!IPVOfj!IIR!Wi(lffil\Ci 
e,&o\JVERlf S!,LONDON,£.C 

' 

- ::~<~.;•1t 
THE ONLY'y,_;::,: 

°'- ... ~;:a.ov,-...~ I 

co;;~';";.\7;N I 
---·----~ 

l•lllll!!IF~~'-flltllli(lffll\i!U 
ti8iXP{lff1E sr1.o~_'l"£ 

Photographic reproductions of the labels used by Yonkerman on 
opposite sides of the Atlantic. The upper two pictures are the labels 
used on American products; the lower two those used on British 
products. Notice that the two statements that appear on the British 
labels (1) "The only known remedy for all forms of consumption," 
and (2) "An antitoxin•ac_ting agent of the greatest therapeutic value" 
are absent from the American label. The reason is that after lying 
on labels became illegal in the United States, it was still tolerated in 
England. 

for use on opposite sides of the Atlantic. Yonkerman runs a 
"consumption cure" of the usual quack type, consisting chiefly 
oi a potassium bromid mixture and a full set of "follow-up" 
letters and other "literary" accessories in the way of testi
monials, etc. 
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In his booklet and other advertising matter, Yonkerman 
styles himself "Dr." As he purports to treat tuberculosis in 
human beings, the natural inference is that he is an M.D. 
Inquiry discloses the fact, however, that he is not a licen
tiate of the state in which he "practices." 

Consumption 
Can be Cured 

Dr ......... ....____ ........ ... .._... ................. ... 
~I~ 

w~:J.~ A ':.°:~t~1~i'!~~0::•C1' ~-= 
C~~-.~:;,:;~~-.. ~~h.,~~~~~,,~•~~ri;.~~ ~ ~ 
!,;::;~:;~~:E·~:~:::i:~:\:i;~~;~i! 
lonrer. •· rocrndrrrd HI, 1nonablr <liuut, Con• 
1ump1ton· ip _lb. fu-~J"IAft'<l 1t•fn.,, Uln,9at"1 
c:a~e, ol-1'roo<ehius, uthma, and <~t~rib ba•t ~r,) 
q1110:kl7.nirr;J by thi1 q,w Or.,1mtn(, rltD .dtn 
<hJllft of d,m:i.1! a_nrf tfi, "~ of rr,u,l11cni1 anct.1U 
W tuuG..I ·rtlflf'•lin b,ou1h1 no relid Wb:ltun, 

lnQrdtr to JiJ;nr 1!nt11utrtirn1 ,o tlw hadlof 
,.~,,y .,,11,.,..,., bc-..h r,_,b ~nd 1><.>()r,_1br diKo•rn•r 
h.>1 orrrni;r.t • tl111nbut1a1 ('(>1111pafl:,.' n,ourll 
thl\t01111Un)•.Mh31:u11n1C'd101npply11•erou, 

REE :TRIAL TREATilEtiT 
• - to tbott bui1c: C"ornumptioo or 

• ,rCnMurn i 

A much reduced photographic reproduction of a typical British adver• 
tisement of Yonkerman's "Tuberculozyne." From th~ London Daily 
Mirror. 

YONKERMAN'S MEDICAL QUALIFICATIONS 

Yonkerman claims that he "graduated from Ontario Col
lege, Toronto, Canada." There is no such college I There is 
an Ontario Veterinary College at Toronto, whose principal 
states that Yonkerman was graduated from this institution 
in 1882. 

Yonkerman claims also to have taken "a special course at 
Stuttgart University, Germany." There is no such university! 
There is a veterinary college at Stuttgart, but the dean of this 
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institution writes us that no man of the name of Yonkerman 
was either matriculated at, 01"' was graduated by, the college. 

'According to a list issued by the Michigan State Veterinary 
Board, D. P. Yonkerman of Kalamazoo is a registered veter
inarian. On the strength-of his qualifications as a horse doc
tor he dispenses mail-order treatments for the "cure" of 
tuberculosis in human beings. Regarding Yonkerman's quali
fications, the company wrote to an English enquirer: 

"The originator of this remedy js Dr. Yonkerman, whose medical 
qualifications are all American. Realizin_g the prejudice in England 
against doctors with Transatlantic degrees, he thinks nothing would 
be gained by discussing the same." 

We doubt if there is any "prejudice in England against 
doctors with Transatlantic degrees"-at least so far as repu
table American physicians are concerned. Such prejudice as 
exists is the very natural one against American quacks and 
irregulars-of which Yonkerman is a type-who exploit the 
British public with worthless "cures" such as Tuberculozyne. 
Yonkerman is doubtless correct in assuming that he would 
gain nothing by discussing his medical qualifications; even 
the most credulous English layman would bal!c at being 
treated by a horse doctor. 

Free samples of Tuberculozyne are sent out by both the 
Artierican and English branches of Yonkerman's nostrum 
an.d a comparison of. the respective labels is interesting: 

ENGLISH LABEL 

Tuberculozyne Yonkerman. 

The New Remedy for Consump• 
tion. 

The Only Known Remedy for 
all forms of Consumption. 

An Antitoxin Acting Agent of 
the G r e a t e s t Therapeutic 
Value. 

AMERICAN LABEL 

Tuberculoyzne (Yonkerman) 

The New Remedy for Consump· 
tion. 

Not a Patent Medicine. 

It will be noticed that the statement "The Only Known 
Remedy for all Forms of Consumption" which is to be found 
on the English labels is absent from the labels on the Ameri
can samples. The reason is plain. The American Ff)od and 
Drugs Act declares that lying on the label is illegal-and a5 
the statement in question is a palpable falsehood, the com
pany, doubtless, will not risk a possible prosecution by put
ting it on the American product. Probably for the same 
reason the other untruth, viz., "An Antitoxin Acting Agent of 
the Greatest Therapeutic Value" is also omitted from the 
American labels. 
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Fear of the postoffice • fraud-order is doubtless responsible 
for the generous pruning of th~ "literature" s-ent out by this 
concern from its Kalamazoo office, resulting in a correspond
ing protection to the American public. Foi: instance, a book
let is sent out purporting to describe "Tubei:culozyne" and its 
use in consumption ; in England this brochure bears the title : 

I "TUBERCULOZYNE (YONKERMAN) CURES CONSUMPTION" 
·-----....-------~ 

This, of course, is an untruth as vicious as it is cruel. The 
expurgated American edition, therefore, goes through the 
mails with the following title: 

"CONSUMPTION, ITS DIAGNOSIS, TREATMENT AND CURE" 

Many other little twists, omissions and modifications are 
found that indicate the value of the American postoffice 
fraud-order. 

ENGLISl'I EDITION 

"There have been found cures 
for small-pox . . ." 

uconsumption remained as m_ys
terious and deadly as ever." 

"Tuberculozyne (Yonkerman) the 
most wonderful and marvellous 
medical discovery of the age, 
cures consumption." 
. . the Tuberculozyne treat• 

ment introduces copper into 
the blood . . ." 

"Tuberculozyne is a combination 
of ce,~tain salts of copper 

"T~be~c~lozyne-'the Copper Cure 
for Consumption' . . ." 

AMERICAN EDITION 

"There have been found safe pre• 
cautions, sucli as vaccinahou, 
against smallpox . ,, 

. . consumption • h~s re
mained as insidious and dea.i
ly as ever." 

[Not in the American edition.) 

[No mention is made, in the 
American edition, of the "c0:p
per salts" said, in the English 
edition, to be the essential 
element of the "cure." The 
omission is probably due to 
the fact that copper if pres• 
ent at all in this fake exists 
in such infinitesimal quantities 
as to have no appreciable thera
peutic action.] 

There are numerous other details in the American edition 
of the Tuberculozyne booklet that have been toned down 
from the English version so as more nearly to correspond, if 
not with the facts, at least with probabilities. In giving the 
"life history of Dr. Derk P. Yonkerman," for example, we 
find tha( Englishmen are asked to believe that Yonkerman 

. . won prizes for proficiency in every study in the curriculum." 

Americans, fortunately, do not have their credulity strained 
t<, the same degree for in the United States edition we read 
that Yonkerman merely 

. . won mnny prizes for proficiency in his studies." 
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Whether this modification is a tribute to the natural skepti
cism o( the American public or to the stricter postal laws 
that obtain on this side of the water is not known. That 
modesty had anything to do with it is unthi_nkable. Many 
other equally interesting differences between the claims mad,~ 
on opposite sides of the Atlantic might be quoted, but the 
whole matter can be summed up by saying that in England 
the style of the Tuberculozyne booklet is that of "the Lie 
Direct," ·while in the United States it approximates "the Lie 
with Circumstance." 

If w H•r..Soo,1111 D 
~~ 

c .. 1 • ._.T..._.•~,.,i.-.i,..o ,, ... _...,s.....,_• ...... ·-· , ... 
..... ----,...,_ 

Photographic reproductions of Yonkerman's American letter-heaJs at 
different stages of development. In the older (upper) one it was a 
"Consumption Cure Company"; after it became illegal to label the 
nostrum a "cure," the concern became a "Consumption Remedy Com• 
pany." It is now merely "The Yonkerman Company." 

A word in closing regarding the composition of this fake. 
The nostrum comes in two solutions _whjch pave been ana
lyzed i~ this country by Dr. L. F. Kehler of the Bureau of 
Chemistry, U. S. Department of Agriculture, in Australia by 
the Board of Health of Sydney, N. S. W., and in Great 
Britain both by ·the public analyst and by the British Medical 
Association. Like every nostrum, the formula seems to-vary 
ar the whim of its exploiter. We give the latest analysis, 
that made for the British Medical Association and published 
in "Secret Remedies." 
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WHAT IS TUBERCULOZ~E? 

"No. 1 was a bright r;d liquid; analysis showed it to 
contain in 100 fluid parts, 3.4 parts of potassium bromid, 
12 parts of glycerin, a trace of a pungent substance, 
sufficient oil of cinnamon (or oil of cassia) to give a 
flavor, a very small quantity of alcohol, and cochineal 
coloring matter darkened with a trace of alkali; no cop
per was present. The following formula gave an exactly 
similar liquid: 

Potassium bromid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.4 parts \ 
Glycerin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12.0 parts 
Oil of cassia.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.1 part 
Tincture o,f capsicum........................ 0.17 part 
Cochineal coloring ......................... q. s. 
Caustic soda • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.06 part 
Water to .....•............................ 100 fluid parts 

Photographic reproduction of one of many testimonials used by 
Yonkerman to catch British dupes. These testimonials are skilfully 
printed to imitate handwriting. Further to carry out the impression 
that they are original letters, the words "Kindly return this letter 
when you write," are imprinted in red ink across the letter by means 
of a rubber stamp. 

"No. 2 was a brown liquid, one specimen being bright 
and another containing a little sediment. Analysis 
showed it to contain in 100 fluid parts, 18 parts of glyc
erin, sufficient essential oil of almonds to give a ftavor, 
and a coloring matter which appeared to be burnt sugar. 
No copper was found in the small free sample, but the 
larger bottle of No. 2 contained 0.01 per cent. of copper, 
and a trace of sulphate; this quantity of copper is equiva-
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lent to ¼s grain of crystallized copper sulphate in each 
fluid dram. As regards the other ingredients the fol
lowing formula gave an exactly similar liquid: 

Glycerin ..... .' .............................. 18.0 parts 
Essential oil of almond... . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. 0.1 part 
Burnt sugar ................................ q. s. 
Water to .................................... 100 fluid parts 

"The estimated cost of ingredients for No. 1 and No. 2 
together is 2½ d.'' (5 cents). 

Yonkerman has two prices for his "Tuberculozyne ;" in 
England he asks £2 10s. 0d. ($12) while his own countrymen 
get the same thing for $10. Not altogether the same, either, 
a~ the "literature" sent out in Great Britain is typographically 
more elaborate and, as has been shown, the claims are more 
preposterous. The bigger the lie, the larger the fee! 

Tuberculozyne, we are told, is sold, "at a very moderate 
advance above actual cost." If selling 5 cents' worth of drugs 
for $10 or $12 is Yonkerman's idea of "a very moderate·• 
profit, we shudder to think what might have ·happened if 
instead of electing to follow quackery as a trade he had 
turned his talents toward the field of "high finance."
(From The Journal A. M. A., Oct. 8, 1910, with modifications 
and additions.) 

SOME PRODUCTS DECLARED MISBRANDED 
BY THE GOVERNMENT 

A. D. S. Cod Liver Oil Comp.-"A. D. S. Cod Liver Oil 
Comp." was one of the preparations put out by the American 

/ Druggists' Syndicate, a cooperative concern to which drug
gists belong who wish to share in the profits of the manufac
ture as well as of the sale of "patent medicines." The prep
aration, which admittedly contained 17 per cent. alcohol, was 
marketed under such claims as: 

"A Sovereign Remedy in Pulmonary Tuberculosis or Consumption of 
the Lungs." 

"The Great Curative Value of this Preparation has been demon• 
strated by the Most Eminent Physicians, who regard it as a powerful 
strength builder, that gives the system force to resist the Invasion of 
Dacil1i." 

These statements the federal officials charged were false 
and misleading because "the said article and drug was· not a 
sovereign remedy in pulmonary tuberculosis or consumption 
of the lungs, was· not a powerf~I strength builder, and 
possessed no properties such as would give the system force 
to resist the invasion of bacilli." The government officials 
also charged that the statement that the product was a 
"Preparation of the Active Principles of Pure Norwegian 
Cod Liver Oil" was false and misleading because the prepara-
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tion "did not contain cod liver oil in any appreciable or 
measurable quantity, and did not possess the active principles 
of cod liver oil." The company first pleaded not guilty but 
later changed its plea to guilty. The penalty assessed by the 
court against this wealthy corporation for selling an alco
holic nostrum under the representation that it was a 
"sovereign remedy" for consumption was $5.-[Notice of 
Judgment No. 4033.J 

Ballard's Horehound Syrup Compound.-".Ballard's Hore
hound Syrup Compound" was put on the market by James F. 
Ballard, St. Louis, Mo. The trade package contained, among 
numerous claims, the following: 

"For Consumption,. Coughs and Colds." 
"For Coughs, . . . Asthma, Dry Hacking Cough, . . . Irri

tation of Throat, Soreness of Chest, Croup, Spitting of Blood, Influenza, 
Lung Fever, Whooping Cough &c." 

These claims the federal authorities declared were "false 
and fraudulent" and applied "knowingly and in reckless and 
wanton disregard" of their truth or falsity. Ballard pleaded 
guilty and was fined $10 and costs.-[Notice of Judgment 
No. 3971.J 

Black's Pulmonic Syrup.-W. F. Black and W. H. Martin, 
who did business under the name Black Distributing Agency, 
Nashville, Tenn., put on the market "Black's Pultnonic Syrup" 
which was alleged to contain 20 per cent. alcohol and to be 
"Compounded by W. F. Black, M.D., Birmingham, Alabama." 
It was sold as "The New Remedy for Tuberculosis and 
Bronchitis." Government chemists reported that it was a 
water-alcohol solution of ichthyol, glycerin and sugar. Gov
ernment officials declared, naturally, that the claim that this 
stuff was an effective remedy for tuberculosis was false and 
fraudulent and applied knowingly, recklessly and wantonly. 
Both defendants pleaded guilty and Black was fined $200; 
Martin, $100, and the costs assessed. on both.-[Notice of 
Judg111e11t No. 4357]. 

Coe's Cough Balsam.-The C. G. Clark Co. of New Haven, 
Conn., shipped a quantity of this nostrum in interstate com
merce. The product was labeled: 

"For Croup, Whooping Cough, Quinsy, Asthma . . . Catarrh 
and Consumption." 

When analyzed by the Bureau of Chemistry the stuff was 
found to contain, among other ingredients, 8.7 per cent. of 
alcohol by volume, 31.2 per cent. sucrose .. together with small 
amounts of opium, ipecac and licorice. The ·court held the 
stuff was misbranded in that unwarranted claims had been 
made and the full pt'rcentage of opium had no"t been declared, 
as required by law. As no defense was offered by the manu
facturers the court ordered the product destroyed.-[N otice 
uf J11dg111c11t, No. 3815.J 
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Downs Vegetable Balsamic Elixir.-Henry, Johns~n & 
Lord of Burlington, Vt., was the defendant in this case. 
The nostrum was reported by the federal chemists to be "a 
sweetened solution of opium, ipecac, glycerin, and small 
amounts of calcium, potassium, and iron compounds, kavored 
with anise." The claim that it was a remedy for consumption 
was declared false and fraudulent. The defendant pleaded 
guilty and was fined $50.-[N oticc of Judgmcnt No. 4210.J 

Tu-Ber-Eiu.-The Dr. A. W. Acker Chemical Co. of 
Selma, Ala., shipped in interstate commerce 144 bottles of 
"Tu-Ber-Ku" which the • government declared were mis

branded in violation of the Food 
and Drugs Act. The preparation 

.. {j U-Jltr - ICU.. which admittedly contained 20 per 
cent. alcohol was sold under such 
claims as: 

C-.-ol ... 

"White Plarue" 

("-r-] 
~h. 

cc;,......-.✓ 
...i 
Aatlun&. 

"Tuberculosis Can Be Cured. Tu
ller-Ku Triumphs." 

"It is a Blood Cleanser, a Lung 
Builder, a Flesh Maker, a Healt.)t Re
storer and an effective agency for fight

. iug and curing Tuberculosis." 
41 Has cured Consumption, Catarrh, 

Lagrippc, Asthma and severe colds." 

These and similar claims were 
declared by the government to he 
false, misleading and fraudulent. 
The Dr. Acker Chemical Com
pany filed an answer to the libel 
claiming the product and the case: 
was brought before the court and 
a jury. After due deliberation the 
fury returned a verdict sustain

ing the government's charges. The court ordered the fraudu
lent nostrum destroyed.-[Noticc of Judg111c11t No. 4367.J 
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The Great American Fraud 
BY SAMUEL HOPKINS ADAMS 

This is a reprint of a series of articles by Mr. Adams that 
appeared originally in Collier's. The first one came out in 
October, 1905; others followed at more or less frequent intervals 
during 1906 and 1907, and in 1912 the subject was again taken 
up. Most of Mr. Adams' articles have been reprinted in this 
book. They contain detailed exposures of the methods of "patent 
medicine" men and quacks and the harm that these do to the 
public. The object of the series was to make the situation so 
familiar and thoroughly understood that at least the worst 
aspects of the evil would be mitigated. 

Among the subjects discussed are: Preying on the Incurables, 
Miracle Workers, Sure Cure, the Specialist Humbug, the 
'·Patent-Medicine" Conspiracy Against the Freedom of the Press, 
Strictly Confidential, the Treatment Accorded Private Letters 
by the Nostrum Manufacturers, "Patent Medicines" Under the 
"Pure Food Law," Peruna, Swamp Root, etc. 

The analyses of many "patent medicines" are given in non
technical language so that their fraudulent composition will be 
easily understood and indelibly fixed in the mind. 

CONTENTS 

THE NOSTRUM EVIL 

I. Introduction. IV. The Subtle Poisons. 
II. Peruna and the Bracers. V. Preying on Incurables. 

III. Liquozone. VI. The Fundamental Fakes. 

QUACKS AND QUACKERY 

i. The Sure-Cure School. III. The Specialist. 
II. The Miracle-Workers. IV. The Scavengers. 

PATENT MEDICINES, THE LAW AND THE PUBLIC 

I. The Fraud Medicines Own Up. 
II. The Fraud Above the Law-"Swamp Root." 

[FIFTH ENLARGED EDITION] 

PRICE 
Pa,1>er c;over ........... 25 cents Cloth cover. .......... 50 cents 

Stamps are acceptable for amounts up to 50 cents 

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION 
535 NORTH DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO 
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PAMPHLETS ON THE 

NOSTRUM EVIL AND QUACKERY 
"Cancer Cure" Frauds.-Illustrated; 6 cents. 

"Consumption Cures."-Illus.trated; price 20 cents. 

Convictions Under the Food and Drugs Act.-Illustrated; price 
15 cents. 

Cosmetic N ostrums.-Illustrated; price 10 cents. 

"Deafness Cures."-lllustrated; price 10 cents. 

"Epilepsy Cures."-lllustrated; price 10 cents. 

"Female Weakness Cures."-lllustrated; 15 cents. 

Medical Institutes.-lllustrated; price 20 cents. 

Medical Mail-Order Frauds.-lllustrated; price io cents. 

"Men's Specialists."-Illustrated; price 10 cents. 

Miscellaneous Nostrums.-lllustrated; price 10 cents. 

"Obesity Cures."-lllustrated; price 10 cents. 

Sanatogen.-lllustrated; price 10 cents. 

Some Quasi-Medical Institutions.-Illustrated; price 10 cents. 

Some Mechanical Cure-Alls.-lllustrated; price 10 cents. 

(Prices i,rc/11de postage) 

This list is subject to change. Write for a descriptive price 
list of pamphlets and other publications dealing with the nostrum 
evil and quackery. • 

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION 
838 NORTH DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL. 
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NOSTRUMS and QUACKERY 
(SECOND EDITION) 

For some years The Journal of the American Medical Asso
ciation has published articles, in its Propaganda for Reform 
department, dealing with quackery and the "patent medicine" 
evil. Most of the exposes have been the result of the work done 
by the Propaganda for Reform department supplemented by help 
from the Association's laboratory. Full reports have also been 
published of the splendid work done by the federal government, 
both through the agency of the postoffice fraud order and by the 
enforcement of the Food and Drugs Act. Similar data furnished 
by the state authorities have been drawn on and work done in 
Europe along the same lines has been used. All this matter was 
brought together, elaborated, freely illustrated and supplemented 
with additional information on the same subjects to make the 
book "Nostrums and Quackery." 

It was published in the belief not only that the information 
ought to go to the public, but also that the public desired just 
such information, The best evidence that this belief was justi
fied was the necessity of issuing a second edition in less than a 
year. The second (1913) edition is larger by about 200 pages 
and has more than 100 additional illustrations. Much entirely 
new matter was added, and a large portion of the material that 
appeared in the first edition was brought down to date. The 
distinguishing features of "Nostrums and Quackery" are the 
thoroughness with which the work has been done and the 
accuracy of the information it gives. It has an index that makes· 
it a veritable "Who's Who" in Quackdom. • 

Part I-Quackery 
Advertising Specialists 
Cancer Cures 
Consumption Cures 
Deafness Cures 

Drug C1:1res 
Mail-Order C 011cerns 
Mechanical Fakes 
Medical Institutes 

Part 2-Nostrums 
Asthma Cures Hair Dyes 
Baby Killers Headache Cures 
Diabetes Cures Miscellaneous Nostrums 

Part 3-Miscellaneous 
Confidence of Q11acks Testimonials 

This book is issued in a permanent and attractive form bound in green 
cloth, stamped in gold. Seven Hundred pages. Three Hundred iltustra• 
tions. 

PRICE, 11.00 POSTPAID 

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION 
1138 NORTH DEARBORN STREET CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
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